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1. Nicole Eisenman

b. 1965

Winter Solstice 2012 Dinner Party
signed, titled and dated “Nicole Eisenman 2009 Dinner
Party” on the reverse
oil on canvas
56 x 44 in. (142.2 x 111.8 cm.)
Painted in 2009.
Estimate
$100,000-150,000
Provenance
Leo Koenig Inc., New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Exhibited
New York, Leo Koenig Inc., NICOLE EISENMAN, October
30 – December 23, 2009
Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis; Institute of
Contemporary Art Philadelphia; La Jolla, Museum of
Contemporary Art San Diego, Dear Nemesis, Nicole
Eisenman 1993-2013, January 24, 2014 – September 6,
2015, p. 41 (illustrated)
Literature
Casey Ruble, “Nicole Eisenman at Leo Koenig,” Art in
America, February 5, 2010 (online)
Barry Schwabsky, Vitamin P2, New Perspectives in
Painting, 2011, p. 99 (illustrated)
Holland Cotter, “A Career of Toasting Rebellions; A Nicole
Eisenman Midcareer Survey in Philadelphia,” The New
York Times, September 25, 2015 (illustrated online in
Revolting via Canvas slide show)
Julie Hefernan, “Bonnard’s Other Avant Garde,”
ARTPULSE, no. 24, vol. 7, 2015, p. 35 (illustrated)

Masterfully demonstrating Nicole Eisenman’s
acclaimed fgurative language, Winter Solstice 2012
Dinner Party presents the viewer with a sumptuous
late night dinner party scene that pulsates with
explosive pathos and narrative allusion. Painted
in 2009, this work continues Eisenman’s over two
decade-long investigation into the complexities
of the human condition, which was most recently
the subject of her acclaimed solo exhibition at the
New Museum, New York, in 2016. Eisenman, whose
provocative and subversive contribution to the 1995
Whitney Biennial frst garnered her critical acclaim,
has established herself as one of the most important
fgurative painters of her generation. Celebrated for
the virtuosity with which she draws from both high
and popular culture to explore contemporary social
issues, the New York based artist was awarded the
prestigious MacArthur Foundation “Genius Grant” in
2015 and the Carnegie Prize in 2013.
While Eisenman’s early work overtly explored
identity, gender, sexuality, family dynamics or
inequality through provocative subject matter,
Winter Solstice 2012 Dinner Party articulates
her more recent preoccupation with portraits of
individuals or groups engaged in diferent social
activities – inspired equally by French Impressionist
bourgeois café scenes, the dystopian visions of
James Ensor and the casual gatherings with friends
and fellow New Yorkers. With the present work,
Eisenman puts forward a charged meditation on the
relationship and psychological space between the
individual and the group – prompting the viewer to
consider the timelessness of human emotion.

James Ensor, The Banquet
of the Starved, 1915.
Oil on canvas, The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York Image
copyright © The Metropolitan
Museum of Art. Image source:
Art Resource, NY
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Property of the Collection Over Holland

2. David Hammons

b. 1943

African-American Flag
dyed cotton
56 1/2 x 87 1/4 in. (143.5 x 221.6 cm.)
Executed in 1990, this work is from an edition of 5.
Another example from the edition is in the permanent
collection of The Museum of Modern Art, New York.
Estimate
$700,000-1,000,000
Provenance
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
Exhibited
Amsterdam, Museum Overholland, Black USA, April 7 July 29, 1990
New York, The Museum of Modern Art, OPEN ENDS:
Pop and Afer, September 28, 2000 - January 2, 2001
(another example exhibited)
New York, The Museum of Modern Art, Contemporary
Art from the Collection, June 30, 2010 - September 19,
2011 (another example exhibited)
Literature
Kirk Varnedoe, Paola Antonelli, Joshua Siegel, eds.,
Modern Contemporary: Art at MoMA Since 1980, New
York, 2000, no. 287, pp. 272, 545 (another example
illustrated)
The Color Line: African-American Artists and
Segregation, exh. cat., Musée du quai Branly-Jacques
Chirac, Paris, 2017 (another example illustrated on
the cover)

“African-American Flag is not only an artwork, it
is a fag for a new nation, a fag for a new insight,
it is a new fag for a new form and a new truth.
David Hammons creates a new truth - what more
can art do?” (Thomas Hirschhorn, “Thomas
Hirschhorn David Hammons Quote” Stifung
Sommerakademie im Zentrum Paul Klee Reader,
Bern, 2016, online)
A striking emblem charged with fervor and wit,
David Hammons’ African-American Flag, 1990, is
an iconic artwork by the artist. One of the most
widely recognized works from his remarkable
career, this particular example was included in the
ground-breaking exhibition, Black USA at
Museum Overholland, Amsterdam, 1990, where it
was frst raised in the heart of Amsterdam’s
Museumplein. Originally produced in an edition
of only fve, other examples from the edition are
housed in the collection of the artist and of The
Collection Over Holland, as well as in the collection
of the Museum of Modern Art, New York. Among
the most important and fascinating oeuvre of our
time, Hammons’ works form part of the
collections of the Whitney Museum of American
Art, New York; Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture
Garden, Washington, D.C.; Museum of
Contemporary Art Chicago; Museum of
Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; Fogg Art
Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge;
Fondation Cartier pour l’art contemporain, Paris;
and Tate Modern, London.
Executed in 1990, African-American Flag
corresponds with a pivotal moment in history,
coinciding with Nelson Mandela’s release from
Robben Island and the election of David Dinkins
as the frst and only black mayor of New York City.
Having been awarded the American Academy in
Rome Prize, Hammons was working in Europe
when an encounter with the renowned curator
Christiaan Braun led to Hammons’ decision to
create this exceptional work of art for the

David Hammons and groundsman
raising the present lot over
Museumplein, Amsterdam, 1990.
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Installation view of OPEN ENDS: Pop
and Afer, at The Museum of Modern
Art, New York, 2001 including another
example of the present lot alongside
Jasper Johns, Flag, 1954–55.
Image Courtesy The Museum of Modern
Art, New York. © 2017 David Hammons
© 2017 Jasper Johns/Licensed by VAGA,
New York, NY

upcoming Black USA exhibition at the celebrated
Museum Overholland in Amsterdam. The
following year Hammons was awarded a
MacArthur Fellowship “Genius Grant” in
recognition of his career and contributions to
African American cultural identity.
The Black USA exhibition represented a
watershed moment in art history. In his infuential
and visionary role as director and curator of
Museum Overholland (1987–1990), Braun
organized a series of high-profle exhibitions of
artists such as Gerhard Richter, Roy Lichtenstein,
Thomas Schütte, Frank Stella, Paul Cézanne,
Ellsworth Kelly, Louise Bourgeois, and Marlene
Dumas. Having identifed a signifcant lack of
exposure of African American artists in Europe,
Braun set out to present an exhibition in honor of
African American artists. Afer an in-depth
investigation through America, he decided on
seven artists including Hammons, as well as Jules
Allen, Benny Andrews, Romare Bearden, Robert
Colescott, Martin Puryear, and Bill Traylor. Each
artist was selected to convey a distinct message:
Allen as the photographer of black culture, of
boxers and “Hats and HatNots”; Andrews as the
black “protester”; Puryear as the frst black artist
to represent the United States at a major
international art exhibition, the São Paulo Art
Biennial in 1989; Bill Traylor as the self-taught,
antebellum Southerner; and rounding out the
group was the enigmatic “magician”, David
Hammons.
One of Hammons’ contributions to the exhibition
was African-American Flag, fying in the courtyard
of the Museumplein for the duration of the show.
A photograph capturing Hammons raising

NY_TCA_MAY17_EVE_2-71_BL.indd 20

African-American Flag over the Museumplein
suggests a sense of auspiciousness. Indeed, its
position at the nexus of that cultural heart of
Amsterdam was a signifcant one. Flanked by the
Rijksmuseum, the Van Gogh Museum, the
Stedelijk Museum, and the American consulate
bedecked with fags, the present work stood at
the intersection of art and politics.
This strategic placement of African-American
Flag harkens back to Hammons’ earlier street art
interventions. Hammons’ improvisational use of
media, ofen presented in public locations,
subverts the viewer’s expectations of what
constitutes fne art. Using the streets as his
platform, Hammons frequently confronts issues
such as homelessness, racism, or unemployment,
as in his now infamous performance piece
Bliz-aard Ball Sale afer the 1983 blizzard, when
he sold snowballs in Cooper Square, New York. As
he explained, “I do my street art mainly to keep
rooted in that ‘who I am.’ Because the only thing
that’s really going on is in the street; that’s where
something is really happening. It isn’t happening
in these galleries. Doing things in the street is
more powerful than art I think. Because art has
gotten so… I don’t know what the fuck art is about
now. Like Malcolm X said, it’s like Novocain. It
used to wake you up but now it puts you to sleep.
I think art now is putting people to sleep. There’s
so much of it around in this town that it doesn’t
mean anything. That’s why the artist has to be
very careful what he shows and when he shows
now. Because the people aren’t really looking at
art, they’re looking at each other’s clothes and
each other’s haircuts.” (David Hammons,
“Interview with David Hammons”, Brown
University, 1986, online)

24/04/17 22:28

Ten years following its unveiling at Black USA, the
artwork, African-American Flag, was acquired by
The Museum of Modern Art, New York and was
presented for the frst time in the museum next to
Jasper Johns’ Flag in their exhibition, OPEN ENDS:
Pop and Afer, 2000–2001. Beside the solidity of
Johns’ work, which physically embalms the image
of the fag in fragments of newspaper and wax,
the ripple of Hammons’ fabric fag takes on a
further revolutionary feeling. Just as the fag
waves in Emanuel Leutze’s Washington Crossing
the Delaware, here a new fag signals a
triumphant new dawn, whilst ironically calling to
question the historic trajectory of the fags that
inform it.
An insightful commentary on identity, Hammons
reconfgures the American fag with clarity and
political adroitness, replacing the red, white, and
blue of Old Glory with the black, red, and green of
Marcus Garvey’s Pan-African Flag frst adopted by
the Universal Negro Improvement Association
and African Communities League in 1920. The
simplicity of this gesture suggests that just as the
fag has the ability to transform, so too does the
nation and people it represents. In contrast to the
red, white, and blue originally intended to suggest
purity, valor, and justice, the three Pan-African
colors hold specifc symbolism, representing the
blood, skin tone, and natural resource richness of
African land.

An elegant visual pun, the choice to develop a fag
into the subject and object of his artwork is also
signifcant. A subversive portrait of modern
American life, by adopting the fag as a symbol of
a collective nation, Hammons complicates a once
familiar representation and invites new
interpretations. Continuing a narrative on the role
of the nation, the resulting work compels its
viewers to acknowledge a conficted past while
speaking to a broader discussion of racial and
cultural identity.
Hammons frequently imbues potent symbols with
new meaning. As Roberta Smith noted, his works
cross “racial, cultural and geographic boundaries,
mixing old and new, high and low, East and West”,
and in doing so, produce a novel visual language
(Roberta Smith, “ART REVIEW: The New,
Irreverent Approach to Mounting Exhibitions”,
New York Times, January 6, 1995, p. C25). From
his basketball hoop sculptures Higher Goals, 1986,
which commented on the limited opportunities
available to young African Americans, to the
arresting painting How ya like me Now, 1988,
which depicts a young Reverend Jesse Jackson
with white skin and blonde hair, Hammons has
not shied away from topics which directly
impacted his own life and which continue to be
the everyday reality for a large portion of the
American population. African-American Flag
follows in this tradition. Instead of working
directly with the Pan-African Flag, Hammons’ use
of its colors within the context of the traditional
American fag is a reminder of the many
contributions made by African Americans
throughout the history of the country. Hammons
combines the two objects to create a new fag of
the United States. Using the emblem as a
commentary on identity, Hammons’ AfricanAmerican Flag refects the complications of the
time we live in, and prompts a unique way of
visualizing the diferent truths we each
experience.

David Hammons,
Pray for America, 1974.
Body print and silkscreen
on paper, The Museum of
Modern Art, New York.
© 2017 David Hammons
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Property Of The William J. Hokin Collection
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3. Kenneth Noland

1924-2010

Bridge
signed, titled and dated “Bridge 1964 Kenneth Noland”
on the reverse
acrylic on canvas
88 3/4 x 98 1/4 in. (225.4 x 249.6 cm.)
Painted in 1964.
Estimate
$600,000-800,000
Provenance
André Emmerich Gallery, New York
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Davidson, Toronto
William Pall Gallery, New York
Private Collection, Chicago
Sotheby’s, New York, May 2, 1988, lot 27
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
Exhibited
New York, André Emmerich Gallery, Kenneth Noland,
February 22 - March 13, 1966
Literature
“Arts Section,” Time Magazine, vol. 85, January 8, 1965,
p. 45 (illustrated)
John Coplans, Serial Imagery, New York, 1968, p. 88
(illustrated)
Patricia Pate Havlice, Art in Time: Catalogue, December,
1970, p. 43
Frederick Hart, Art: a history of painting, sculpture, and
architecture, vol. 2, 1976, pl. 84, p. 482 (illustrated)
Kenworth Mofett, Kenneth Noland, New York, 1977,
pl. 137 (illustrated)
Diane Waldman, Kenneth Noland: a retrospective, exh.
cat., Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, 1977,
no. 48, p. 128 (illustrated)
William McCarter and Rita Gilbert, Living With Art, 1985,
p. 192 (illustrated)
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Portrait of American artist Kenneth Noland
as he sits on a chair in his studio surrounded
by his geometric paintings, 1960s.
(Photo by Fred W. McDarrah/Getty Images),
artwork © 2017 Kenneth Noland /Licensed
by VAGA, New York, NY
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Bridge from 1964 is a brilliant example from
Kenneth Noland’s series of Chevron paintings.
Rendered in the vivid colors of blue, red,
yellow, and orange, the present lot perfectly
encapsulates Noland’s pristine compositional
format and banded color schemes, drawing a
visual parallel to the paintings of Josef Albers
with whom Noland studied at the seminal Black
Mountain College in 1947. A few years later in
1953, following a trip to New York, where Noland
was exposed to the visionary staining techniques
of Helen Frankenthaler, Noland and fellow painter
Morris Louis worked closely together for weeks.
Each discovered their own practice during this
collaborative period, applying diluted acrylic paint
to unprimed, un-sized canvas. Louis poured his
paint onto the canvas, while Noland employed
more traditional techniques, using brushes
and rollers to paint directly on the surface.
Together, Noland and Morris would become iconic
fgures within Color Field painting as part of the
Washington Color School.
Noland initiated his exploration into the formal
principles of simple composition and color with
his concentric circles, and expanded his geometric
vocabulary to include stripes, diamonds and his
series of the Chevron paintings. Abandoning his
circles, Noland next explored V-shaped bands of
colors; this would come to defne the Chevrons
series with their bold lines forming a decisive,
geometric shape. The earliest Chevrons display
a fully painted canvas with the chevron centered
within the composition, creating a work of perfect
symmetry, while the 1964 Chevrons, including
examples such as the present lot Bridge and
Trans Shif, in the permanent collection of the
Guggenheim Museum, depict de-stabilized
chevrons, of-center and set upon raw canvas.

As art historian Diane Waldman explains, “in these
asymmetrical chevrons, a dramatic thrust toward
the right or lef-hand side of the painting replaces
the central focus movement of the symmetrical
motif, and there is a shif to generally larger
proportions, more optical efects of brighter, more
limited numbers of colors and rectangular rather
than square proportions. Noland compensated
for eccentric form by altering the balance of his
colors, the proportions of his hands and the shape
of the support. He used few colors, widened his
bands and sometimes reduced their numbers. The
resulting efect is of heightened drama.” (Diane
Waldman, Kenneth Noland: A Retrospective,
New York, 1977, p. 30). Noland utilized a
staining technique which fused raw canvas with
impenetrable bands of color, the hard edges of
the dramatic shape are slightly sofened by the
absorbent hues. Applying paint to canvas in a
number of diferent ways Noland sought to attain
varying degrees of color thickness and thinness,
some colors matte, some colors sheen. Noland
describes all these varieties in hue as giving “you
a diference of paint quality, giving you a range
of color.”(Kenneth Noland, quoted in Diane
Waldman, Kenneth Noland: A Retrospective, New
York, 1977, p. 33). In Bridge, the stability of the
triangular shape seen in the upper quadrant of
the composition stands in direct opposition to the
vibrating bands of color, which meet at a point
that draws the eye of center, toward the bottom
edge or boundary of the canvas. The composition
varies between watery acrylic washes and woven
raw cotton canvas, as Noland himself emphasized,
“I do open painting . . . I like lightness, airiness,
and the way color pulsates. The presence of the
painting is all that’s important.” (Kenneth Noland,
quoted in Kenworth Mofet, Kenneth Noland,
New York, 1977, p. 51)

Kenneth Noland, Shoot, 1964.
Acrylic on canvas, Smithsonian
American Art Museum, Washington,
D.C. © 2017 Kenneth Noland/
Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY
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4. Ellsworth Kelly

1923-2015

Dark Blue Relief
signed, inscribed and dated “Kelly EK #981 2008” along
the overlap; further signed, titled, inscribed and dated
“ELLSWORTH KELLY “DARK BLUE RELIEF” 2008 EK
#981” on the backing board
oil on canvas, on 2 joined panels
80 x 80 in. (203.2 x 203.2 cm.)
Painted in 2008.
Estimate
$2,000,000-3,000,000
Provenance
Matthew Marks Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Exhibited
New York, Matthew Marks Gallery, Ellsworth Kelly:
Diagonals, February 6 - April 25, 2009, pp. 48-49
(illustrated)

“The curve is a form that exists in nature
but can also be manipulated to be abstract.
I was fascinated by the diferent efects you
could achieve with a simple curve.”
Ellsworth Kelly
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Executed in 2008, Ellsworth Kelly’s monumental
and lyrical Dark Blue Relief is the culmination
of an over sixty-year inquiry into the complex
interplay of form, color and line. A seminal late
work, it brings Kelly’s lifelong interest in the
relief form in dialogue with some of his most
signature formal motifs. As with Kelly’s most
iconic pieces, Dark Blue Relief is characterized
by pure geometric form that is saturated with
matte, perfectly calibrated color. Dark Blue Relief
notably marks the frst of a small group of recent
paintings in which Kelly began to re-visit the
formal motif of the curve in his oeuvre. Presenting
itself in the form of a precisely shaped canvas –
one of Kelly’s key innovations – the dramatically
curved blue shape is superimposed and gracefully
extends beyond the boundary of the white
rectangular canvas below. The subtlety of its form
thereby fully reveals the artist’s compositional
rigor and unparalleled ability to challenge
conceptions of space.

The late artist is universally recognized as one
of the most important purveyors of American
abstraction, his groundbreaking oeuvre
having paved the way for such movements as
Minimalism, Hard-Edge and Color Field Painting.
Catapulted to critical acclaim in the 1950s, Kelly
consistently pursued a distinct abstract language
derived from the world around him. “I think that
if you can turn of the mind and look only with
the eyes”, Kelly once explained, “ultimately
everything becomes abstract” (Ellsworth Kelly,
quoted in Ellsworth Kelly, exh. cat., Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, 1996,
p. 40). It was whilst studying in Paris between
1948 to 1954 that Kelly began his inquiry into
the complex interplay between form, color and
line - inspired by 20th century Modernists such
as Piet Mondrian and Kazimir Malevich, but
following in the conceptual footsteps of Jean
Arp, Henri Matisse, John Cage and Constantin
Brancusi. The Surrealist practice of allowing the

Ellsworth Kelly, Blue on Blue, 1963.
Painted aluminum, Los Angeles
County Museum of Art. Digital Image
© 2017 Museum Associates/LACMA.
Licensed by Art Resource, NY. Artwork
© Ellsworth Kelly
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Kazimir Malevich, Black Circle, ca. 1923.
Oil on canvas, Russian State Museum,
St. Petersburg Image: Erich Lessing/Art
Resource, NY

“laws of chance” to govern art-making ultimately
led Kelly to discover the abstract shapes and
forms of everyday life and nature. Kelly’s
groundbreaking abstractions are extractions
of “readymade” fragments derived from life
and fltered through the artist’s vision. Working
in opposition to the predominant movement
of Abstract Expressionism, Kelly explored the
dynamic relationship between shape, form and
color in groundbreaking monochromatic panels.
Dark Blue Relief is a powerful culmination of
Kelly’s longtime interest in the relief form, which
he frst began to explore with such works as
Relief with Blue, 1950, or Blue Tablet, 1962. It
perfectly demonstrates Kelly’s philosophy of
literal anti-illusionism, whereby form is proposed
to be the picture plane in itself. Rather than
painting a shape within a square or rectangular
frame, Kelly wanted the viewer to identify the
canvas as a medium. To this end, Kelly frequently
worked with two-color compositions to play with
the perceptual ambiguity between positive and
negative space. By painting without gestural
nuance, he essentially eliminated any fgureground illusion – ultimately emphasizing the
fatness of the canvas and inviting us to consider
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the work as a “painting-object”, one that is situated
within the very relationship between the canvas
and its architectural (wall) support. From the 1980s
onwards Kelly introduced shaped canvases as a
way to grant autonomy to the art object.
Similar to his most iconic works, the form in Dark
Blue Relief is not painted within the picture plane
but is created by the simple juxtaposition of two
painted panels. Importantly, while the curve was a
key formal motif in Kelly’s oeuvre since the 1960s,
it was only with Dark Blue Relief that Kelly began
to re-visit the form again in his later years. As art
historian and curator Johanna Burton notably
remarked of this series, “What Kelly is producing
does not end at the edge…a shadow is thrown, but
rather than demarcating the shape and space of
the work more clearly, it works to utterly confuse
what is being looked at: these are paintings that,
in places, don’t end or, perhaps, refuse to show
how they begin. Rather than a perceptual fuke or
an experiment in phenomenology, however, this
is, I think, a part of the painting” (Johanna Burton,
Ellsworth Kelly: Diagonal, exh. cat., Matthew
Marks Gallery, New York, 2009, n.p.).
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5. Jean-Michel Basquiat

1960-1988

Untitled (Venus 2000 B.C.)
acrylic and oilstick on canvas mounted on tied wood
supports
60 1/4 x 59 1/4 in. (153 x 150.5 cm.)
Executed in 1982.
Estimate
$2,000,000-3,000,000
Provenance
Acquired from the artist by the present owner
Literature
Richard D. Marshall and Jean-Louis Prat, Jean-Michel
Basquiat, Vol. I, Paris, 1996, no. 5, p. 82 (illustrated)
Richard D. Marshall and Jean-Louis Prat, Jean-Michel
Basquiat, 3rd Ed., Vol. II, Paris, 2000, no. 5, p. 131
(illustrated)
Jordana Moore Saggese, Reading Basquiat: Exploring
Ambivalence in American Art, Berkeley, 2014, p. 73

By the time Jean-Michel Basquiat painted Untitled
(Venus 2000 B.C.) in 1982 he had established
himself as the impresario of the international art
world within an exhilarating period of just a few
years. Basquiat, born in 1960 to a Haitian father
and a Puerto-Rican mother in New York, frst
gained notoriety in the late 1970s as the subversive
grafti-artist and street poet operating under the
pseudonym SAMO©. A voracious autodidact,
Basquiat soon shifed from spray painting
enigmatic aphorisms across the Lower East Side of
Manhattan to painting and drawing in the studio frst on reclaimed materials and later on canvas and
paper. His powerful, iconoclastic works brilliantly
captured the decadent zeitgeist of the 1980s New
York underground scene and catapulted Basquiat
to both critical acclaim and international stardom.
Basquiat’s re-introduction of the human fgure
came at a time when the contemporary art feld
was dominated by the triumph of Minimalism
and Conceptualism in the late 1960s and 70s,
establishing him as one of main proponents of the
Neo-Expressionist movement in New York during
the 1980s.
At the beginning of 1982, Basquiat was working out
of the expansive studio in the basement of Annina
Nosei’s Prince Street gallery, where his frst solo
exhibition would be held that March. That year also
found him travelling extensively, frst in Modena,
Italy and then later in Los Angeles where he
worked out of a studio provided by his dealer there,
Larry Gagosian, who introduced him to numerous
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prestigious West Coast collectors including Eli and
Edythe Broad. 1982 was momentous for Basquiat,
and Untitled (Venus 2000 B.C.), executed then,
resonates with all the creative energies and artistic
momentum that he manifested from coast to coast
and around the world.
Untitled (Venus 2000 B.C.) is executed in acrylic
and oilstick on a canvas that has been stretched
over a rudimentary wooden support. Basquiat’s
connection to the street and to its immediacy did
not suddenly dissipate once he began working
out of a proper studio. Rather, he found a way to
incorporate many of those same elements which
imbued his grafti with such gravitas into his
paintings. Building such a jury-rigged stretcher
for his Untitled (Venus 2000 B.C.) is a clear
indication that while his paintings were beginning
to sell for substantial sums of money, his creative
drive was not to be sanitized by his commercial
successes. His art was both derived from, and
created out of, the detritus of the Lower East
Side and global environs that he called home. The
purity of the materials with which he executed
Untitled (Venus 2000 B.C.) imbues the work with a
palpable rawness. Basquiat’s audience responded
enthusiastically to these new supports. Rene
Ricard exclaimed that, “He’s fnally fgured out a
way to make a stretcher...that is so consistent with
the imagery...they do look like signs, but signs for a
product modern civilization has no use for.” (Rene
Ricard, “The Pledge of Allegiance,” Artforum, vol.
XXI, no. 3, November 1982, p. 48)
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The painted composition of Untitled (Venus
2000 B.C.) is comprised of a myriad of Basquiat’s
most potent symbols. Notably, the eponymous
Venus fgure of the title dominates the canvas.
For Basquiat, “Venus” always represented his
girlfriend, Suzanne Mallouk whom he frst met
back in 1980 at the Manhattan dive bar Night
Birds. Venus, the Roman goddess, representing
Suzanne, the embodiment of love and sexuality,
does so only as a distinct outline. Basquiat does
not render Venus in her traditionally voluptuous
and enchanting manner, but rather as a depiction
of an already ruined statue, armless, headless, a
time-frozen form which he can observe only
from a distance – a historical object of admiration
and worship.

in the lower lef establishes this as HIS painting
and harkens back to those days as a streetside
philosopher penning elliptical decrees on the sides
of buildings signed with that particular SAMO© tag
– SAMe Old shit. An inveterate conjurer, Basquiat’s
painting was a new sort of creative endeavor.
Indeed, so assured was he of his preeminence,
that possibly the only other more recognizably
“Basquiat” signifer than his literal tag, was that
of the three-pointed crown. Rene Ricard drew
particular attention to the crown and its timbre for
Basquiat, explaining that “the crown sits securely
on the head of Jean-Michel’s repertory so that it
is of no importance where he got it bought it stole
it; it’s his. He won that crown.” (Rene Ricard, “The
Radiant Child,” Artforum, December 1981, online)

Venus, while dominating the composition, does not
exist in a vacuum. Accompanying her metaphoric
beauty is Basquiat’s creative genius as manifested
in the expressionistic scrawls and encrypted
imagery that populates the far corners of this
distorted stretcher. Capping the form of Venus is
an archetypal Basquiat trope – the grafto’s text.
VENUS – writ large as if on the side of a yellow
schoolbus, train car, building broadside – crowns
the headless form. Seeking inspiration from
seemingly every angle, from his Caribbean roots
to Western religious fgures to classical mythology,
Basquiat gleaned the simplistic representational
forms of goddesses, martyrs, saints and crowns.
Like some sort of contemporary petroglyph, Venus
presents itself as a coded conglomeration of text,
symbols, and color which does not readily expose
either Basquiat’s intent or any sort of objective
meaning. What they do is dramatically reveal the
artist’s own hand, heart, and drive. Indeed, the ©

Abandoning his more frenzied style, Untitled
(Venus 2000 B.C.) reads more like Basquiat’s
minimalist study of romantic symbolism which
bare resemblance to Cy Twombly’s interest in the
depiction of Greco-Roman mythology while the
simplifed, clean-lines read like a bas relief atop a
Roman temple. Basquiat admired Twombly for his
ability to draw freely, unrestrained, as an almost
meditative practice. Basquiat’s iconography, which
ofen incorporates ancient and non-western art
motifs, can be traced back to his early visits with
his mother to museums throughout the city,
from the Brooklyn Museum to the Metropolitan
Museum and the Museum of Modern Art. Directly
related to these visits is that “Venus” form, the
textual pediment adornment, even the blatantly
false 2000 B.C. date scrawled along the right
edge. As important as those museum visits with
his mother was another gif she bestowed upon
the young artist. Following her son’s car accident

Jean-Michel Basquiat and
Suzanne Mallouk.
photo: Duncan Fraser
Buchanan
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Jean-Michel Basquiat, Untitled
(Venus/The Great Circle), 1983.
Acrylic, oil paintstick, and paper
collage on canvas, San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art © The Estate
of Jean-Michel Basquiat/ADAGP,
Paris/ARS, New York 2017

and as he lay convalescing in the hospital, his
mother gave Basquiat a copy of Gray’s Anatomy,
the cornerstone of medical school anatomy class.
Coupled with his already nascent interest in the
fgure studies of Leonardo da Vinci, Basquiat’s
fxation on the human body would form one of
the most lasting and immediately recognizable
motifs within his oeuvre. The literal “(ELBOW)”
in the lower lef and the peculiar hand dangling
from an arm/elbow depiction so simplifed it reads
more as an extended clothes hanger than any sort
of recognizable body part are direct referents to
Basquiat’s own injuries and the lifelong interest he
took in the human body.

Aphrodite, the ‘Venus de Milo’,
Hellenistic period, Greek,
c.130-100 BC, 2nd century BC.
Marble. Louvre, Paris, France/
Bridgeman Images
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Untitled (Venus 2000 B.C.) is a testament to
Basquiat’s prowess as a contemporary shaman and
modern day mythmaker. Mining the art historical
record from the ancients to da Vinci and through
to Twombly and Dubufet, Basquait could have
been no more than a glorifed collagist. And yet, his
inimitable power over the painted image imbued
his creations with a wholly new energy. Paintings
like the stunning Untitled (Venus 2000 B.C.) are
infnitely more than the sum of their parts – they
manifest Basquiat’s particular visual lexicon.
Those symbols for Basquiat functioned as much
as visual cues as they did intellectual stimulants.
As a collective they served as a beautiful equation,
intelligently created, unsolvable but irrepressible
in their potency. In this way, Basquiat created “a
calculated incoherence, calibrating the mystery
of what such apparently meaning-laden pictures
might ultimately mean.” (Mark Meyer, “Basquiat in
History,”Basquiat, exh. cat., Brooklyn Museum of
Art, 2005, p.51)
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6. Roy Lichtenstein

1923-1997

Woman: Sunlight, Moonlight
inscribed with artist’s signature, numbered and dated
“0/6 rf Lichtenstein 96” on the Sunlight side
painted and patinated bronze
41 x 25 1/4 x 13 2/4 in. (104.1 x 64.1 x 34.3 cm.)
Executed in 1996, this work is the artist’s proof from an
edition of 6 plus 1 artist’s proof.
Estimate Upon Request
Provenance
Estate of Roy Lichtenstein, New York
The Roy Lichtenstein Foundation Collection (gifed from
the above in 2014)
Exhibited
Mexico City, Museo del Palacio de Bellas Artes and
Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes; Museo de Arte
Contemporáneo de Monterrey; Washington, D.C.,
Corcoran Gallery of Art; Valencia, Instituto Valenciano
de Arte Moderno; A Coruña, Fundación Pedro Barrié
de la Maza; Lisbon, Centro Cultural de Belém, Roy
Lichtenstein: Imágenes reconocibles: Escultura, pintura
y gráfca, July 9, 1998 - August 15, 2000, pp. 184-185
(another example exhibited and illustrated)
Miami, Museum of Contemporary Art, Roy Lichtenstein:
Inside/Outside, December 11, 2001 – February 24, 2002,
plate 34a/34b. pp. 90-91 (another example exhibited
and illustrated)
New York, City Hall, Public Art Fund Presents Roy
Lichtenstein at City Hall, November 19, 2003 – October
2004 (another example exhibited)
London, Gagosian Gallery; New York, Gagosian Gallery,
Roy Lichtenstein: Sculpture, Organized with the Roy
Lichtenstein Foundation, New York, June 6 – October
22, 2005, pp. 106-107 (another example exhibited and
illustrated)
Madrid, Fundación Juan March, Roy Lichtenstein: de
principio a fn, February 3 - May 7, 2007, p. 26 (another
example exhibited and illustrated)
Paris, Pinacothèque de Paris, Roy Lichtenstein:
Évolution, June 15 - September 23, 2007, p. 191 (another
example exhibited and illustrated)
Museo de Arte de Ponce, Andy Warhol y Roy
Lichtenstein, May 1 – August 31, 2008 (another example
exhibited)

Art Institute of Chicago; Washington, D.C., National
Gallery of Art; London, Tate Modern; Paris, Centre Georges
Pompidou, Roy Lichtenstein, May 16, 2012 - November 4,
2013, p. 118 (another example exhibited and illustrated) (no.
62, p. 161 in Pomidou catalogue)
New York, FLAG Art Foundation, Roy Lichtenstein:
Nudes and Interiors, February 8 – May 17, 2014, pp. 51-52
(illustrated)
New York, FLAG Art Foundation, Roy Lichtenstein: Intimate
Sculptures, June 26, 2014 - January 31, 2015 (another
example exhibited)
Literature
Lisa Colangelo, “Bloomberg Shows Plenty of Art,” Daily
News, November 18, 2003, p. 3 (another example illustrated)
Carol Vogel, “Raising Lichtenstein in Manhattan,” New York
Times, November 14, 2003, p. E31-32 (another example
illustrated)
Mark Brown, “Comics? Lichtenstein was no fan, says widow,”
The Guardian, London, February 19, 2013, p. 15 (another
example illustrated)

Lichtenstein with Woman:
Sunlight, Moonlight.
Photograph by Barbara Vaughn
© Barbara Vaughn. All rights
reserved, art © Estate of
Roy Lichtenstein
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“I don’t think the importance of the art has
anything to do with the importance of the
subject matter. I think importance resides
more in the unity of the composition and
in the inventiveness of perception.”
Roy Lichtenstein quoted in Roy Lichtenstein Beginning to End,
Fundación Juan March, Madrid, 2007, p. 128

Sunlight
© Roy Lichtenstein Foundation
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Moonlight
© Roy Lichtenstein Foundation
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Secret Hearts #95
Arleigh Publishing Corp. (DC),
April 1964, Courtesy The Roy
Lichtenstein Foundation Archives

Roy Lichtenstein’s striking sculpture, Woman:
Sunlight, Moonlight, represents the triumphal
return of the female fgure in the revered Pop
artist’s late career. Executed in 1996—just one
year prior to the artist’s unexpected death –
this work was created during the pinnacle of
Lichtenstein’s career and irrefutably positions
itself within the pantheon of his greatest works.
Woman: Sunlight, Moonlight, re-processes the
art historical trope of the bust through the lens
of Lichtenstein’s signature Pop Art idiom. The
work comes in full circle with Head with Blue
Shadow, 1965 (Nasher Sculpture Center, Dallas);
Woman: Sunlight, Moonlight presents a complex
portrait of a melancholic heroine in a threequarter perspective. Standing more than 3 feet
tall, the larger than life bust possesses a powerful
presence that enchants with its formal complexity.
In keeping with Lichtenstein’s style, Woman:
Sunlight, Moonlight features black graphic
outlines on patinated bronze, coupled with being
partially painted in primary colors with the artist’s
signature Ben-Day dots. The unique feature
of the work is that each side bears a disctinct
composition, which invites viewing from two sides.
Formally refecting the work’s very title, Woman:
Sunlight, Moonlight, explores two chromatically
contrasting renditions of the woman’s face. A
quintessential example of the groundbreaking
fat profle sculptures that Lichtenstein pioneered

in the 1990s, this work beautifully exemplifes
Lichtenstein’s unparalleled ability to harness
the potential of negative and positive space.
Executed in an edition of six, other examples of
Woman: Sunlight, Moonlight are now housed
in prominent collections, such as the Broad
Museum, Los Angeles, and have been included
in over nine major exhibitions, including
Lichtenstein’s landmark retrospective at the
Art Institute of Chicago, which thereafer
traveled to the National Gallery of Art,
Washington D.C, Tate Modern, London, and
Centre George Pompidou, Paris between 2012
and 2013. Within this edition, the present
work distinguishes itself with its impeccable
provenance, having notably resided with the
Artist Estate since execution and since 2014 in
the Roy Lichtenstein Foundation Collection.
Woman: Sunlight, Moonlight is a powerful
continuation of some of the core themes
that propelled Lichtenstein to critical acclaim
in the early 1960s. A pioneer of the Pop Art
movement, Lichtenstein frst burst onto the
scene with his so-called “Girl paintings.”
Brilliantly blurring the boundaries between
high and low art, Lichtenstein appropriated
clichéd images of lovestruck or helpless
“All-American” women from comic book and
magazine pages and rendered them with his

dation
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“I don’t think the importance
of the art has anything to
do with the importance of
the subject matter. I think
importance resides more in
the unity of the composition
and in the inventiveness
of perception.”
Roy Lichtenstein quoted in Roy Lichtenstein
Beginning to End, Fundación Juan March,
Madrid, 2007, p. 128

trademark graphic line and boldly colored BenDay dots, the dot system used in mass-circulation
print sources. As Lichtenstein explained, “I am
never drawing the object. I’m only drawing a
depiction of the object—a kind of crystallized
symbol of it.” By re-presenting and re-casting the
then already somewhat dated and cliché images
of womankind through the medium of “high art”,
Lichtenstein ingeniously drew attention to the
visual and cultural norms dictating contemporary
culture. Indeed, as Diana Waldman aptly
observed, these women “were not heroines but
supplicants to the male ego, and Lichtenstein did
not invent them; they or their counterparts can
be found in the ads or romance comic books of
the time” (Diana Waldman, Roy Lichtenstein, exh.
cat., New York, 1993, p.113).
Evoking such early masterpieces such as
Hopeless, 1963 (Kunstmuseum, Basel) or Ohhh…
Alright…, 1964, the present work illustrates a
re-emergence of this central theme that would
occupy Lichtenstein in the fnal years of his life
afer a lengthy period away from the comic-book
inspired motif of the female fgure. Similar to
his early works, Woman: Sunlight, Moonlight is
based on a comic book frame—in this instance
one taken from the popular 1960s romance comic
book Secret Heart that depicts a handsome
man in conversation with the blonde heroine.
To the man’s statement “Don’t count on it
Doris! That’s the last you’ll ever see of my dear
brother! He’s a failure and always will be one’,
the woman wistfully replies “You’re wrong! He’ll
be back…And a big success, too! Wait and see!”.

Lef to right:
Roy Lichtenstein, Nude
with Bust (Study), 1995.
Graphite on tracing paper
© Estate of Roy Lichtenstein
Roy Lichtenstein, Woman:
Sunlight, Moonlight (Study).
Graphite and colored
pencils on paper © Estate
of Roy Lichtenstein
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Isolating the female’s face and removing all
extraneous details, including the speech bubbles,
Lichtenstein monumentalizes the heroine in the
form of the revered, century-long tradition of the
bust. Whereas Lichtenstein’s early project was
driven by an interest in elevating the clichés and
banalities of popular culture, while also exploring
notions of reproduction, his reprisal of the
female fgure in the 1990s refects a movement
towards the pastiche of established art historical
traditions. Engaging in a post-modern metadiscourse with artistic precedents, Lichtenstein
here essentially reverses his Pop principles.
With Woman: Sunlight, Moonlight Lichtenstein
presents us with masterful double loop of
appropriation that explores the conventions of art
historical precedents—including his own worldfamous oeuvre.
The resulting portrait represents the peak
of Lichtenstein’s over fve-decade inquiry
into the possibilities of sculpture. Indeed,
sculpture had occupied a central position in
Lichtenstein’s oeuvre from its very beginnings:
while Lichtenstein already experimented with
carved wood and stone, terracotta and various
assemblages as early as the 1940s, it was
notably during the mid-1960s that he embraced
the sculptural form as means to further his
unique Pop idiom—translating inherently
two-dimensional source images into sculptural
form. In 1967, Lichtenstein declared, “I was
interested in putting two-dimensional symbols

on a three-dimensional object” (John Coplans
ed., Roy Lichtenstein, exh. cat., Pasedena Art
Museum, 1967, p. 16). However, in contrast to
Lichtenstein’s early sculpture Woman: Sunlight,
Moonlight distinguishes itself with its radical
fatness. Woman: Sunlight, Moonlight brilliantly
articulates the way in which the artist blurs the
boundaries of drawing, sculpture, and painting.
“These pieces”, art critic and art historian Hal
Foster indeed explained, “exist between painting
and sculpture in terms not only of genre but also
of structure; where Minimalist objects are neither
painting nor sculpture… Pop objects tend to be
both-and. If most representational painting is a
two-dimensional encoding of three dimensional
objects, Lichtenstein reverses the process here,
and freezes it somewhere in between” (Hal
Foster, ‘Pop Pygmalion, in Roy Lichtenstein
Sculpture, exh. cat., London, Gagosian Gallery,
2005, p. 10).
With Woman: Sunlight, Moonlight the viewer is
presented with the culmination of Lichtenstein’s
exploration of the female bust. Apart from Head
with Blue Shadow, 1965 (Nasher Sculpture Center,
Dallas), the iconoclastic form of the female bust
also prominently features in Nude with Bust,
1995—a striking painting from Lichtenstein’s
acclaimed Nude series that would arguably
serve as the starting point for developing the
present sculpture. Isolating the bust depicted in
the aforementioned painting, Lichtenstein over
the course of a year re-fned the composition in

Roy Lichtenstein, Head
With Blue Shadow, 1965.
Glazed ceramic, Nasher
Sculpture Center, Dallas
© Estate of Roy Lichtenstein
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Woman: Sunlight, Moonlight,
1996 and Nude with Bust,
1995 in the exhibition Roy
Lichtenstein: A Retrospective
at the National Gallery of Art,
Washington, D.C., 14 October
2012 – 13 January 2013.
Artwork © Estate of Roy Lichtenstein;
Photography National Gallery of Art,
Rob Shelley, Courtesy The Roy
Lichtenstein Foundation Archives

various drawings and mock models, ultimately
creating a full-scale maquette from which the
casting model would be created. Volume and
depth is here transformed into compact line and
color, giving the impression of an image cut-out
from a newspaper or magazine foating in air.
Seemingly drawn in space with fuid brushstrokes,
the painted and patinated bronze outlines hover
between two- and three-dimensionality—the
subtle interplay of negative and positive space
giving rise to a tantalizing image in fux. As
Lichtenstein importantly explained, “I don’t
think the importance of the art has anything to
do with the importance of the subject matter.
I think importance resides more in the unity
of the composition and in the inventiveness of
perception” (Roy Lichtenstein quoted in Roy
Lichtenstein Beginning to End, Fundacion Juan
March, Madrid, 2007, p. 128).
Following in the conceptual footsteps of Picasso
and Matisse, Lichtenstein abstracts the lovelorn
heroine from the comic-book frame source
image, and transforms her into a larger than life
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sculptural portrait in its own right. Lichtenstein,
in the last interview ever given before his death
in 1997, described this process of abstraction and
slippage in the following way: “I’ve been using
gradated dots or colors that go from one form to
another, but the idea is that the lines could act
like that to make areas or localities of the things
that are independent. Of course, they don’t look
like anything in nature, so there’s no subject
matter excuse—though we don’t really have to
have excuses, I think, afer Mondrian or Picasso
or Cézanne.... If you did it without the subject
matter you wouldn’t know this was being done,
so the subject matter helps because there’s a
reference to reality. Some kind of reality anyway”
(Roy Lichtenstein quoted in David Sylvester
Some Kind of Reality: Roy Lichtenstein, exh. cat.,
Anthony d’Ofay, London, 1997, p.38)”. Belonging
to the last works Lichtenstein created, Woman:
Sunlight, Moonlight beautifully articulates the
way in which the artist continued his Modern
artistic forebears’ investigation into the role of
subject in art and the functions of line, color and
spatial depth.
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Property from The Museum of Modern Art, New York
Sold to Beneft the Acquisitions Fund

7. Alexander Archipenko

1887-1964

White Torso
stamped “Archipenko...T FDRY NY” on the base
silvered bronze
18 1/2 x 4 x 4 in. (47 x 10.2 x 10.2 cm.)
Conceived in 1916, this work was executed in bronze
circa 1920.
Estimate
$100,000-150,000
Provenance
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Thompson
The Museum of Modern Art, New York (gifed by the
above in 1961)
Exhibited
New York, The Museum of Modern Art, Recent
Acquisitions, December 19, 1961 - February 25, 1962
New York, The Museum of Modern Art; The Art Gallery
of Ontario, Alexander Archipenko: The Parisian Years,
July 20, 1970 - March, 1972, cat. no 25 (illustrated, The
Museum of Modern Art), cat. no. 20 (illustrated, The Art
Gallery of Ontario)
Literature
New York, The Anderson Galleries, Archipenko:
Catalogue of Exhibition and Description of Archipentura,
1928, cat. no. 24 (another silvered example exhibited
and illustrated)
Donald Karshan, ed., Archipenko: International
Visionary, Washington D.C., 1969, cat. no. 30, pl. 104,
pp. 72-73 (a bronze example exhibited with a
silvered example illustrated as installed at Saks Fifh
Avenue, 1929)
Danville, Centre College, Archipenko: Sculpture,
Drawings and Prints 1908-1963, 1985, cat. no. 33, pp.
73, 79, 80 (another silvered example exhibited and
illustrated)
Anette Barth, Alexander Archipenkos plastisches Œuvre,
Vol. II, Frankfurt am Main, 1997, cat. no. 77, pp. 173-175
(bronze example illustrated and silvered example
illustrated as installed at Saks Fifh Avenue, 1929)
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Alexander Archipenko’s Parisian years, from
1908 to 1921, are ofen cited as his most
productive and important. His White Torso, cast
circa 1920, afer the original marble version
executed in 1916, is a seminal example of the
artist’s achievements in the plastic arts from this
formative moment in his career, during which he
was recognized as “one of the most innovative
and prolifc of a new generation of sculptors…in
the post-Rodin ‘modern’ phase of the history of
sculpture” (Archipenko: The Early Works: 19101921, exh. cat., Tel Aviv, 1981, n.p.).
In the early 1920s, Archipenko turned away from
the elaborate convex-concave confgurations of
his earlier cubist fgures and sculpto-paintings,
creating a new sculptural mode that synthesized
elements from Cycladic, Hellenistic, Egyptian,
and Gothic forebears. “White Torso [was]
Archipenko’s frst known attempt at emulating
and further refning through avant-garde
reduction the syntax of Hellenic sculpture and
its fragmentation, an investigation to which he
would periodically return in subsequent years”
(Donald H. Karshan, Archipenko, Sculpture,
Drawings and Prints, 1908-1963, Centre College,
Kentucky, 1985, p.73). In this way, White Torso
is emblematic of Archipenko’s more simplifed
and reductionist classical impulses. The slight
bend of the knee, sweeping up the leg to the
hip, counterweighted against the precarious
tilt of the shoulders, the delightful bend at the
waist, and even the slight angle of the neck all
coalesce into a wonderfully balanced fgure.
Clearly, such a superbly executed form as
White Torso is representative of Archipenko’s
sculptural innovations in the frst quarter of
the 20th century. “Relying on the human body,
preferably the female nude, as his point of
departure, Archipenko constructed his fgures
with architectural precision, yet rarely sacrifced
the rhythms of nature. His idealized women have
the elongated elegance we sometimes associate
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with undulating plants, sometimes with those
Gothic saints which echo the soaring churches
they decorate” (Katherine Kuh, Archipenko: The
Parisian Years, exh. cat., The Museum of Modern
Art, New York, 1970, n.p.).
White Torso entered the collection of The
Museum of Modern Art in 1961 as a gif of Mr.
and Mrs. Murray Thompson. Mr. Thompson’s
mother was Maud Murray Thompson, the frst
Mrs. Chester Dale, and herself a Chevalier of the
Legion of Honor in recognition of her interest
in and scholarship on French art. Chester Dale
served on several museums’ boards of trustees
during his lifetime, beginning with MoMA in 1929,
the year it opened, and many others including the
National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C, where
he served as president from 1955 until his death.
Maud and Chester Dale amassed hundreds of
works, eventually donating some 250 paintings,
sculptures, and drawings to the NGA. The Dales’
collection of French and American art from the
late 19th and early 20th centuries was considered
to be the country’s most important, and was
among the most transformative gifs to the NGA
of its time. Following in the esteemed example
set forth by his mother and step-father, Murray
Thompson donated Archipenko’s White Torso,
the present lot to The Museum of Modern Art
in 1961. Distinguished by an exhibition history
that includes MoMA’s major 1970 travelling
exhibition, “Alexander Archipenko: The Parisian
Years,” this early bronze cast is further enhanced
by the treatment of the surface: a polished silver
reminiscent of the Art Deco style of the day. The
artist’s use of bright plating during the early
twentieth century is noted as one of his most
important sculptural innovations, endowing “…the
appearance that the refected light is in motion”
(Donald H. Karshan, Archipenko, Sculpture,
Drawings and Prints, 1908-1963, exh. cat., Centre
College, Kentucky, 1985, p. 4).
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The Contemporary Impressionists:
Peter Doig and Damien Hirst
By Francesco Bonami
Both Peter Doig’s Rosedale from 1991 and
Damien Hirst’s Void from 2000 achieve the
dazzling feat of reinventing Impressionism for
the contemporary viewer. The two artists succeed
in their goal through very diferent paths: Peter
Doig through building layers of references and
quotes from modern, popular and commercial art
with utterly sophisticated style and intellectual
clarity, Damien Hirst condensing his language
from the opposite site of the art historical
spectrum, one of minimalism and conceptual art.
Both artists dare to walk on a tightrope stretched
over the canyon between kitch and elitism,
avoiding the plunge into sheer bad taste or a
chilling theoretical mood. In both cases the result
is deeply emotional and spectacular within the
boundaries of painting, even if in the case of Hirst,
no paint or canvas have been used.
Damien Hirst’s Void is reminiscent of the stillness
of George Seurat’s masterpiece La Grande Jatte
from 1886. Seurat’s pointillist style is substituted
by the color of the many pills which surpass the
retinal experience to express a psychological
dimension activated symbolically by the many
drugs which have become a common vessel to
maintain a balance in the frantic contemporary

world as much as Sunday afernoons functioned
in his time as calming events in the faster pace of
the booming modern world. The viewers refected
into the stainless steel vitrine become like the
dazed fgures in Seurat’s canvas—present and
yet unreal. Hirst choses the path of performing
visual surgery transforming images and people
into pills, fragmenting the gaze which will wonder
across a colorful and ordered constellation in
order to control the chaos of our feelings and
impressions. Hirst’s Void is a contemporary
attempt to regain control on a reality gone adrif
since the time of Charles Baudelaire’s The Painter
of Modern Life. The modern visual revolution
carried on by the Impressionists is confronted
by Hirst’s Void questioning both the subservient
attitude of modern artists at the end of 19th
century toward an overwhelming reality, and the
ideological order imposed in the late 60’s by the
theories and obligations of the minimalist artists.
Never was a void flled with such experiential
content, nor fatness gifed with so much depth.
While still departing from what we could defne
again as a contemporary impressionism, Doig
moves swifly away from 19th century urban
environment and goes into some kind of

Georges Seurat, A Sunday on
La Grande Jatte, 1884-1886.
Oil on canvas, The Art Institute
of Chicago. Bridgeman Images
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Egon Schiele, Autumn Trees, 1911.
Oil on canvas, Private Collection/
Bridgeman Images

Americana mood embracing visual narrative and
creating an accumulation of imageries not afraid
to craze and confront cheesiness or decorative
taste. Doig’s painterly grammar subliminally
contains quotations of Egon Schiele’s landscapes
and Piet Mondrian’s early woods, but also we
can discover tongue-in-cheek references to
popular phenomena such as Thomas Kinkade
or Christmas’s iconography. The density of
Doig’s Rosedale is astonishing. Under the furry
surface we can discover the ghosts of Frank
Lloyd Wright’s architecture and Walt Whitman’s
poetry and maybe the eerie mood of isolation
carried over from the Unabomber cabin. Beauty
is both disguised and overly apparent in Doig’s
early paintings; Rosedale is one of the most
successful examples of what may be his most
radical achievement. He deals with and balances
traditional iconography with an utterly new
sensitivity that makes him one of the masters
of contemporary painting today. Melancholia
and nostalgia are eradicated from Doig’s scenes,
replaced by a sense of security that only nature
can transmit to the viewer. Doig places the viewer
in the role of the wanderer who afer a long hike
discovers the house as a kind of revelation, the
promised place sought with much desire. Sofness
takes the place of toughness, the harshness of
the wilderness is made smooth by the snowfakes
unifying the picture—a complicated painting in its
quest for simplicity.
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Face to face, Damien Hirst’s Void and Peter
Doig’s Rosedale open up a conversation and
a debate on how through extremely diferent
methods contemporary artists can transform
art history avoiding sheer provocation, creating
a red line that connects the birth of modern art
with the many and contradicting manifestations
of contemporary art while still moving forward.
Conceived and realized with completely diferent
materials, Void and Rosedale are able to conquer
similar emotions and appreciation. Hirst and Doig
belong to the same generation of artists, and
both have looked at the past and its art without
longing but instead as a fountain of youth where
old ideas and languages can be rejuvenated and
reinvented in order to address the issues and
the sensibilities of the present. The two artists
discarded any cynical attitude in the making
of their art, trusting the endless healing power
of art itself. If Hirst’s inquiry into the power of
chemical substances to change our perception of
reality turns toward a more industrial, artifcial
and rational result, Doig’s more poetic and
naïve approach turns more into the magical
atmosphere of storytelling. Hirst’s surgical mind
is Doig’s lyrical soul, both serving the same
master- art and its eternal power to produce
awe and inspiration for our daily if at times
uneventful life.
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Property from a Distinguished European Collection
○◆

8. Damien Hirst

b. 1965

The Void
glass, stainless steel, steel, aluminum, nickel, bismuth
and cast resin, colored plaster and painted pills with dry
transfers
92 7/8 x 185 3/8 x 4 1/4 in. (235.9 x 470.9 x 10.8 cm.)
Executed in 2000.
Estimate
$5,000,000-7,000,000
Provenance
Gagosian Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner in 2000
Exhibited
New York, Gagosian Gallery, Damien Hirst: Theories,
Models, Methods, Approaches, Assumptions, Results
and Findings, September 23 - December 16, 2000, pp.
75-77 (illustrated)
Berlin, Ausstellungsraum Céline und Heiner Bastian,
Damien Hirst: Void, November 10, 2007 - April 19, 2008,
no. 3, pp. 22-25 (illustrated)
Berlin, Hamburger Bahnhof, Museum für Gegenwart,
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, temporary loan,
September 2004 - October 2012
Literature
Damien Hirst and Gordon Burn, On the Way to Work,
London, 2001, pp. 115-116
John C. Welchman, Sculpture and the Vitrine, Farnham,
2013, p. 248

“I think it’s like the best piece I’ve ever made.”
Damien Hirst
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Damien Hirst’s The Void is the largest of his Pill
Cabinets ever to come to auction and one of the
frst he ever made. Within a vast, searching
oeuvre, the series of Pill Cabinets make up but a
tiny part of the artist’s creative universe. Three of
the top seven prices achieved at auction for Hirst’s
work are for Pill Cabinets, including the current
record for the smaller, later example Lullaby
Spring. The Void is the frst Pill Cabinet the artist
showed in a commercial exhibition – his seminal
and celebrated Theories, Models, Methods,
Approaches, Assumptions, Results and Findings
show at the Gagosian Gallery in New York – and it
is the frst Pill Cabinet he showed in the United
States. Other examples can be found in such
esteemed Foundations as the Broad Museum or
the Pinault Foundation, and in museums such as
the Bayerische Staatsgemaldesammlungen –
Museum Brandhorst in Munich and the Leeum
Museum in Seoul. The rarity and signifcance of
the Pill Cabinets series; the importance of this
example being just the second version Hirst ever
made; and the monumental scale and dazzling
visual complexity of this example, all combine to
elevate the prominence of The Void making it one
of, if not the most important work of art by
Damien Hirst to come to auction.

Like the other Pill Cabinets, The Void is a
deeply-wrought, highly-stylized, pristine object
that orbits around many of Hirst’s chief artistic
concerns: the exploration of the binaries of life
and death; the division yet synergy between art
and science; the dialectic proposed between the
time-consuming laboriousness of his process and
fabrication with the presentational immediacy of
the aesthetic and intellectual impact achieved
when confronting an object like The Void. The
same formal structure and presentational logic of
sliding glass doors, mirrored back, and shiny,
sterilized, stainless steel casing are enlivened and
individualized by the display of hand-made and
hand-painted pills lined up with acute, surgical
precision along razor sharp shelves. The intricacy
of the pills, individually cast in metal, plaster, and
resin and executed on such a small scale and with
such attention to detail and crafsmanship, is at
odds with the massive, surgical space that they
inhabit. Litotes and hyperbole here become blood
brothers, both working together to engender an
almost ethereal artistic experience. As such, when
one confronts one of these clinical cabinets, and
especially one as large and impressive as The
Void, the viewer cannot help but be utterly
spellbound by the kaleidoscopic display of waves
of complex color assonances and dissonances that

Damien Hirst, Beautiful, pop,
spinning ice creamy, whirling,
expanding painting, 1995.
Household gloss on canvas. ©
Damien Hirst and Science Ltd.
All rights reserved/DACS,
London/Artists Rights Society
(ARS), NY 2017, Image
courtesy White Cube. Photo:
Stephen White
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Barnett Newman, Vir Heroicus
Sublimis, 1950-1951.
Oil on canvas, The Museum of
Modern Art, New York. Digital Image
© The Museum of Modern Art/
Licensed by SCALA/Art Resource, NY.
Artwork © 2017 The Barnett Newman
Foundation, New York/Artsits Rights
Society (ARS), New York

the multitude of pills refect in the sparkling
mirror behind. In this sophisticated, seemingly
haphazard yet absolutely predetermined matrix
of color, patterns begin to emerge which replicate
the complexity of those genetic strands that are
the building blocks of life.
Hirst’s passion for color, articulated in such a
monumental, yet restrained, even clinical manner,
has several art-historical forebears. Barnett
Newman’s magnifcent Vir Heroicus Sublimis
(1950-51, New York, The Museum of Modern Art)
revels and delights as a vast horizontal ground of
crimson, interrupted only by a handful of minimal,
vertical zips of color that ofer a moment’s respite
– spatially, temporally and formally - from the
overwhelming experience of such saturated,
luxurious color. Hirst’s mirrored background and
stainless steel frame serves to bombard the
object with its own refections, thereby saturating
what should be empty, negative “space” with
steady pulsations of color derived from the
multitude of colored pills, not too far removed
from the feelings evinced by Newman’s
masterpiece. It’s as if The Void momentarily
fragments the viewing experience of the
Newman, breaking down its chromatic totality in
to a myriad of parts – much like a Spot Painting
metaphorically does. The elegance of The Void’s
stainless steel form, displayed on the wall (its
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exhibition at odds with its physicality) fnds
numerous connections to the art of Donald Judd.
Color, however, also fnds a strong nexus between
Judd and Hirst. Judd has long been considered a
colorist (indeed, The Tate celebrated Judd with an
exhibition called Donald Judd – Exploring Colour
in 2004). Judd choreographed color in the most
refned, economic way. He treated color like he
did form; one approached a red or blue or yellow
not emotionally, but phenomenologically. Hirst,
too, orchestrates color in his perfectly designed
rectangular form. However, color creeps up on
you in The Void, ever so slowly taking prominence
away from form and design. So where Hirst shares
Judd’s passion for simple, impactful chromatic
presentation, voiced through the equally simple
language of mathematical form, Hirst is more
playful with color and liberates it from the
mechanics of design. Hirst lets color go out to play
and come home late; Judd insists on color being in
bed nice and early.
Another, and perhaps the most telling
comparison, would be with Gerhard Richter’s
wonderful Color Chart paintings, executed at the
beginning of the 1970’s. Here content becomes
mere squares of color, arranged across the surface
of the painting, with no artistic intent other than
the completion of their arrangement. At the time
these paintings were completely radical (and,
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Gerhard Richter, 256 Farben, 1974.
Oil on linen, The Doris and Donald
Fisher Collection at the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art. Photo credit:
Ian Reeves Artwork © Gerhard Richter

when one looks at one today, they have lost none
of that radicality). Hirst shares Richter’s desire to
let color shape the design (and power) of the
composed surface. Indeed, he would go on to
create his own body of Pantone works, such as
Spectrum for Artists (2015), where the similar
block of color is employed, but labeled as per the
Pantone color Hirst wants to display. But where
Richter insists on a fat surface occupied by single
blocks of color with no other trajectories of
meaning attached to them, Hirst’s color is not
simply color: it (and its meaning) comes from the
pills, so that several trajectories of understanding
pool together in The Void to create an estuary of
possible readings, many of which stem from the
colors Hirst chooses for the work.
The genesis of the Pill Cabinets can be best
understood by mapping a quick trajectory of
Hirst’s own oeuvre in the 1990’s. However, his
“Eureka” moment came at the very end of that
decade, unable to sleep, a house-guest of his
gallerist, “It’s ffeen by seven feet. It’s just an
awesome sculpture. But I worked it out, in and
out of sleep, lying in bed, unsure, trying to
convince myself, not being convinced … But it
actually happened at Larry’s house, in bed, on my
own. I remember waking up like that. Bang!”
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(Damien Hirst, quoted in Damien Hirst and
Gordon Burn, On the Way to Work, London 2001,
p. 115). That “Bang” was not some isolated fash of
inspiration but rather the culmination of a
decade’s worth of ideas slowly percolating into
Hirst’s creative enterprise. Each prior series
opened up the conceptual and plastic
opportunities to go ahead and realize a work such
as The Void. The result has captivated not only our
imagination and attention ever since, but the
artist’s, “I think it’s like the best piece I’ve ever
made”, Hirst declared (Damien Hirst, quoted in
Damien Hirst and Gordon Burn, On the Way to
Work, p. 116).
Hirst had experimented with actual pills as far
back as the late 1980’s with a series of
monochrome canvases in which he made tiny
incisions to accommodate real pills (he would
return to using real pills on canvases in his
Remedy Paintings begun in 2008). At the same
time Hirst was just beginning to make his Spot
Paintings. Each spot of color can be seen as the
pixelated DNA of painting itself. Given the titles of
these Spot Paintings, purloined from catalogues
listing the labels of various pharmaceuticals, the
formal construct of each spot of pure color is
inextricably linked to the same circular design of
tablets or pills.

25/04/17 12:35

Another early and signifcant body of work that
begins the journey from the late 1980’s to the
fabrication of the frst ever Pill Cabinets at the end
of the 1990’s is the Medicine Cabinets. The
Medicine Cabinets presented rows of empty
pharmaceutical packaging, arranged simply but
displayed in relatively rudimentary cabinets made
of glass and MDF. The brand, shape, size, and
color of the appropriated boxes, and Hirst’s
deliberate presentation of them initiated the
dialogue between art and science; between
creativity and medicine; between the “Formal” of
design and the Informel of “color” and
“expression.” Perhaps, more than anything, the
Pill Cabinets explore Hirst’s constant embrace of
the antagonism between fction and reality and of
all the discombobulating slippages of signifcation
that binary contains. As Hirst has said, “They look
like real pills; that’s all that matters. Real pills
decay. They rot. They’re made to dissolve in your
body. Plus they’re full of toxic substances. It’s
impossible to get them... art’s not real life. I’m
into theatre. I’m totally not into ‘truth to
materials.’ As long as you can convince people... it
doesn’t matter whether it’s real or not. Because
the whole dilemma is: Is it real or isn’t it? It’s like:
Are you real? What the fuck’s going on?” (Damien
Hirst in Damien Hirst and Gordon Burn, On the
Way to Work, p. 116).

The Void is like a giant altarpiece to modern
medicine. It embodies and powerfully displays the
essentials – the logic, lexis and praxis - of Damien
Hirst’s whole oeuvre by interrogating the common
ground between the antithetical faculties and
diametric opposites of science and art. Fascinated
by the life sciences - pharmacology in particular many of Hirst’s breakthrough works from the
Medicine Cabinets to the Spot Paintings leverage
the authority and credibility of science to shock the
viewer into directly confronting the fundamentals
of existence: the hair’s breadth between life and
death and the nanosecond of experience we all
contribute to the timeline of history.
The Void is an astonishing work of art by one of
today’s most provocative, intelligent and ambitious
artists. It is, in many ways, a classic fn-de-siècle
masterpiece that looks back at the previous
century yet clearly sets the tone for Hirst’s own
artistic production (and that of others too) moving
into the 21st Century. For Hirst The Void is that
unknown space that human experience hopes to fll
with the marvel of Gods, the surety of Science, or
the beauty of Art. But it is also a challenge, a
challenge specifc to Hirst himself as an artist –
how, as an artist, to fll this void.

Damien Hirst, God, 1989.
Glass, faced particleboards,
ramin, plastic, aluminum and
pharmaceutical packaging. ©
Damien Hirst and Science Ltd.
All rights reserved/DACS,
London/Artists Rights Society
(ARS), New York 2017
Photo: Prudence Cuming
Associates Ltd
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Property From An Important Private Collection

○◆

9. Peter Doig

b. 1959

Rosedale
signed, titled, inscribed and dated ““Rosedale”
PETER DOIG LONDON 1991” on the reverse
oil on canvas
78 1/2 x 94 1/4 in. (199.4 x 239.4 cm.)
Painted in 1991.
Estimate Upon Request
Provenance
The Artist
Pearl Assurance, Peterborough
Victoria Miro Gallery, London
Private Collection, United States
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Exhibited
London, Whitechapel Art Gallery, Whitechapel Artist
Award: Peter Doig, August 2–September 22, 1991
(illustrated in exhibition brochure)
Bremen, Gesellschaf für Aktuelle Kunst, Peter Doig:
Homely, June 22-August 25, 1996
Kunsthalle zu Kiel; Kunsthalle Nürnberg and London,
Whitechapel Art Gallery, Peter Doig: Blizzard SeventySeven, March 8 – August 16, 1998
Literature
Gareth Jones, “Weird places, Strange folk”, frieze, issue
6, September-October 1992, p. 26
Peter Doig Blotter, exh. cat., Contemporary Fine Arts,
Berlin, 1995
Robert Enright, “The Eye of the Painting: An Interview
with Peter Doig”, Border Crossings, issue 98, June 2006
Richard Shif and Catherine Lampert, eds., Peter Doig,
New York, 2011, p. 33 (illustrated)
No Foreign Lands, exh. cat., Scottish National Gallery of
Art, Edinburgh, 2013, pp. 16-17 (illustrated)
Peter Doig, exh. cat., Fondation Beyeler, Basel, 2014,
fg. 6, p. 83 (illustrated)
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Peter Doig, The Architect’s
Home in the Ravine, 1991.
Oil on canvas, Private Collection
© Peter Doig. All Rights
Reserved, DACS 2017.

An exceptional early work at auction for the frst
time, Peter Doig’s Rosedale, 1991, signals the
emergence of a young master. Heralding the
artist’s breakthrough moment afer graduating
from Chelsea College of Art and Design, Rosedale
was painted for and shown in his celebrated solo
exhibition at the Whitechapel Gallery, having won
the prestigious Whitechapel Artist Prize. 26 years
following his debut at the Whitechapel show, Doig
received the Whitechapel Gallery Art Icon 2017
lifetime achievement award, distinguishing him as
one of the most innovative and signifcant
painters of his time.
Taking a grand Rosedale manor in Toronto’s
ravine as its subject, Rosedale’s richly detailed
surface is comprised of abstract gestures that
coalesce to reveal a home through the static of
snow and thicket. Doig described painting
Rosedale, which he executed based on his own
photographs, as “through the screens of nature”,
painstakingly building up fragments of the house
through the dense labyrinth of trees. Rifng on art
historical and pop culture references ranging from
Richter, Pollock, Bonnard, and Munch to record
covers, vintage postcards, and Doig’s own archive
of photographs and memories of his early
experiences in Canada, Doig, through his visual
play of impasto and glazes, conjures the cinematic
quality of a vintage flm reel and the nostalgic
glow of memory.
The year 1991 was particularly formative in Doig’s
career: he was selected for the Barclays Young
Artist Award at the Serpentine gallery and won
the prestigious Whitechapel Artist Prize. Opening
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when Doig was only 32 years old, the Whitechapel
show would serve as the catalyst for his career.
With the exhilarating opportunity to exhibit in the
upstairs gallery of the infuential institution at the
same time as Cindy Sherman’s show on the main
level, Doig painted a series of large scale paintings
for his exhibition including Rosedale (1991), Iron
Hill (1991), Young Bean Farmer (1991), and the
Architect’s Home in the Ravine (1991). The artist
recalled, “The year afer I lef Chelsea I was
awarded The Whitechapel Artist Prize, so I got a
show of my new work at the Whitechapel Gallery,
upstairs. Cindy Sherman’s show was on
downstairs. I remember walking my paintings,
which were still wet and in cheap decorator’s
plastic, between her incredible crates” (Peter
Doig, quoted in Parinaz Mogadassi, “Interview
with Peter Doig”, Purple, April 2011). These
seminal works would come to represent the most
enduring themes in his practice.
Spanning nearly eight feet in length, Rosedale
presents itself like a cinematic scene. The tableau
invites the viewer in. Through the static of snow,
the viewer searches for the ficker of light from a
window. Doig described the subject in this work as
“a house in a kind of old posh neighborhood in
Toronto called Rosedale, where a lot of the houses
are built on quite big lots, and nature has been
allowed to create a sort of privacy screen for the
people who occupy them. And so I took a number
of photographs of these houses, through the
screens of nature, and I made a number of
paintings of these houses where I tried to paint
the house through the trees, rather than if I was
actually a voyeur or something like trying to look
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at this house, rather than painting the house and
put the trees over it. So they were quite difcult
and time consuming to make these works”
(Peter Doig, quoted in “Slade Contemporary Art
Lecture Series 2015-16”, UCL Slade, London,
July 4, 2016, online).
Standing in front of Rosedale, the viewer is
dazzled by the intricate surface of the painting.
The freshness of the painting comes from the
inventiveness of painterly technique. A study in
abstraction, the richly detailed surface is dotted
with Pointillist dabs of paint, and gestural drips
akin to Pollock’s action painting suggest the
fgurative forms of a landscape and the feeling of
snow. Inspired by Bruegel’s snow-flled visions,
Doig observes, “when you look at [Breugel’s
painting] the snow is almost all the same size,
it’s not perspectival, it’s the notion of the ‘idea’
of snow, which I like. It becomes like a screen,
making you look through it” (Peter Doig, quoted
in Richard Shif, “Incidents”, in Peter Doig, exh.
cat., Tate Britain, London, 2008, p. 30). The
drifs of snow, created by overlapping passages
of mottled impasto and translucent veils in the
foreground, create a sense of slippage. The snow
efectively dissolves into abstraction as if the
viewer is peering ahead to the warm hearth
beyond, the eyes attempting to focus through
the furries.

Across a vast panoramic expanse, the foreground
is punctuated with regular horizontal bands of
snow furries. This geometric gridding infers an
erudite knowledge of the principles of Modernist
abstraction employed by Barnett Newman. The
reference to Newman’s “zip” paintings suggests
that the linear quality of the painting has the
possibility to efect a sublime response in the
viewer. As Doig has explained, “painting is about
working your way across the surface, getting lost
in it... [The size of paintings] is about the idea of
getting absorbed into them, so you physically get
lost” (Peter Doig, quoted in Richard Shif,
“Incidents” in Peter Doig, exh. cat., Tate Britain,
London, 2008, p. 33). In the distance, the
landscape is divided into bars of olive green,
ochre, and sapphire. These oscillating bands share
a dialogue with Mark Rothko’s diaphanous planes
of foating translucent color. Disrupting the formal
geometry of the composition, stark trees are
staggered through the mid-ground, recalling the
formal ordering of Klimt’s late landscapes. Using
the fanned edge of a paintbrush, Doig skillfully
captures the efect of strong light fltering
through the trees and the patches of snow and
shadows on the earth below. Clearly, Doig’s
experiments in paint have informed his practice.
The chromatic lozenges and cloissionist treatment
of the low brick wall on the lef hand side of the
canvas share an afnity with the multicolored dam
in Gasthof zur Muldentalsperre (2000-2002)
housed in the collection of The Art Institute of
Chicago.

Peter Doig, Concrete Cabin, 1991–92.
Oil on canvas, Leicester Arts and
Museum Service © Peter Doig. All
Rights Reserved, DACS 2017
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Signifcantly, Rosedale represents a moment of
critical consciousness in Doig’s practice where he
developed a “new way of looking”. Back in his
studio, Doig painstakingly built up fragments of the
house through the dense network of trees in the
composition, based on his own photographs taken
on location. Departing from the static photograph,
the energy of Doig’s brush is palpable. Hatched
dabs of paint animate the snowy foreground and
thicker, deliberate brushstrokes fll in the details of
the house through the network of branches. He
recalls, “I was trying to describe to someone the
way I made those paintings: I deliberately painted
the buildings through the trees rather than paint
the building and then cover them in trees. Even
with the modernist buildings, I didn’t paint the
façade and then put the trees over them, I actually
painted them through the trees, so it was more
about looking and picking out bits with the eyes.
It’s a much slower process. There’s one painting
called Rosedale, which is a view of a grand
Rosedale manor through the trees from a snapshot
I took, where I literally picked my way at it. It was a
way of seeing into that world” (Peter Doig, quoted
in Robert Enright, “In the Eye of the Painting: An
Interview with Peter Doig”, Border Crossings
Magazine, Issue 98, June 2006).
This “diferent way of looking” developed in
Rosedale – looking through dense layers of trees to
buildings beyond – eventually induced Doig to
create his celebrated Concrete Cabin series frst
shown at Victoria Miro Gallery, London in 1994. The
artist recalled how Rosedale “led me to make
paintings of a minor Le Cobusier building…” (Peter

Pieter Bruegel the Elder,
The Adoration of the
Magi in the Snow, 1567.
Tempera on panel,
Oskar Reinhart Collection,
Winterthur, Switzerland
© Bridgeman Images
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Edward Hopper,
Haskell’s House, 1924.
Watercolor over graphite on
paperboard, National Gallery
of Art, Washington D.C.
© National Gallery of Art

Doig, quoted in Slade Contemporary Art Lecture
Series 2015-16, UCL Slade, London, July 4, 2016,
online). Looking at the Concrete Cabin series, on
which Doig focused from 1991-1998, one is struck
by how many works are now housed in museum
collections, including the Concrete Cabin
(1991-1992) in the Leicester Arts and Museum
Service and Boiler House (1994), a promised gif
to the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
In contrast to the utopian ruins of the Le
Cobusier compound, Rosedale is a vision of
domestic coziness. In London, Doig yearned to
create pictures he described as “homely”, a
concept innately linked to the uncomplicated
comfort of home. In this way Doig’s houses
embody the Danish concept of hygge, a word
used to acknowledge the feeling of simple
pleasure taken in a moment of coziness. When
refecting on another house painting of this year,
The House that Jacques Built (1991), Doig
poignantly refected that “[it] reminded me of a
house in a Hopper Painting… where the house
seems to be as present and human as the couple
itself” (Peter Doig, quoted in Slade
Contemporary Art Lecture Series 2015-16, UCL
Slade, London, July 4, 2016, online).
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Evoking an uncanny sense of nostalgia, the play of
abstract processes produces an otherworldly
realm akin to Bonnard’s dreamlike imagery. In
particular, Doig felt the use of snow “somehow
has this efect of drawing you inwards and is
frequently used to suggest retrospection and
nostalgia and make-believe” (Peter Doig, quoted
in Paul Bonaventura, “A Hunter in the Snow”,
Artefactum, no. 9, 1994, p. 12). Returning to
Doig’s principle concern with the material
possibility of paint, Rosedale prompts a
philosophic enquiry into the way we see. As Searle
identifes, “Doig is of course, playing an ironic
game with painting itself. Blobs of snow are also a
blizzard of paint. Briars and vines are tangles of
drips and brush strokes. A painting’s surface can
never be truly penetrated, because it is, quite
literally, all there is to see, however much we
might entertain the idea that the landscapes and
fgures and buildings are actually multiple, parallel
worlds to our own, and inhabited by people much
like ourselves, who move from place to place,
appearing and disappearing from sight, just as we
do to others, and others do in relation to us”
(Adrian Searle ed., Peter Doig, London, 2007, p.
86). In this way, Rosedale is a celebration of the
inherent possibilities of paint and its ability to
convey emotional expression.
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10. Marlene Dumas

b. 1953

Colorfelds
signed, titled and dated “colorfelds 1997 MDumas”
on the reverse
oil on canvas
78 3/4 x 59 1/ 16 in. (200 x 150 cm.)
Painted in 1997.
Phillips is grateful for the assistance of Marlene Dumas
and Paul Andriesse in the research and cataloguing of
this work.

On Beauty
(They say) Art no longer produces Beauty,
She produces meaning, but
(I say) One cannot paint a picture,
or make an image of a woman
and not deal with the concept of beauty.
Marlene Dumas from Models, 1995

Estimate
$2,500,000-3,500,000
Provenance
Galerie Paul Andriesse, Amsterdam
Acquired from the above by the present owner in 1998
Exhibited
Amsterdam, Galerie Paul Andriesse, Marlene Dumas:
Miss World January 6 - February 14, 1998
Los Angeles, The Museum of Contemporary Art; New
York, The Museum of Modern Art; Houston, The Menil
Collection, Marlene Dumas: Measuring Your Own Grave,
June 22, 2008 - March 26, 2009, pp. 118-119 (illustrated)

Marlene Dumas has, by her own admission, spent
nearly her entire creative life contemplating
the idea of the “model” – not simply the artist’s
muse or fgure study, but the contemporary
cultural icon of the fashion model. As a child, she
entertained guests at her family’s wine vineyard
in South Africa by drawing bikini-clad models on
matchbooks. Of course, these images were never
drawn from life, but from photographs, mental
constructs of “the model.” By the time Colorfelds
was painted in 1997, Dumas had established
herself as a masterful painter, one with a razorsharp critical perception of the world around her.
Having grown up a white female in apartheid-era
South Africa, Dumas was ever aware of the power
structures implicit, and explicit, in contemporary
life. The strict dichotomy of that life presented
an emotional and personal historic framework
on which to build up her creative ingenuity from
thence forth. A never ending dialogue on the
limitlessness of interpretation and manifestation,
Dumas’s oeuvre is a study in the power of the
painted image.
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A striking image of fve heroically-scaled women,
Colorfelds confronts the viewer with its bold
chromatic arrangement, a quality of this painting
that is relatively rare within Dumas’s pictures. First
exhibited in her 1998 exhibition, Miss World, at
Galerie Paul Andriesse, Amsterdam, Colorfelds
was joined by such other notable works as Miss
January, 1997 (Rubell Family Collection, Miami),
Ivory White and Ivory Black, both 1997 (both Tate,
London), The Brides of Dracula, 1997 (Centraal
Museum, Utrecht), and others in various esteemed
public and private collections. These paintings
were some of the frst that Dumas painted in which
fashion and the historical reference of the drapery,
the fabric, featured in her work. She would go on
to collaborate with Bert Boogard in 2002 on an
exhibition in which Boogard overworked original
nude drawings by Dumas with his own depictions
of the textile. This series is currently part of an
important American collection and has been
promised to The Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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Interestingly, and especially notable with regards
to Colorfelds, Dumas’s titles are more ofen
associative than directly literal, and while she
does clearly reference the Color Field movement,
the emotive nature of color harnessed and
exercised by the Abstract Expressionists is much
more at the fore of this painting than anything
proposed by the Color Field painters. And just as
much as that bastion of machismo painting of the
post-war period afected Dumas, so too can one
clearly understand the infuence of her turn-ofthe-century European forebears. The demented
coloration of Munch’s psychologically driven
universe, Nolde’s crazed dancers, Jawlensky’s
portraits, all feature prominently within
Colorfelds and yet none are nearly so layered in
their meaning as Dumas’s painting.
Taking as its source a Vogue photograph of
four models – Carla Bruni, Nadja Auermann,
Shalom Harlow, and Karen Mulder – Colorfelds
is emblematic of Dumas’s painting in its
mediation and reinterpretation of an earlier
source photograph, and is further distinguished
by the interesting addition of a ffh fgure to
the far right. Nearly all of Dumas’s painting have
a basis in photography, “The source materials
are about the political choices one faces. They
are of the time they are made in. They are
about whose side are you on” (Marlene Dumas
quoted in Cornelia Butler, “Painter as Witness,”
in Marlene Dumas: Measuring Your Own Grave,
exh. cat., The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los
Angeles, 2008, p. 45) However, the distinction
between the “taking” of a photo and the “making”
of a painting is one of the main leitmotifs of
Dumas’s oeuvre. How does a viewer understand
a photograph? How does the photographer
understand the scene before the camera? There
is no moral judgment in photography – ostensibly
it is the recording of facts in a discrete period
of time. Dumas, in Colorfelds and throughout
her practice, makes a point of the fact that each
decision she makes can be, must be, qualitative,
transformative, even moral. What then can the
viewer make of the additional ffh fgure, the
only one whose face does not elide with those of
her cohort? Why has Dumas decided to depict
this additional fgure in what can only seem to be
interpreted as a wedding gown?
Dumas’s work has consistently been analyzed in
terms of its possible underlying narratives leading
to multiple and ofen complex readings; however,
she insists that while she draws infuence from
a myriad of sources, she is most interested
in maintaining an air of mystery throughout
her body of work. “[My work] is suggestive; it
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suggests all sorts of narratives, but it doesn’t really
tell you what’s going on at all...I give [the viewer]
a false sense of intimacy. They think the work
invites you to have a conversation with it” (Marlene
Dumas, quoted in an interview with Barbara Bloom,
Marlene Dumas, New York, 1999, p. 12). Dumas
neither pities nor glorifes her subject; rather, the
captured moment belongs to a specifc present
where the artist is nearly a voyeur herself.
Dumas’s work is rooted in an understanding of
the human fgure as a kind of visual lexicon for
psychological narrative and in a realization about
how the body, in all its awkwardness or ease of
posture, can speak volumes about the nature of
the human condition as a whole. The uniqueness
of the body is ofen furtively, if also sometimes
unintentionally, captured on camera. Dumas’s
fuid and almost intuitive painting of such imagery
draws out such particularities from her sources.
This individualistic nature of the fgure means
that the group as an “ideal”, and any attempt at
representing it, is so fraught. “I always wanted to
be an abstract artist” she once said, “There was a
time when I didn’t want to use the fgure, but I went
back to it because it carries so many psychological
associations that are hard to name or pinpoint.
My interest in the fgure has nothing to do with
anatomy but instead with what happens between
people” (Marlene Dumas quoted in Bernhard
Balkenhol and Matthias Winzen, “Hard or Sof: A
Conversation with Marlene Dumas and Andries
Botha”, 1998, online).

Marlene Dumas/Bert Boogaard,
Robe as correction, 2001.
Acrylic and watercolor on paper,
Private Collection, promised gif
to the Museum of Modern Art,
New York
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Property From The Estate of Jean-Michel Basquiat

11. Jean-Michel Basquiat

1960-1988

Untitled
acrylic and paper on canvas
66 x 60 in. (167.6 x 152.4 cm.)
Executed circa 1984.
Estimate
$2,000,000-3,000,000
Provenance
Acquired from the artist by the present owner
Exhibited
Abidjan, Ivory Coast, Centre Culturel Français, JeanMichel Basquiat, October 10 - November 7, 1986
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Pulsating with raw unfltered energy, Jean-Michel
Basquiat’s vast Untitled, 1984, represents the
tour-de-force of expressive line, gesture and
intoxicating color that made him one of the
most infuential artists of his generation. As with
Basquiat’s greatest works, this painting explores
the central and reoccurring theme of the human
fgure within his oeuvre. Painted in the artist’s
signature neo-expressionist style, a totem-like
fgure emerges as a strangely monolithic dark
blue form from a luscious color feld that is built
up from consecutive layers of ochre, cream, dusty
pink and orange paint. Its distinguishing features
are rendered intuitively with an astonishing
economy of means: impulsively scribbled red
and yellow graphic lines render the disjointed
arms and grimacing teeth, while coarse impasto
brushstrokes sculpt the lobotomized head
from which piercing eyes glare at us. Evoking
Basquiat’s seminal Bird as Buddha from the same
year, Untitled is distinct within his larger oeuvre
for full-frontal portrayal of a singular fgure and its
balanced chromatic abstraction.
Executed in 1984, Untitled was created at the
height of Basquiat’s notoriously short but
prodigious artistic career that ended with his
untimely death four years later. By 1984, the
year of Untitled’s creation, Basquiat already had
fve major solo shows across America, Europe,
and Japan under his helm and was the youngest
artist - at 23 years of age - ever to be included in
the Whitney Biennial; only a year later his iconic
stature graced the cover of the The New York
Times Magazine.

Untitled perfectly articulates the raw, unfltered
expressionism, painterly energy and sheer breadth
of artistic virtuosity that garnered Basquiat critical
acclaim. Basquiat’s distinctive visual idiom is the
result of a compulsive and intuitive process, one
which borrows liberally from such disparate felds
as urban street culture, music, poetry, AfricanAmerican and Aztec cultural histories and a broad
range of art historical sources. In the present work,
the artist’s signature use of pentimenti - i.e. the
presence of earlier gestures, scrapes, forms, or
strokes that have been changed and painted over
- results in a powerful and compelling portrait that
brilliantly fuses the fgurative with the abstract. The
crudely depicted face belies Basquiat’s admiration
for anti-establishment artist Jean Dubufet, whose
rejection of traditional portraiture and the dictum
“I believe very much in value of savagery; I mean:
instinct, passion, mood, violence, madness”
Basquiat voraciously pursued in Untitled specifcally
evokes Dubufet’s acclaimed early portraits from
the late 1940s and 50s, in which his subject’s
contours were scratched like grafti into a densely
covered canvas. As Rene Ricard aptly observed
in his seminal Artforum essay: “If Cy Twombly
and Jean Dubufet had a baby and gave it up for
adoption it would be Jean-Michel. The elegance
of Twombly is there [and] from the same source
(grafti) and so is the brut of the young Dubufet.
Except the politics of Dubufet needed a lecture
to show, needed a separate text, whereas in
Jean-Michel they are integrated by the picture’s
necessity” (Rene Ricard, “The Radiant Child,”
Artforum, December 1981, p. 35).

Jean Dubufet, Petit
Sergent Major.
Oil on canvas, 24 x 19¾ in.
(61 x 50.2 cm.), Private
Collection © 2017 Artists
Rights Society (ARS),
New York/ADAGP, Paris
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Jean-Michel Basquiat,
Untitled (Cadmium), 1984.
Oil, oil stick, and acrylic
on canvas, 66 x 60 in.
(167.6 x 152.4 cm.), High
Museum of Art, Atlanta ©
The Estate of Jean-Michel
Basquiat/ADAGP, Paris/
ARS, New York 2017

As with another seminal painting from the
same time period, Untitled (High Museum
of Art, Atlanta), the present work stands out
within the scope of Basquiat’s oeuvre for its
focus on a singular, frontally-portrayed fgure
and its high degree of chromatic nuance and
abstraction. In stark contrast to the frenetic
canvases of Basquiat’s earlier years, Untitled puts
forward a more serene composition. Indeed, the
juxtaposition of the blue color block against the
expressively painted swaths of color lend the
painting a chromatic balance that is a rare for
Basquiat’s work. Formally evoking such works
such as Franz Kline’s Black Refections, 1959,
(Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York), or
Willem de Kooning’s Suburb in Havana, 1958,
Untitled thereby articulates the lasting infuence
of Abstract Expressionism on Basquiat’s practice.
As his artistic AbEx forebearers, Basquiat sought
to distill a certain spiritual and fundamental truth
in his work. Engaging in a radically diferent social
milieu and historical context, however, Basquiat
did so by seeking the expressive potential within
fguration - developing a distinctive iconoclastic
idiom that drew from both the past and present.
Untitled is testament to the centrality that
the human fgure – particularly in the guise of
a black man – takes in Basquiat’s inimitable
oeuvre.”Basquiat’s canon”, as Kellie Jones has
noted, “revolves around single heroic fgures:
athletes, prophets, warriors, cops, musicians,
kings and the artist himself. In these images
the head is ofen a central focus…In this way
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the intellect is emphasized, lifed up to notice,
privileged over the body and the physicality
of these fgures (i.e. black men) commonly
represented in the world”(Kellie Jones, Lost
in Translation: Jean-Michel in the (Re)Mix. vol
xx, no. 4, December 1981, p. 43).In the present
work, the heavily worked abstract background
ultimately serves the purpose of pushing the
fgure to the forefront of the composition and
thus forcing the viewer’s attention on the frenzied
execution of the enigmatic fgure. Appearing as
a mysterious apparition, the fgure in Untitled
is a powerful example of Basquiat’s so-called
“icons”, which, as Marc Mayer observed, “seem
improvised and spontaneous, as you would
expect of an invocation, or of grafti…The many
works in this “icon” category have a familiar
ritual function, not unlike the West African
sculptures and masks that Basquiat collected
when he traveled there, the functional Vodoun
and Santeria fgures of his Caribbean roots that
descended from them, or Western religious
icons and statuettes meant to embody a given
saint or represent Jesus Christ.”(Marc Mayer,
“Basquiat in History”, Basquiat, New York,
2005, p. 51). Whilst putting forward a variety of
diferent iconographies, Basquiat’s portraits are
ultimately always autobiographical in some way exorcising creative demons, exposing the artist’s
own fears and anxieties. “I don’t think about art
when I’m working”, Basquiat once answered
when questioned on his method of constructing
an image, “I try to think about life” (Jean-Michel
Basquiat, quoted in Basquiat, exh. cat., Museo
Revoltella, Trieste, 1999, p. lxvii).
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Paint.
Texture.
Action.
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Property From The Estate Of Winifred M. MacNaughton

12. Adolph Gottlieb

1903-1974

Shadows
signed “Adolph Gottlieb” on the reverse
acrylic on canvas
48 x 60 in. (121.9 x 152.4 cm.)
Painted in 1971.
Estimate
$500,000-700,000
Provenance
Marlborough Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner in 1972
Exhibited
New York, Marlborough Gallery, Adolph Gottlieb:
Paintings 1971-1972, November 1 - December 2, 1972, p.
28 (illustrated)

Adolph Gottlieb’s painting Shadows from 1971
demonstrates the classic vernacular of the artist’s
most recognizable series. Gottlieb’s Burst series
would become one of the most iconic artistic motifs
of modern, 20th century painting alongside Mark
Rothko’s foating rectangles and Barnett Newman’s
zip. Each of Gottlieb’s burst paintings revolves
around a profoundly simplifed arrangement of
suspended orbs upon a clear background accented
with spiraling brush strokes. Gottlieb frst used
this vast, horizontal format in 1960 allowing his
minimal, graphic language to stretch across the
picture plane; he explains, “I eliminated almost
everything from my painting except a few
colors and perhaps two or three shapes, I feel a
necessity for making the particular colors that I
use, or the particular shapes, carry the burden of
everything that I want to express, and all has to be
concentrated within these few elements.” (Adolph
Gottlieb, “Selected Writings,” The Adolph & Esther
Gottlieb Foundation, Inc., online)
Pulsating with extreme elemental vibrancy, the
duo of red and orange bursts in the present work
foat just above a deeply black calligraphic script.
The shifing and complex color palette of red,
auburn, forest green, black and the underlying
misty lavender reveal exceptional tonal layers. An
essentially abstract landscape, Shadow has been
in the same private collection for the past four
decades, acquired from Gottlieb’s 1971 exhibition
at the Marlborough Gallery in New York. Shadows
stands as pristine masterpiece, one of painterly
prowess and compositional brilliance, while
simultaneously highlighting Gottlieb as a leader of
Abstract Expressionism.

American painter Adolph Gottlieb (1903–1974)
works on a painting in his Chelsea studio,
New York, New York, February 16, 1962.
Photo by Fred W. McDarrah/Getty Images,
artwork © Adolph and Esther Gottlieb Foundation/Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY
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Property from a Distinguished Collection

○◆

13. Willem de Kooning

1904-1997

Untitled II
signed “de Kooning” on the reverse
oil and newsprint on canvas
77 x 88 in. (195.6 x 223.5 cm.)
Executed in 1980.
Estimate
$12,000,000-18,000,000
Provenance
Johanna Liesbeth de Kooning Trust, New York
Acquavella Galleries, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Exhibited
London, Royal Academy of Arts, A New Spirit in
Painting, January 15 - March 18, 1981, no. 83, p. 220
(illustrated)
New York, Gagosian Gallery, Willem de Kooning: The
Last Beginning, September 18 - October 27, 2007
(illustrated on an exhibition poster)
Literature
Willem de Kooning: The Late Paintings, The 1980s,
exh. cat., San Francisco Museum of Art and Museum
Boijmans Van Beuningen, Rotterdam, 1995, no. 3, p. 13
(illustrated in English catalogue), no. 3, p. 13 (illustrated
in Dutch catalogue)
Gregory Montreuil, “Journey’s End,” Gay City News,
October 13, 2007 (illustrated)
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With Untitled II the late Willem de Kooning
presents us with a magnifcent tour-de force of
his painterly virtuosity. Free-fowing brushstrokes
of deep violet traverse the monumental canvas,
folding in and out of passages of radiant white,
luminous yellow, orange, crimson and vermillion
paint – coalescing around the center of the canvas
in a dynamic dance of pure form and color.
Heralding the dawning of a signifcant new phase
in de Kooning’s oeuvre, Untitled II displays the
signature raw splashes of paint and frenetic
energy of the artist’s “pastoral” allover
abstractions from his apex years of the mid-1970s
while simultaneously foreshadowing the infnite
white backgrounds and meandering ribbons of his
iconic late output in the 1980s. Executed in 1980,
this seminal painting refects the pivotal moment
in de Kooning’s life and artistic practice that he
- at the age of 76 - stopped drinking. While
sufering from alcoholism and depression for most
of the 1970s, the death of two critical supporters
and confdantes, Harold Rosenberg and Thomas
Hess, had led de Kooning on a severe downward
spiral from 1978 onwards. A triumphant
testament to de Kooning’s resolution to overcome
a period of personal and creative crisis, Untitled II
is notably one of fewer than ten paintings the
artist completed in 1980 and was exhibited the
following year at the Royal Academy of Art’s A
New Spirit in Painting exhibition in London.

Willem de Kooning, who rose to critical acclaim
with his ferocious Women in the 1950s, was
among the few principal fgures of the Abstract
Expressionist movement to see the 1980s. As art
historian Robert Storr so aptly observed, “One
would not have predicted for Willem de Kooning a
great old age. Among the leading fgures of a
hard-living generation, he seemed by talent and
by temperament to belong to a romantic tradition
of artists whose work burned the physical and
psychic fuel of their being with devastating speed
and completeness” (Robert Storr, “A Painter’s
Testament: De Kooning in the Eighties”, MoMA
Magazine, Winter/Spring 1997, n.p.). The
baroque painterly hedonism that characterized de
Kooning’s mid-career paintings in the 1960s and
1970s stood in stark contrast to the deep anguish
and unabated self-destruction that tormented de
Kooning, his lifestyle taking a serious toll on his
health and drastically reducing his productivity. As
such, Untitled II attests to what Robert Storr has
identifed as the “nearly miraculous recovery of
focus and ambition” de Kooning underwent afer
several years of episodic studio activity and marks
the beginning of his celebrated fnal chapter,
which he embarked upon with newfound vigor
in 1980.

Willem de Kooning in his studio,
Springs, New York, May 1, 1980.
Photo by Sam Abell/National
Geographic/Getty Images, Artwork
© 2017 The Willem de Kooning
Foundation/Artists Rights Society
(ARS), New York
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Willem de Kooning, Untitled XXI, 1982.
Oil on canvas, Philadelphia Museum of Art
© 2017 The Willem de Kooning Foundation/
Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York

Situated at this pivotal turning point, Untitled II
takes a unique position within de Kooning’s
oeuvre. On the one hand, the heavy painterliness
of the background and energetic sweeps of the
brush evoke de Kooning’s universally celebrated
“pastoral” allover abstractions from the
mid-1970s, calling to mind in particular such
masterpieces as Untitled XI, 1975 (Art Institute of
Chicago) or Untitled XXV, 1977. On the other
hand, the present work also exemplifes the
new-found sense of luminosity and openendedness that de Kooning would further develop
in a radically new visual language in the 1980s.
Shifing away from the tightly organized
compositions and the heavily worked, dense
canvases of his earlier years, de Kooning here puts
forward a fuid space in which form, line and color
organically and rhythmically blend into each and
dance around the crimson vortex at center foreshadowing the infnite white backgrounds and
ribbonlike brushstrokes that would become the
signature of his output in the 1980s. As de
Kooning fttingly stated, “Miles Davis bends the
notes. He doesn’t play them, he bends them. I
bend the paint” (Willem de Kooning, quoted in
Mark Stevens and Annalyn Swan, De Kooning : An
American Master, New York, 2005, p. 562)
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Claude Monet, La Maison de l’Artiste
vue du Jardin aux Roses (The Artist’s
House from the Rose Garden), 1922–24.
Oil on canvas, Musée Marmottan Monet,
Paris, France/Bridgeman Images

With its free-foating swathes of paint and
meandering brushstrokes, Untitled II at frst
glance appears to be the result of a spontaneous,
immediate expression. As with de Kooning’s early
works, however, this painting is similarly the
result of a prolonged and considered creative
process. Pursuing the compositional technique of
‘ftting-in’, de Kooning would continuously
interweave forms, surfaces, gestures and lines
until the desired internal balance had been
achieved. “ftting-in”, de Kooning once noted,
was “where modern art came from”…The way I do
it, it’s not like Cubism, it’s like Cezannism,
almost”. Like the seminal Untitled I, 1980, which
was exhibited at the Whitney Biennial in 1981, the
present painting importantly demonstrates a
gradual loosening of ft that would reach its
pinnacle in de Kooning’s starkly reduced
compositions a few years later. While de Kooning
still interlaces and spreads the tracks of his def
brush and labors lovingly over certain passages, in
other instances he cancels out vast areas with
swathes of foating white paint. This loosening of
paint went hand in hand with de Kooning’s
innovative technique of painting his regularly
proportioned canvases through continuous 90
degree rotations. Ofen beginning in the upper
right hand corner, de Kooning would build up
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areas of color and lines using a blend of
turpentine, stand oil and pigment in one particular
segment before rotating the canvas and working
on a new area - allowing passages to overlap and
feed into each other. By 1980 de Kooning had
furthermore begun working with a taper’s knife
- a fat-bladed tool used primarily in drywall
construction – which allowed him to stretch out
the paint with fuid movements and maintain a
smooth surface by scraping away the traces of
previous layers of pigment. In contrast to the
heavy, thick surfaces of the late 1970s, paintings
such as the present one are imbued with an
unexpected lightness and transparency.
Freed from a fxed vertical-horizontal axis,
Untitled II proposes an open-ended, fuid space in
which color and form seem to be continuously
shifing. As with de Kooning’s greatest paintings
from the 1970s, its animate surface attests to the
profound impact the natural environs of East
Hampton, New York, continued to have on on
Kooning’s painterly practice. As the artist once
noted, “I wanted to get in touch with nature. Not
painting scenes from nature, but to get a feeling
of that light that was very appealing to me, here
particularly … I got into painting in the
atmosphere I wanted to be in.” (Harold
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Rosenberg, “Interview with Willem de Kooning,”
ArtNews 71, no. 5, September 1972, p. 57). The
sun drenched lushness of East Hampton pulsates
through Untitled II with an immediacy that
invokes the iconic landscapes of de Kooning’s
Impressionist forebears, and such masterpieces
as Claude Monet’s The Artist’s House from the
Rose Garden, 1922-1924 (Musee Marmottan
Monet, Paris) in particular. Just as Monet found
inspiration in his Giverny garden during the last
decade of his life, de Kooning sought to convey
the shimmering light and lush vegetation that
surrounded him through paint in his fnal years.
With Untitled II we see an artist revisiting
longstanding themes and formal elements, but
also making his frst forays into a new, radically
diferent, visual territory - spurred, in part, by de
Kooning’s re-discovery of Henry Matisse. As de
Kooning entered his later years, he found himself
turning way from the model of Pablo Picasso
more and more. In 1980 de Kooning stated,
“Lately I’ve been thinking that it would be nice to
be infuenced by Matisse. I mean, he’s so
lighthearted. I have a book about how he was old
and he cut out colored patterns and he made it so
joyous. I would like to do that, too—not like him,
but joyous, more or less” (Willem de Kooning,
quoted by Mark Stevens & Annalyn Swan, de
Kooning: An American Master, New York, 2004,

p. 589). Of the few paintings created in 1980,
Untitled II is distinct for the way in which the
glowing white passages foat ethereally across
the chromatic landscape in a manner that clearly
belies de Kooning’s admiration for Matisse’s late
cut-outs. A pinnacle from de Kooning’s late
career, Untitled II speaks to the dawning of
unprecedented creative burst and pictorial
invention. Indeed, as Robert Storr famously put
forward, “From 1980 on, de Kooning was, as he
had anticipated, walking in his own landscape,
and the paintings he made emanate from a
mature innocence and are possessed of an
unselfconscious grandeur—and grace. When, in
his fnal pictures, the light fickers or a trace
wavers, we regard such uncertainties or
hesitations with amazement rather than dismay,
for they are the most reliable signals we are ever
likely to receive of a superior aesthetic
intelligence exploring the furthest limits of
consciousness itself. There is virtually nothing to
compare these paintings to, and no disinterested
standard of judgment. Unprecedented in their
time, they are the pure evidence of existence
and a hard-won afrmation, which only the most
extraordinary of artists could have ofered us,
and only the most extraordinary artist did”
(Robert Storr, “A Painter’s Testament: De
Kooning in the Eighties”, MoMA Magazine,
Winter/Spring 1997, n.p.).

Willem de Kooning, Untitled XXV, 1977.
Oil on canvas, Private Collection © 2017
The Willem de Kooning Foundation/
Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York
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14. Lee Krasner

1908-1984

Gold or Silver
signed and dated “Lee Krasner ’54” lower lef
oil and paper collage on Masonite
48 x 61 3/4 in. (121.9 x 156.8 cm.)
Executed in 1954.
Estimate
$1,000,000-1,500,000
Provenance
The Artist
Susanne Hilberry Gallery, Inc., Birmingham, Michigan
Edith Emerman Marwil, Michigan
Private Collection (thence by descent)
Sotheby’s, New York, May 11, 2006, lot 166
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
Exhibited
New York, Stable Gallery, Lee Krasner Collages,
September - October 1955
London, Whitechapel Art Gallery; New York, City Art
Gallery; Hull, Ferens Art Gallery; Nottingham, Victoria
Street Gallery; Manchester, City Art Gallery; Cardif, Arts
Council Gallery, Lee Krasner: Paintings, Drawings and
Collages, September 1965 - October 1966, no. 71
Miami-Dade Community College; Glenside, Beaver
College; Charleston, Gibbes Art Gallery, Lee Krasner:
Selections from 1946 - 1972, March - July 1974, no. 17
(illustrated)
Washington, D.C., Corcoran Gallery of Art; State College,
Pennsylvania State University; Waltham, Rose Art
Museum, Brandeis University, Lee Krasner: Collages and
Works on Paper 1933 - 1974, January 11 - February 15,
1975, no. 42, p. 36 (illustrated), pp. 56-57 (installation
view illustrated)
Birmingham, Michigan, Susanne Hilberry Gallery, Lee
Krasner, Paintings, November - December 1977
Literature
Grifn Smith, “Lee Krasner - A Re-evaluation at Last”,
Miami Herald, March 17, 1974, p. G10 (illustrated)
Ellen G. Landau, Lee Krasner: A Catalogue Raisonné,
New York, 1995, no. 279, p. 140 (illustrated)
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Willem de Kooning, Excavation, 1950.
Oil on canvas, The Art Institute of
Chicago, Chicago © 2017 The Willem
de Kooning Foundation/Artists Rights
Society (ARS), New York

Lee Krasner painted Gold or Silver in 1954
and included the work in her highly acclaimed
exhibition at the Stable Gallery in New York
City- an exhibition lauded by art critic Clement
Greenberg as one of the most important shows
of the 1950’s. Bursting with depth and color, Gold
or Silver is rendered with the combined medium
of paper and oil paint applied to Masonite board.
In 1953, afer tearing up her own works on
paper and throwing them in a jumble onto the
foor, Krasner explained that she noticed that
“something exciting was happening.” (Cindy
Nemser, Art Talk, 1975) Beginning with a small
scale collage titled Black and White Collage
from 1953-1954, originally in the collection of the
photographer Hans Namuth, Krasner explored
the potential of both her and her husband Jackson
Pollock’s discarded, marked up, paper, studio
scraps. Krasner and Pollock favorited Douglass
Howell’s paper for their ink drawings; Howell was
well known in the art world for producing wove
paper without glue, sizing or chemicals: what
resulted was a dense paper with rough edges
and an energetic surface which, in combination
with Krasner’s collage practice, created dynamic
depth within her compositions. Krasner also
incorporated pieces of Pollock’s torn rice paper
ink drawings into her paintings- the fne and
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absorbent nature of rice paper was pointed out to
Pollock by sculptor Tony Smith in 1951. Beginning
with a variety of textured, paper collage elements,
Krasner soon expanded to cannibalizing canvas.
Krasner further elaborates on her exploration into
the practice of collage by saying, “Well, it started
with drawings. Then I took my canvases and cut
and began doing the same thing, and that ended
in my collage show in 1955” and the creation and
public display of the present lot, Gold or Silver.
(Lee Krasner quoted in Barbaralee Diamonstein,
Inside New York’s Art World, New York, 1979, p. 205)
The fragments of drawings that comprise the
present lot allude to Krasner’s art historical
interest in medieval mosaic techniques and
the Cubist fattening and interlocking of forms.
These collaged compositions represent Krasner’s
means of re-activating discarded works, which
established a path from destruction to highly
successful creations such as Gold or Silver;
“Collage, moreover, permitted Krasner to fnd a
way out of an impasse that had been troubling
her for some years, a problem exacerbated by
the division between color and line studies in
the Hofmann School. That was the problem
of how to create shapes without separating
line from color, or simply using color to fll in
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contour in the manner of academic art. In
post-Cubist art, shape was to be defned by
edge rather than depicted by line.” (Barbara
Rose, Lee Krasner: A Retrospective, exh. cat.,
Museum of Modern Art, New York, 1983, p. 75)
Inspired by Matisse’s cutouts, which Krasner
viewed at the Pierre Matisse Gallery in New
York in 1949, she was responsive to a medium
that would allow her to overcome her artistic
disappointments and redefne the concept of
color feld painting by creating shapes out of
pre-existing forms through the act of tearing and
cutting up paper. The typical fatness of collage is
counterbalanced by the tactility of her materials
and the rhythm of their strategic placement. The
1955 exhibition at the Stable Gallery revealed
a body of work described by artist Fairfeld
Porter in the November 1955 issue of Art News
as “abstractions, in oil and oil-plus-collage….
Krasner’s art, which seems be about nature,
instead of making the spectator aware of a grand
design, makes him aware of a subtle disorder
greater than what one otherwise might have
thought possible.” Krasner found inspiration for
her collages in the natural world, she commented
that “I can’t conceive of anything that doesn’t
have this kind of organic, rudimentary form. . .

My work is founded in this prescribed thing
called nature.” (Lee Krasner quoted in Emily
Wasserman, Unpublished Interview with Lee
Krasner, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C., p. 9)
Krasner pre-prepared her prescriptive elements
and while gazing down at the fragments of
earlier experiments in relation to their new
support she built up her imagery piece by
piece, stepping back periodically to absorb the
progress of her overall composition and the
tactile landscape that was emerging. The hints
of botanical and natural forms found in Gold
or Silver renew a surface that is purposefully
devoid of the heroic horizontality of Pollock
except in overall shape. Krasner resists the
expansive scale of Abstract Expressionism and
discovers the minute patterns of an intimate,
seemingly disordered, yet carefully composed
masterpiece. Fellow artist Robert Goodnough
has described the feeling of viewing Krasner’s
pieces by saying, “One comes away with the
feeling of having been journeying through
an uninhibited land of quiet color.” (Robert
Goodnough quoted in Gail Levin, Lee Krasner:
A Biography, New York, 2011, p. 275)

Hans Namuth, Lee Krasner in her
studio, ca. 1950–1959.
Courtesy Center for Creative
Photography, University of Arizona
© 1991 Hans Namuth Estate
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Property Formerly in the Collection of Galerie Stadler

15. Kazuo Shiraga

1924-2008

T52
signed in Japanese and dated “Kazuo Shiraga 1962”
lower right
oil on canvas
38 1/4 x 51 1/8 in. (97.2 x 129.9 cm.)
Painted in 1962.
Estimate
$1,000,000-1,500,000
Provenance
Galerie Stadler, Paris (acquired directly from the artist)
Gifed by the above to the present owner
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One of the leading artists of the Gutai Art
Association, Kazuo Shiraga helped to establish
a new manner of production and artistic
philosophy alongside the founder of the group,
Jiro Yoshihara. Determined to promote and foster
avant-garde creativity in the post-war years,
the Gutai artists focused on experimentation in
all areas of their art. At the same time, French
gallery owner Rodolphe Stadler was fascinated by
the dialogue between Eastern references laden
with spirituality and Western creative exploration
and was similarly determined to expose the
developments of these new Japanese artists to
his Western clientele. Stadler would accompany
and steward Shiraga throughout the artist’s
career, dedicating numerous exhibitions to him
and championing his work in the west long before
any others took notice.
Shiraga painted the present composition, T52,
in 1962, the same year of his frst exhibition at
Galerie Stadler and the same year that the Gutai
Pinacotheca, the permanent exhibition space
of the Gutai artists, opened in Osaka. Utilizing a
near all-over painting style similar to the Abstract
Expressionists that he so admired, Shiraga
imbued his canvas with a potent energy. Garnet
reds, ashy blacks, earthen yellows, and aquatic
blue-greens all combine to create a composition
which is a full expression of the artist’s own
energy, and also mimics and refects the powers

of the natural world. Similar to Jackson Pollock,
Shiraga sought a new way of painting, one
without the mediating efects of having to wield
a brush, and turned to painting with his feet,
spreading the paint while hanging from a rope
suspended from the roof of his studio. Employing
meditation and using his body as a vehicle for
his art, Shiraga aimed to connect with a form of
original strength and primary energy that would
obliterate conventional artistic values.
Relying solely on the carnal instincts, Shiraga’s
method eradicated all potential for second
thoughts and retouching – a principle intrinsic to
the traditional forms of calligraphy he had studied
in his youth. Predating the philosophies of Yves
Klein, who was inspired by his early encounters
with Gutai, Shiraga explained, “I wanted to create
paintings with no composition or no sense of
colours, no nothing.” (Kazuo Shiraga, quoted in
“Osaka Action Talk: From an Interview by Haryu
Ichiro (1973)” from Kazuo Shiraga: Six Decades,
New York, 2009, p. 62) The canvas was no longer
a screen on which the artist reproduced an object
or expressed a state of mind, but a site of primal
bodily action. While Pollock and Klein maintained
a certain level of remove from the canvas,
Shiraga imbued his artwork with a physical
and psychological energy that allowed his raw
materials to assume a life of their own.

Jackson Pollock, Free Form, 1946.
Oil on canvas, The Museum of
Modern Art, New York. Digital Image
© The Museum of Modern Art/
Licensed by SCALA/Art Resource, NY.
Artwork © 2017 The Pollock-Krasner
Foundation/Artists Rights Society
(ARS), New York
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The Vision and Passion of Scott Spiegel
By Fred Hofman
Scott Spiegel began collecting at the age of 17 when as a
high school student he found his way to the most prominent
galleries in New York in pursuit of undiscovered gems by
Jasper Johns, Roy Lichtenstein and Andy Warhol. A few years
later, while attending Georgetown University in Washington
D.C., where he studied art history, Scott began to collect. It
was at this same time that he started to develop relationships
with young New York artists, such as Peter Reginato, Troy
Brauntuch, David Salle and Robert Longo. In 1979 afer
Scott graduated from Georgetown Law School he decided to
move to Los Angeles to pursue a career in the entertainment
feld. Scott was the youngest amidst a group of Hollywood
executives passionately dedicated to “the art of the new” in
the early 1980s. He came to the entertainment industry to
work for Norman Lear and Bud Yorkin; and afer this sojourn
became a leading TV executive at ABC Television. Scott quickly
bonded with other Hollywood collectors passionate about
contemporary art, including Douglas S. Cramer, Dan Melnick,
Barry Lowen, Jake Bloom, Alan Hergott and Bud Yorkin. Scott
always credited Barry Lowen as the collector who truly shaped
his vision:
“Barry was like an older brother to me. He was the most
interesting, most aggressive and most attentive contemporary
collector in L.A. He had a remarkable feel for the importance of
new work. Validation of his intuitions would come years later
when everyone would be afer these artists. But Barry had
already made a commitment to the artist regardless of what
the public’s reaction was.”
Scott learned from Barry Lowen to trust his intuition when
confronting the art of the new. This served him well, as Scott
was able to seek out and identify many of the artists who are
now the acclaimed masters of their generation. I witnessed
Scott’s instincts as a collector many times, through our various
studio visits including our frst visit to the studio of Mike Kelley
in 1982 where Scott immediately bonded with Mike and keenly
selected several pieces to acquire. That day Scott became one
of Mike’s earliest collectors. Not only did Scott and I share our
belief in the vision of this newly emerging talent, but from that
day forward, and for the next ten years we religiously shared
our passion for a new spirit in art.
When Scott Spiegel began collecting the art of the 1980s, the
work presented at two leading art galleries helped to shape his
vision. From the outset of the opening of the Larry Gagosian
Gallery on Almont Dr. in West Hollywood in 1981, Scott
developed a close association with Larry Gagosian. Scott closely
followed the gallery’s early program, including exhibitions
by David Salle, Jean-Michel Basquiat and Cindy Sherman.
One of Scott’s early acquisitions was Jean-Michel Basquiat’s
monumental painting Six Crimee, 1982. This work, one of the
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defning pieces in Basquiat’s oeuvre, is now in the collection of
The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles: The Scott D. F.
Spiegel Collection.
Scott met Jean-Michel Basquiat during the installation of the
artist’s frst exhibition at The Larry Gagosian Gallery in West
Hollywood in April 1982. Scott visited Basquiat several times
during his initial stay in Los Angeles and subsequently visited
the artist in his studio in New York later that same year. They
again hung out, both at Scott’s apartment in West Hollywood
and in Basquiat’s Venice studio when the artist returned to
Los Angeles in November to paint his second exhibition for
the gallery. The following six works on paper by Jean-Michel
Basquiat were acquired directly from the artist both in Los
Angeles and in New York in 1982. At this time Scott was one
of only fve collectors who had acquired multiple works by
Jean-Michel Basquiat, highlighting his prescient instincts as a
collector.
Not only did Scott collect for himself, he equally provided
critical advice and encouragement to many other Hollywood
collectors, including Barry Lowen and Douglas S. Cramer, both
of whom became aware of Jean-Michel Basquiat through their
junior colleague. Barry Lowen later donated a major Basquiat
painting to The Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art and
Douglas S. Cramer to The Whitney Museum of American Art.
Scott also closely aligned himself with members of “The
Pictures Generation,” especially those artists exhibiting
at Metro Pictures in New York. Scott was one of the early
supporters of Cindy Sherman, Robert Longo and Laurie
Simmons. He became especially close with Robert Longo,
not only collecting his work, but also bringing Robert to the
attention of other Hollywood collectors; and even facilitating
Robert’s introduction to Hollywood as a flm director. A record
of their friendship is visually memorialized in Robert Longo’s
three-part work entitled Scott.
As Robert Longo reminiscences, “I met Scott in the early
1980’s. I was a young artist, and he was incredibly supportive
and nurturing. Scott was enthusiastic about my work—he
was an early collector of my “Men in the Cities” drawings,
which he had in his West Hollywood home. In 1983 when I was
planning my solo show with Larry Gagosian in Los Angeles,
Scott let me stay at his apartment. I had his place to myself;
it was incredible.I slept under Scott’s Basquiat painting, Six
Crimee. Funnily enough, I was most excited about Scott’s
color television with its remote control. I had never had one. I
remember waking up in the morning, with the fresh air and the
Los Angeles sunshine coming through the windows. Whenever
I see the Hollywood sign, I think of Scott.”
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A testament to both Scott’s vision as a collector as well as
his defning role in the art of the early 1980’s is his formation
of the The Scott D.F. Spiegel Collection at The Museum of
Contemporary Art, Los Angeles. Including works by JeanMichel Basquiat, David Salle, Robert Longo, Susan Rothenberg,
Mark Innerst and many others, Scott’s donation to MOCA,
alongside those of Barry Lowen, Phil and Bea Gersh, Bob
Half and others, helped to create one of the most defnitive
collections of 1980’s art. Scott’s commitment to MOCA also
took on another important dimension; he had long expressed
his desire to create a permanent fund that would enable
the museum to regularly acquire new works by young and
emerging artists for its collection. Scott’s bequest to initiate
The Scott D. F. Spiegel Purchase Endowment for MOCA

made this dream a reality. As Richard Koshalek, the former
Director of The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles
noted, “Scott’s goals for his collection and endowment closely
matched MOCA’s own mission to encourage and cultivate the
making of art, the exchange of ideas and the enhancement
of artistic and cultural experience for a broad public.” Scott’s
dedication to contemporary art is particularly evident by his
1982 acquisition of the following six works on paper directly
from Jean-Michel Basquiat. Scott’s commitment to the art of
the new is equally evidenced in the Collection and Endowment
established by Scott’s bequest which stands as an enduring
legacy of a unique—and far too brief—life, marked by a
passionate love of contemporary art and culture.

Additional works from The Collection of Scott D.F. Speigel will be ofered in
the 20th Century & Contemporary Art Day Sale on May 17, 2017.

○

Lot 172.
Untitled
signed “JM Basquiat” on the reverse
oil paintstick on paper
14 x 11 in. (35.6 x 27.9 cm.)
Executed in 1982, this work is
accompanied by a certifcate
of authenticity issued by the
Authentication Committee of the
Estate of Jean-Michel
Basquiat and dates the work 1982/83.
Estimate
$400,000 - 600,000
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○

Lot 173.

○

Lot 174.

Untitled
oil paintstick on paper
14 x 11 in. (35.6 x 27.9 cm.)
Executed in 1982, this work is
accompanied by a certifcate
of authenticity issued by the
Authentication Committee of the
Estate of Jean-Michel
Basquiat and dates the work 1982/83.

Untitled
oil paintstick on paper
14 x 11 in. (35.6 x 27.9 cm.)
Executed in 1982, this work is
accompanied by a certifcate
of authenticity issued by the
Authentication Committee of the
Estate of Jean-Michel
Basquiat and dates the work 1982/83.

Estimate
$400,000 - 600,000

Estimate
$400,000 - 600,000
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Property from The Collection of Scott D.F. Spiegel

16. Jean-Michel Basquiat

1960-1988

Untitled (Three Heads)
signed and dated “JM Basquiat 82” on the reverse
oil paintstick on paper
8 1/4 x 21 3/8 in. (21 x 54.3 cm.)
Executed in 1982, this work is accompanied by a
certifcate of authenticity issued by the Authentication
Committee of the Estate of Jean-Michel Basquiat and
dates the work 1982/83.
Estimate
$650,000-850,000
Provenance
Scott D.F. Spiegel, Los Angeles (acquired directly from
the artist in 1982)
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Basquiat’s Crew
by Fred Hofman
In Untitled (Three Heads), 1982 Basquiat presents
a portrait gallery of three personages, each
individualized and highly expressive. Rendered
from only three oil paintstick colors—red, black
and blue—Basquiat’s goal was to simultaneously
characterize and animate each fgure. The head
to the lef presents the viewer with large peering
eyes, gazing directly at the viewer, nostrils faring
wide open, mouth bearing a full set of teeth, hair
spiking up and out in a multiplicity of directions.
This is the most completely rendered of the three
heads, not only establishing the level of energy for
the overall work, but the primary means by which
the viewer is “invited” into the world of Basquiat’s
characters. The somewhat diminutive size of the
middle head causes it to slightly recede back from
the more formidable head to its lef. While this
fgures’ eyes are piercing, both nose and mouth
present a less detailed rendering. This character
feels more inwardly focused. Basquiat’s third head
does not peer out towards the viewer. Rather, this
fgure is depicted in profle, with its focus directed
at the other two heads. The most simplifed of the
three, this fgure serves an important purpose of
conveying that the three personages are engaged
with each other. Basquiat’s heads are neither
symbols nor icons. They are the representation of
“real” people, full of the capacity to both emote
and interact.
Untitled (Three Heads) is an important work in
the oeuvre of Jean-Michel Basquiat; it is one of
the only works on paper in which the artist has
depicted multiple images of intensely focused,
highly energized fgural heads simultaneously
asserting their presence as they stare out toward
the viewer. The only other works on paper
representing multiple heads are two earlier

drawings depicting “Famous Negro Athletes” —
one with three heads, the other with four. While
the idea of capturing multiple heads in the same
work may have come from these two earlier
works, the heads portrayed in Untitled (Three
Heads) are now highly expressive, revealing a
signifcant shif of focus within Basquiat’s concern
for both the physical and psychological presence
of his subjects. Coming less than a year afer
“Famous Negro Athletes”, Untitled (Three Heads)
is one of the earliest examples of a newly evolved
subject matter.
Scott Speigel acquired Untitled (Three Heads)
at the same time as the monumental Six
Crimee from the artist’s frst exhibition at the
Larry Gagosian Gallery (April 8-May 8, 1982).
The ambitious new collector met Basquiat
during the young painter’s initial visit to Los
Angeles for his opening at the Larry Gagosian
Gallery, accompanied by members of his “crew”
Ramelzee and Toxic. Their visit to Los Angeles
is memorialized in the wonderful painting
Hollywood Africans now at the Whitney Museum
of American Art in New York. Scott continued
to stay in touch with Basquiat, visiting him in
his New York studio and regularly seeing him
in Los Angeles later that same year, at which
time Basquiat both worked and resided in the
ground foor of Larry Gagosian’s town house in
Venice. Six Crimee is the depiction of six black
heads, each highly individualized and expressive,
each topped by a nimbus, each hovering above
abstract gestural paint strokes, a row of numbers,
grafti-like scrawls, and some recognizable
imagery resembling game boards. The fgures and
surrounding space are all bathed in, even caught
up in a rich, aqua-marine atmosphere.

Jean-Michel Basquiat, Mitchell Crew, 1983.
Acrylic, oilstick and paper collage on canvas
mounted on wood supports, triptych, Private
Collection © The Estate of Jean-Michel Basquiat/
ADAGP, Paris/ARS, New York 2017
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Jean-Michel Basquiat, Six Crimee, 1982.
Acrylic and oil paintstick on Masonite, The
Scott D. F. Spiegel Collection, The Museum
of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles © The
Estate of Jean-Michel Basquiat/ADAGP,
Paris/ARS, New York 2017

Six Crimee is the frst major painting in which
Basquiat presents an array of fgures that he
would have seen during his countless hours,
days and weeks of observation on the streets
of New York. The fgures depicted could very
well represent individuals he came to know,
even befriended. In either case, Basquiat was
invested in these fgures and presented them
not only as individuals but as saints. Basquiat
has transformed them into symbols of authority,
of royalty.
Basquiat continued his interest in depictions of
his “crew” when he undertook Untitled (Three
Heads) later that year. Having infused a great
deal into this work, it must have signaled to the
artist that there was a “larger” story to tell. That
“story” unfolded a few months later with the
realization of Mitchell Crew, a now monumental
portrayal of no less than ten heads presented
across a pictorial feld of almost 12 feet in length.
Each head, uniquely rendered, represents a
diferent personage. Each presents an individual
whose wide-open eyes and mouth penetrate
toward the space of the viewer. As if each is
in an act of communication, they invite us to
join them in dialog. Interestingly, in Untitled
(Three Heads) Basquiat’s rendering of both
eyes and mouth in the larger head to the lef
share a great deal with the facial features of
several of his heads in Mitchell Crew. Because
of the similarity of at least two of the heads in
Untitled (Three Heads) to the major painting,
Mitchell Crew, painted the following year, I
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would propose that Untitled (Three Heads) was
executed in Basquiat’s Crosby Street studio
sometime afer he returned to New York from Los
Angeles. Supporting this conclusion is the actual
piece of paper on which the work is executed as
well as the back of sheet. Unlike many (not all) of
Basquiat’s works on paper, Untitled (Three Heads)
was executed on a thicker sheet of archival paper.
In addition, its size is unusual, indicating that it
was cut from a larger piece of paper. The back of
the work is entirely covered with foot prints and
other markings which imply that it was retrieved
from the foor of the studio prior to becoming
the surface for this artwork. What is suggested is
that Basquiat spontaneously chose this particular
paper fragment for his continued investigation
of the subject of observed individuals. Going
further, I would propose that during a visit to
Basquiat’s New York studio Scott Spiegel came
across the multi-head work on paper, and given
his familiarity with the works’ underlying theme
from his earlier acquisition of Six Crimee, sought
out this new acquisition of Untitled (Three Heads).
While intimate in scale, Untitled (Three Heads)
is rich and complex, demonstrating Basquiat’s
capacity to present three highly individualized
characters, each possessing a unique physical as
well as psychological make-up. This work could
have only resulted from the artist’s capacity
to astutely observe and respond to the world
around him. These fgures are a refection of what
Basquiat learned from his personal experience on
the streets of New York.
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Property from The Collection of Scott D.F. Spiegel

17. Jean-Michel Basquiat

1960-1988

Untitled
signed “Jean-Michel Basquiat” on the reverse
oil paintstick on paper
30 x 22 1/8 in. (76.2 x 56.2 cm.)
Executed in 1982, this work is accompanied by a
certifcate of authenticity issued by the Authentication
Committee of the Estate of Jean-Michel Basquiat and
dates the work 1982/83.
Estimate
$1,500,000-2,000,000
Provenance
Scott D.F. Spiegel, Los Angeles (acquired directly from
the artist in 1982)

Adversity and Liberation
by Fred Hofman
Untitled, 1982 is a rare work in the oeuvre of
Jean-Michel Basquiat. It brings forth, within a
work on paper themes and subjects found in key
paintings including Acque Pericolose, 1981,
Untitled (LA Painting), 1982, Notary, 1983,
Untitled (Black Tar and Feathers), 1982, and
pieces from the acclaimed Daros Suite, 1982-83,
of 32 works on paper. Presenting the image of a
standing black male surrounded by an array of
symbolic images, this work distinguishes itself
from other works on paper in its rich narrative
content. The subject matter of this work is the
triumph of freedom over physical adversity. In
contrast to other works depicting an iconic black
male fgure, this work singularly tells a story—the
struggle for liberation and an ultimate victory.
Untitled presents a full-length, armless black
male depicted in the nude. Not only does the work
reveal the fgure’s external physiognomy, it
equally portrays internal organs and musculature.
Unique in the oeuvre from this period, both arms
are severed at the shoulder sockets. This
disembodiment is suggested by “energy” lines
extending away from the fgure’s right shoulder
as well as by a symbolic lightning bolt directly
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below. Basquiat reinforced this representation of
physical loss in the depiction of a severed foot and
ankle with spikes or nails driven through the toes
and ankle. The rendering of the severed foot in
Untitled is depicted again in King Brand, one of
the works on paper from The Daros Suite.
Untitled is the artist’s frst portrayal of an armless
free-standing fgure. This subject is rare in
Basquiat’s work from 1982-1983. Possibly a
precursor, the full-length, standing black male in
Acque Pericolose seems to be armless, when
upon more careful inspection, it is revealed that
the fgure’s arms are, in fact portrayed by simple
white lines crossing at the fgure’s chest.
Interestingly, Acque Pericolose shares a second
similarity with Untitled in the depiction alongside
the standing fgure of a four legged creature.
While the animal portrayed in Acque Pericolose
appears decimated—more of a skeleton than a
living creature—the animal alongside Basquiat’s
fgure in Untitled appears both alert and
animated. Acque Pericolose was an important
precedent for Untitled. “In what may be
interpreted as the artist’s frst major self-portrait,
the artist has depicted himself as vulnerable, yet
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Jean-Michel Basquiat, Acque
Pericolose (Poison Oasis), 1981.
Acrylic, oilstick, and spray paint
on canvas, The Schorr Family
Collection, on loan to The Art
Museum, Princeton University,
New Jersey © The Estate of
Jean-Michel Basquiat/ADAGP,
Paris/ARS, New York 2017

possessed with pride and authority. . . a sense of
being at peace with himself even though he is
surrounded by death and upheaval.” (Fred
Hofman, “The Defning Years, Notes on Five Key
Works.” Basquiat, The Brooklyn Museum, New
York, 2005, p. 132) In Untitled Basquiat elaborates
on these same themes of vulnerability and
transcendence, further using his picture making
as a means of both self-representation and the
expression of a larger “world view.”
The only other renderings of an armless, free
standing fgure from 1982-83 appear in Flash in
Naples and Notary from 1983. In several 1984
paintings, including Pedestrian II and Freddy,
Basquiat presents the image of an armless male
fgure. The fgure depicted in Untitled however
remains unique as it is part of a “story” that the
artist “tells” through his array of accompanying
symbols and images. While the central fgure of
Untitled conveys physical loss, Basquiat’s fgure in
Flash in Naples, 1983 accompanied by his
animated side-kick who appears to spring
through space, suggests an act of heroism. In
Notary, 1983 Basquiat’s central fgure shares none
of the attributes of loss or a diminution of physical
capacity. The fgure portrayed in this monumental
work presents a rich iconographic portrayal of
transcendence not found in the earlier Untitled. In
many ways Notary, 1983 is the culmination and
fullest realization of the themes and subjects frst
suggested in this seminal work on paper. Untitled
also shares with Notary, 1983 the simultaneous
depiction of external and internal components of
a human fgure. In both works Basquiat “x-rays”
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the human fgure, portraying an outward focused
human being who equally exposes his internal
structure and make-up. Basquiat’s fgural portrayal
in Untitled, as well as his layering of symbols and
images creates a narrative content –a fgure telling
a story which serves as an initial exploration, a
warm up for the more complex, multilayered
presentations in key 1982-1983 paintings, including
Untitled (Black Tar and Feathers), 1982, Portrait of
the Artist as a Young Derelict, 1982 and The Nile,
1983. These paintings substantially defned
Basquiat as an artist.
Central to Basquiat’s practice was the
representation within the same work of seemingly
disparate and conficting aspects of human
experience. Whether it was the idea of reversing
black into white or white into black, the scales of
justice, or the theme of “God and Law,” the artist
was continually concerned with the representation
of a duality, and the integration and reconciliation
of seemingly opposing forces. In Untitled Basquiat’s
duality is the representation of an armless fgure
alongside a tall classical column, on top of which he
has placed an eagle with open wings. Emphasizing
the importance of this bird, he has included three
additional birds all represented with spread open
wings. These images link this work on paper to the
monumental painting Untitled (LA Painting)
executed a few months earlier in 1982. Basquiat’s
birds symbolize perspicacity, courage, freedom and
immortality. They are his messengers from the
highest Gods. In classical Roman culture the image
or object of an open-winged bird was a symbol of
power and strength.
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Basquiat has placed his central eagle atop a
column positioned slightly behind his frontal
facing, armless fgure. The juxtaposition of eagle
and column also has its roots in classical Rome.
Erected in 113 AD, Trajan’s Column
commemorates the Roman emperor Trajan’s
victory in the Dacian Wars and stands as a
monument symbolic of victory with an openwinged bird positioned atop a futed column. As
with the classical iconography, Basquiat’s winged
creature on top of a column also alludes to
triumph and victory, while his human fgure
depicts physical loss and suggests vulnerability,
its juxtaposition with his eagle and column implies
that weakness or loss have been dealt with and
overcome. Basquiat’s work, in high probability
represents a self-refection at a critical juncture in
his personal as well as professional life. This work
is his declaration of societal as well as personal
triumph over adversity—transcendence from
bondage into freedom.
This conclusion is reinforced by the inclusion of a
resting four-legged creature above which
Basquiat scrawled the word “Androcolis,” in
reference to the tale Androcles and the Lion
written by the Greek storyteller, Aesop, in which
Androcles, a slave was saved by the requiting
mercy of a lion which can be compactly moralized
into the statement: “Gratitude is the sign of noble
souls.” Basquiat refers to the story of Androcoles
and the Lion as an additional level of context to
his works’ primary theme of transcendence of
physical and psychological adversity. Neither the
word “Androcolis” nor a crouching lion are found
in any other works by the artist. As noted,

Basquiat had previously turned to a similar
pictorial strategy of juxtaposing fgure and animal
in the representation of a half alive, half skeleton
cow alongside a reverential standing black male
fgure in Acque Pericolose . In Untitled Basquiat
relegates his lion to a “supporting” role. Much like
the multi-positioned open-winged birds
symbolizing liberation and transcendence,
Basquiat’s lion functions symbolically and does
not imply a narrative interaction with his standing
fgure. In other words, Basquiat’s fgure is not
Androcoles and the artist is not representing the
popular tale. Having initiated his work by
presenting an armless fgure and accompanying
“victory column,” the young Basquiat was drawn
to the popular tale of the prisoner and lion as his
means of enhancing the subject matter of his
work. In this popular tale, the ever perceptive,
always discovering young artist found a message
compatible with his own personal vision as a
young black man attempting to overcome
adversity and assert his identity.
Fred Hofman,Ph.d, worked closely with
Jean-Michel Basquiat during the artist’s residency
in Venice, California from 1982-1984; during which
time he produced most of the artist’s silkscreen
editions. Hofman co - curated the last American
Basquiat retrospective in 2005 (Brooklyn
Museum, The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los
Angeles, Houston Museum of Fine Art). Fred
Hofman is the author of the forthcoming book
The Art of Jean-Michel Basquiat (2017, published
by Galerie Enrico Navarra Paris and New York).

Jean-Michel Basquiat, Notary, 1983.
Acrylic, oilstick and paper collage on canvas
mounted on wood supports, triptych, The
Schorr Family Collection, on loan to The Art
Museum, Princeton University, New Jersey
© The Estate of Jean-Michel Basquiat/
ADAGP, Paris/ARS, New York 2017
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Property from The Collection of Scott D.F. Spiegel
○

18. Jean-Michel Basquiat

1960-1988

Untitled
oil paintstick on paper
14 x 11 in. (35.6 x 27.9 cm.)
Executed in 1982, this work is accompanied by a
certifcate of authenticity issued by the Authentication
Committee of the Estate of Jean-Michel Basquiat and
dates the work 1982/83.
Estimate
$500,000-700,000
Provenance
Scott D.F. Spiegel, Los Angeles (acquired directly from
the artist in 1982)
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Property of an Important European Collector

○

19. Ed Ruscha

b. 1937

Cherry
signed, inscribed and dated “E. Ruscha 1967 gp” along
the lower margin
gunpowder on paper
14 1/4 x 22 3/4 in. (36.2 x 57.8 cm.)
Executed in 1967.
Estimate
$700,000-900,000
Provenance
Irving Blum Gallery, Los Angeles
Private Collection, United States (acquired from the
above in 1967)
Phillips, New York, March 3, 2015, lot 5
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
Literature
Lisa Turvey, Edward Ruscha: Catalogue Raisonné of the
Works on Paper, Volume 1: 1956-1976, New Haven, 2014,
no. D1967.96, p. 213
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“I am observing that these words, which
sometimes represent objects and
meanings, are made of these squigly
little forms we call an alphabet.”
Ed Ruscha

Cherry from 1967 is a pristine example from
one of Ruscha’s most iconic series of drawings
rendered with gunpowder applied to paper. Not
satisfed with the visual results he was achieving
using graphite and oil paint, Ruscha happened
upon a gunpowder canister, and as he explained,
“I thought well that’s a powder, like charcoal
and like graphite, and why can’t that be used?”
The umber and smoky surfaces of Ruscha’s
gunpowder drawings premiered in the late 1960s,
billowing white text foats across a seemingly
endless panorama of charcoal hued gunpowder.
In these trompe-l’oeil pictures, three-dimensional
words surpass their physicality and shed their
verbal and oral meaning: they are transformed
from text to compositional motifs inhabiting their
own visual realm.
Ruscha began exploring the representative power
of seemingly artifcial words and phrases in 1966,
gleaning from his Los Angeles surroundings the
diferent fonts and text snippets he observed
from billboards and absorbed from his car radio.
Words were freed from their contextual, linguistic
constraints; as Ruscha explained “I began to see
books and book design, typography, as a real
inspiration. So I got a job with a book printer. He
taught me how to set type, and then I started to
see the beauty of typography and letter-forms.”
(Edward Ruscha, quoted in Martin Gayford, The
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Telegraph, September 2009) His graphic design
training is incredibly important to his strategic
combination of font, hue and compositional
placement. His desire to transform a word
into a picture, as he explains, is like a word
“almost leaving its body then coming back and
becoming a word again.” The methods in which
he chooses to render his selected text is also an
artistic investigation into alternative mediums;
along with gunpowder he also explored cofee,
vegetable juices and rose petals to extract their
recognizable hues. Gunpowder proved most
successful: by soaking gunpowder pellets in
water to flter out the salts, “it lef a charcoal
that had a kind of a warm tone to it,” Ruscha
remarked, “and it could be used in a way that
was very easy to correct when you wanted to...
And so it became a convenient material, and
a material that I liked. It had a good surface to
it.” (Ed Ruscha,“Interview with Ed Ruscha,”
Oral History Program, Museum of Modern Art
Archives, New York, 24 January 2012, p. 42) The
gunpowder drawings, Ruscha’s most striking
works on paper, resonate with a hazy tactility
created by the artist’s use of cotton balls and
Q-tips to rub the gunpowder into the paper
fbers. The melodious letters were created using
text stencils, while masking tape assisted with
sharpening the curvy edges of the scripted font.
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Cascading across the sheet, Cherry twirls in creamy
white through shades of grisaille. The powdery
substance delivers a hypnotic, dreamlike landscape,
upon which his elegant ribbon script rolls across like
the opening credits to a 1930s black and white flm.
Cherry ofers only a hint of its own verbal/visual
meaning: cherry pie or cherry soda or the female
sex? All allude to an underlying theme of Americana
and pop imagery connected to both food and sex.
Cherry has been imprinted on Ruscha’s memory
from print culture and advertising billboards.
His work, including Cherry, serves as a visual
encyclopedia of the transient mottos and slang of
American culture and commerce, and, according
to the artist, must be captured immediately,
“otherwise it will slip away from me, disappear.”
(Ed Ruscha quoted in Margit Rowell, Cotton Pufs,
Q-Tips©, Smoke and Mirrors: The Drawings of Ed
Ruscha, The Whitney Museum of American Art,
New York, 2004, p. 15)

Roy Lichtenstein,
Cherry Pie, 1962.
Oil on canvas, Private
Collection © Estate of
Roy Lichtenstein
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Property from a Distinguished American Collection

○

20. Agnes Martin

1912-2004

Untitled #1
signed and dated “a. martin 1985” on the reverse
gesso, acrylic and graphite on canvas
72 x 72 in. (182.9 x 182.9 cm.)
Executed in 1985.
Estimate
$4,000,000-6,000,000
Provenance
Pace Gallery, New York
Waddington Galleries, London
Christie’s, New York, November 20, 1996, lot 50
Stephen Friedman Gallery, London
Acquired from the above by the present owner in 2010
Exhibited
New York, Pace Gallery, Agnes Martin: New Paintings,
September 19 - October 25, 1986
Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam; Museum Wiesbaden;
Munich, Westfälisches Landesmuseum für Kunst und
Kulturgeschichte; Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de
Paris, Agnes Martin: Paintings and Drawings, March 22,
1991 - January 6, 1992, pp. 125, 159 (illustrated)
Literature
Nancy Grimes, “New York Reviews: Agnes Martin:
Pace,” Art News, no. 85, December 1986, p. 140
(illustrated)

“When I think of art I think of beauty.
Beauty is the mystery of life. It is not in
the eye it is in the mind. In our minds
there is awareness of perfection.”
Agnes Martin
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There is hardly a more mysterious tone than gray,
and gray became the focus of Agnes Martin’s
paintings throughout the 1980s. Abandoning her
earlier gridded canvases in favor of uninterrupted
vertical and horizontal bands, Martin began
executing works embodying an ethereal,
evanescent beauty in varying shades of gray.
Untitled #1 from 1985 is a stunning example of her
aesthetic of this time. Indeed, such an exemplar
of these mid-1980s works it is that it was included
in Martin’s major travelling exhibition, which
travelled from the Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam
through to the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville
de Paris, in honor of her being awarded the
inaugural Alexej von Jawlensky Prize in 1990.
Broad, evenly spaced bands of deep, slate-gray
alternate with those of a lighter, more cloud-like
quality, synthesizing a hypnotic composition
of line and form and shade. Martin’s specifc
process of mixing acrylic with gesso at once lends
her work a matte tonality and adds a particular
luminescence to the painting. Executed in her
standard format (for this time period) of a 72 by
72 inch square – a size which Martin specifcally
chose for its particularly human scale – the
painting seems to hover in space, a sort of portal
into an indeterminate emotional landscape. The
distinct linearity of the composition coupled
with its particularly unsubstantiated palette
causes the painting to ficker before the viewer, a
constant push/pull of focus and haze, a perpetual

fux between knowing what is real and what is
imagined, what is emotion and what is intellect,
what is seen and what is innately understood.
Landscape is evoked everywhere in Martin’s
oeuvre: the orientation of the work suggests
the horizon that demarcates the open skies
from the vast expanses of desert; the coloring is
reminiscent of cool dawns and damp river clay;
the gravelly texture efects the touch of sand. One
imagines the artist looking over the New Mexico
landscape, inspired by the incandescent and
austere quietude of her surroundings. However,
those surroundings, while implicit in her work,
were not what it was “about” per se. “A lot of
people say that my work is like landscape. But the
truth is that it isn’t, because there are no straight
lines in nature. My work is non-objective, like
that of the abstract expressionists. But I want
people, when they look at my paintings, to have
the same feelings they experience when they
look at a landscape so I never protest when they
say my work is like a landscape. But it’s really
about a feeling of beauty and freedom that you
experience in a landscape” (Agnes Martin, quoted
in Irving Sandler interview, Art Monthly, No. 169,
September, 1993).
These formal qualities of her painting and drawing
manifest Martin’s specifc spirituality. Martin
thought of geometry as an appropriate vehicle
for spiritual content and her manipulation of the
logic of geometry served a higher pursuit of a
classical perfection, which the artist considered
absent from nature and held only in the mind.
The painting’s orderly composition is guided
by objective standards and particular rules –
mathematical to be precise. Ever enigmatic,
and yet fnding nothing contradictory in her
mode of thought, Martin synthesized an artistic
understanding that bridged the seemingly
divinely inspired, rationality of the hard sciences
with the ephemeral qualities of the emotional

Georgia O’Keefe, Shell and
Old Shingle VI, 1926.
Oil on canvas, Saint Louis Art
Museum, Missouri. Image
Bridgeman Images, © 2017
The Georgia O’Keefe Foundation/Artists Rights Society
(ARS), New York
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Charles R. Rushton,
Agnes Martin, April 6, 1991, 1991.
Image courtesy of Charles R.
Ruschton/Art Resource, NY
Artwork © 2017 Agnes Martin/
Artists Rights Society (ARS),
New York

and psychological. “Taking a cue from artists such
as Rothko, Newman, Reinhardt, Martin began
to appreciate that geometry could be used in
the service of spiritual contemplation. It was
not that geometry could represent the reality of
the sublime, but that it could ofer a means of
attaining a ‘plane of attention and awareness’
upon which the perception of sublimity
depended” (Barbara Haskell, “Agnes Martin: The
Awareness of Perfection,” Agnes Martin, exh. cat,
Whitney Museum of American Art, New York,
1992, p. 102).
A deep and abiding sense of the sublime is
tantamount in Untitled #1. The economy of
means employed both in its composition and
coloration imbues the work with the same sense
of geometric order and universal understanding
afer which the Modernist abstract painters
sought (and which was similarly pursued by their
theoretical progeny in the machismo Abstract
Expressionist and Minimalists) yet mediated
and counterbalanced with a distinctly egoless delicacy of touch. The same type of focus
that Martin employs in her paintings is not so
dissimilar from that of her fellow New Mexican
transplant Georgia O’Keefe. O’Keefe’s more
moderately scaled paintings were so closely
cropped to their subjects that they instill in the
viewer a sense of having physically shrunken to
a diminutive, nearly insect-like size. At such a
level, the petals of a fower become as grand and
encompassing as the expanse of the frmament
above. In the same way, Martin’s paintings act
almost as enlarged crops of a single brush stroke –
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a single moment in the artist’s composition
enhanced beyond physical recognition but instilling
the same sense of awe and admiration. Both artists
were masters of paring down the forms within
their art to their most reductive elements in order
to encourage a perception of perfection and to
emphasize a sense of transcendent reality.
Simultaneously patient and relentless, Martin’s
formal reduction and repetition – in line with
the Taoist philosophy that infuenced much
of her career – is a spiritual gesture, aiming at
unearthing the transcendental and the absolute
beyond that which is readily perceivable by one’s
senses. Painted ten years afer Martin’s relocation
to New Mexico, Untitled #1 clearly elucidates
her stripped down notion of composition and
perspective, virtually eliminating any element of
ego and materiality in order to make room for the
purest form of perfection and the sublime. The
present work demonstrates Martin’s consummate
achievement of both the inefable and the
concrete; Untitled #1 instills in the viewer a host of
sensations and ideas, which are readily identifable
but impossible to defne. “We are in the midst
of reality responding with joy. It is an absolutely
satisfying experience but extremely elusive…
Works of art have successfully represented our
response to reality from the beginning. The
artist tries to live in a way that will make greater
awareness of the sublimity of reality possible.
Reality, the truth about life and the mystery of
beauty are all the same and they are the frst
concerns of everyone.” (Dieter Schwarz, ed., Agnes
Martin: Writings, Ostfldern, 1992, p. 93)
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21. Glenn Ligon

b. 1960

Stranger #55
signed, titled and dated “Glenn Ligon Stranger #55 2011”
on the reverse; further signed, titled and dated “Glenn
Ligon Stranger #55 2011” on the overlap
oilstick, acrylic and coal dust on canvas
72 x 72 in. (182.9 x 182.9 cm.)
Executed in 2011.
Estimate
$800,000-1,200,000
Provenance
Regen Projects, Los Angeles
Private Collection, Europe
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“To call someone a stranger is to keep them
at a certain distance, to deny them the
possibility of approaching us and to keep
us safe from their plight. In doing so we
diminish them and we diminish ourselves.
We need, as a society, to go in another
direction. We need to go towards ‘them.’”
Glenn Ligon

Pulling text from page to canvas, Glenn Ligon’s
paintings depict stenciled literary fragments in
enamel and coal dust as seen in the present lot, a
stunning example from his acclaimed Stranger in
the Village series. Stranger in the Village written
by famed African American novelist, essayist,
playwright, and poet, James Baldwin in 1953,
describes the author’s experiences as the frst
black person to enter a small Alpine village in
Switzerland. His account is superbly crafed as
both a personal narrative and a larger statement
on the historical notions of “whiteness” and
“blackness”. Baldwin’s words recounting his
feelings of personal isolation within this remote
mountain village can be vaguely made out in
the coal dusted letters of Stranger in the Village
#55. Ligon’s black text, applied against a black
background, weaves in and out of legibility,
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visually obscuring our ability to comprehend these
written truths of historical and racial identity.
The choice of coal dust, as the artist explains,
“bumped up the physicality of the text, but at the
same time obscured the text. . . Coal dust is an
interesting material for me because it’s beautiful;
it’s a black, shiny material, but it’s also a waste
product. . .lefover from coal processing. . . I am
drawn to it because of all of the contradictory
readings it engenders” (Glenn Ligon in Glenn
Ligon: stranger, exh. cat., The Studio Museum
of Harlem, New York, 2001). Such contradictory
meanings oscillate between beauty and waste,
mystery and refection. The result is an illustration
of Baldwin’s perceived negatives in a material that
illuminates the viewer’s space, allowing for one’s
own interpretation to exist between the lines.
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Property from a Distinguished Private Collection

○

22. Wolfgang Tillmans

b. 1968

quiet mind
signed, titled, numbered and dated “quiet mind
2005 1/1+1 Wolfgang Tillmans” on the reverse
of the backing board
chromogenic print mounted on Forex, in artist’s frame
print 89 1/2 x 67 1/2 in. (227.3 x 171.5 cm.)
frame 91 7/8 x 73 1/2 in. (233.4 x 186.7 cm.)
Executed in 2005, this work is number 1 from an edition
of 1 plus 1 artist’s proof.
Estimate
$70,000-100,000
Provenance
Andrea Rosen Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Exhibited
New York, P.S. 1 Contemporary Art Center, Wolfgang
Tillmans: Freedom from the Known, February 26 - May
29, 2006, pl. 24 (illustrated)
Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago, Wolfgang
Tillmans, May 20 - August 13, 2006 (another example
exhibited)
Literature
Wolfgang Tillmans: Lighter, exh. cat., Hamburger
Bahnhof - Museum für Gegenwart, Berlin, 2008, p. 229
(illustrated)
Wolfgang Tillmans, ed., Abstract Pictures, Ostfldern,
2015, no. 1 (illustrated as the frontispiece)

Throughout the 1990s, Wolfgang Tillmans gained
recognition for his approach to representational
photography, including his seminal portraits, still
lifes, and depictions of club culture all unifed by a
constant interrogation of established photographic
hierarchies. Alongside his works made with the
camera, Tillmans has spent the last two decades
developing his unique approach to creating deeply
compelling, non-representational works that
continue to push the bounds of his chosen medium.
The artist’s interest in abstraction began early on
in his career. The frst works he ever exhibited
in the late 1980s were experimentations made
with a Canon photocopier that highlighted issues
of surface and scale. Despite these origins, the
abstract works Tillmans began creating around
the start of the new millennium came as a surprise
to many who had come to associate him with his
ofen politically-charged, representational works.
A pivotal moment in both the artist’s career and
the public’s understanding of the complexities of
his practice came in 2006 with his frst American
institutional exhibition, Freedom From The Known,
at P.S. 1 Contemporary Art Center. This presentation
introduced a new, never-before-seen body of purely
abstract, large-scale photographs including the
present lot, quiet mind, 2005.
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The twenty-four abstract images Tillmans
introduced in this exhibition all shared elusive,
transitory qualities, and their presentation as
large-scale, framed chromogenic prints emphasized
their powerful presence as objects in space,
simultaneously displaying both buoyancy and
weight. Perhaps no work in this ground-breaking
body better illustrates their gravitas than quiet mind.
The sheer scale of the work engulfs the viewer and
holds a visceral impact not dissimilar from Abstract
Expressionist or Color Field painting. The title, quiet
mind, further alludes to the idea of an image as the
embodiment of a mental state, and when viewing
the mysterious, green feld of color that diagonally
fades from light to dark, one also begins to
contemplate what is not there, thinking beyond the
visible and allowing themselves to succumb to the
powerful experiential qualities of the composition.
While Tillmans has always remained relatively
secretive about the exact process behind the
creation of his camera-less works, he does
describe his abstract pictures as belonging to
certain “families” grouped together based on the
specifc techniques used in their making. quiet
mind represents a unique melding of two of these
groupings. The foating, sinuous forms that emerge
in the light green passage of the work call to mind
the artist’s Freischwimmer works (which translates
as “swimming freely”) made entirely from his skillful
direction of light, while the expansive, green feld
of color recalls his Impossible Colour series, moody,
monochromatic works that are the result of chemical
experimentations.
Since his exhibition at P.S. 1 Contemporary Art
Center in 2006 where his large-scale, abstract
works made their institutional debut, the artist
has continued to highlight the integral nature of
these works within his larger practice, including
his solo exhibition now currently on view at Tate
Modern. However, perhaps no presentation quite
captures the signifcance of the abstract works
quite like the artist’s self-designed publication from
2011 titled simply “Abstract Pictures.” The specifc
importance of quiet mind, is emphasized in the book
by the artist’s choice of featuring the work as the
frontispiece. This haunting image, with its evocative
title, serves as a powerful introduction to the pages
that follow, revealing the artist’s exploration of the
material limits of the photographic process and the
visceral potential the medium can hold when freed
from the burden of its representative function.
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Property from a Private American Collection

23. Gerhard Richter

b. 1932

Abstraktes Bild (811-1)
signed, inscribed and dated “811-1 Richter 1994” on the
reverse
oil on canvas
98 1/2 x 78 3/4 in. (250.2 x 200 cm.)
Painted in 1994.
Estimate
$15,000,000-20,000,000
Provenance
Anthony d’Ofay Gallery, London
Private Collection (acquired from the above in 1996)
Christie’s, London, February 14, 2012, lot 25
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
Exhibited
London, Anthony d’Ofay Gallery, Gerhard Richter:
Painting in the Nineties, June 1 - August 4, 1995, no. 23,
pp. 59, 85 (illustrated)
Literature
Gerhard Richter 1998, exh. cat., Anthony d’Ofay Gallery,
London, 1998, no. 811-1, n.p. (illustrated)
Gerhard Richter Werkverzeichnis 1993-2004, exh. cat.,
K20 Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Dusseldorf,
2005, no. 811-1, n.p. (illustrated)
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Gerhard Richter, Wand, 1994.
Oil on canvas, Private Collection.
© Gerhard Richter

Engulfng the viewer with its kaleidoscopic surface
and iridescent symphony of pure color, Gerhard
Richter’s Abstraktes Bild is a magnifcent
example of an artist at the height of his career.
Free-fowing curtains of emerald green and azure
blue paint are swept in horizontal and vertical
streaks across the monumental canvas, obscuring
but also fusing with the underlying palimpsests of
mauve, red and white paint. Evoking the
coloration of Claude Monet’s Nymphéas and the
expansive power of Mark Rothko’s sublime
colorfelds, this regal painting is a monumental
masterpiece from Richter’s unparalleled opus of
abstraction - one that reached its pinnacle during
the very period the present work was created.
Executed in 1994 - following Richter’s
breakthrough exhibition at the Tate Gallery and
major touring retrospective two years prior Abstraktes Bild was notably exhibited the
following year in Gerhard Richter: Painting in the
Nineties at Anthony d’Ofay Gallery, an acclaimed
show debuting works that now reside in major
museum collections such as Statens Museum for
Kunst, Copenhagen, The Cleveland Museum of
Art, Tate Modern, London, National Galleries of
Scotland, Edinburgh, La Caixa Foundation,
Barcelona and The National Museum of Modern
Art, Tokyo.
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Gerhard Richter’s abstract works are universally
regarded as the pinnacle and culmination of a
life-long conceptual investigation into the
possibilities of painting vis-à-vis photographic
representation. It was in 1960s post-war West
Germany that Richter frst gained critical acclaim;
working in the context of, but also in reaction to,
Abstract Expressionism, Minimalism and Pop Art.
His Photo Paintings radically re-visited the decade
long debate on the end of painting in the face of
mass reproduction and the glorifed pseudoreligiosity of abstract art. With these
immaculately blurred Photo Paintings, Richter
essentially bridged the purported dichotomy
between (painterly) abstraction and
(photographic) fguration. Richter arguably
achieved the furthest limit of his radical
investigation into the nature of perception and
cognition with his abstract paintings from 1972
onwards. While formally distinct, Richter’s
abstract paintings can be considered within the
same spectrum of intangible reality as his Photo
Paintings. As Richter, in his most defnitive
elucidation of his method of abstraction noted in
the Documenta 7 exhibition catalogue in 1979,
“every time we describe an event, add up a
column of fgures or take a photograph of a tree,
we create a model; without models we would
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know nothing about reality and would be like
animals. Abstract paintings are fctitious models
because they visualize a reality, which we can
neither see nor describe, but which may
nevertheless conclude exists. We attach negative
names to this reality; the un-known, the
un-graspable, the infnite, and for thousands of
years we have depicted it in terms of substitute
images like heaven and hell, gods and devils. With
abstract painting we create a better means of
approaching what can be neither seen nor
understood’ (Gerhard Richter quoted in Roald
Nasgaard, “Gerhard Richter”, Gerhard Richter:
Paintings, exh. cat., Museum of Contemporary
Art, Chicago 1988, p. 107).

planks. In Abstraktes Bild, Richter applies wet
emerald paint with successive vertical strokes
across the vast canvas, creating an iridescent veil
that partially reveals and submerges the
antecedent layers of drenched white, blue and
mauve and red paint. The rhythmic traversing of
the squeegee coalesces into a symphony of
sublimely difused color, the crisp mauve diagonal
in the upper lef area of the canvas inserting an
additional level of dynamism and depth. Hovering
mysteriously between fguration and abstraction,
Abstraktes Bild simultaneously evokes Claude
Monet’s Nymphéas and Ernst Ludwig Kirchner’s
expressionist landscape paintings as if seen
through a opaque veil.

Executed in 1994, Abstraktes Bild was created
during the year that gave rise to some of Richter’s
most powerful, monumental abstract pictures and
irrefutably stands alongside such masterpieces as
Wand (Wall), 1994. The work is a defnitive
example of the artist’s hallmark squeegee
technique that found its purest articulation
between 1989 and 1994. Further developing the
haptic swirls of painting that canceled out the
photorealistic images in his early work- such as
Tisch (Table), 1962 - Richter from the mid-1980s
onwards began to use a home-made squeegee to
rub, drag and scrape large bands of paint. By the
1990s, the application of the squeegee had
developed into a rhythmic, structured gesture
that gave rise to stark columns reminiscent of wall

As with Richter’s greatest abstract painting,
Abstraktes Bild radiates a sense of ease and
spontaneity that stands in stark contrast to
Richter’s famously laborious and intellectually
complex working method. Indeed, the present
work would have undergone multiple variations
whereby Richter would repeatedly apply, erase,
remake and obliterate the various paint
strata - each addition and efacement introducing
new chromatic and textural juxtapositions. The
squeegee takes a central role in this creative
process, for, as Dietmar Elger observed, it “is the
most important implement for integrating
coincidence into his art. For years, he used it
sparingly, but he came to appreciate how the
structure of paint applied with a squeegee can

Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Die
Brücke bei Wiesen (The Bridge
at Wiesen), 1926.
Oil on canvas. Kirchner
Museum Davos, Donation of
Landschaf Davos Gemeinde
Photo: Stephan Bösch.
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never be completely controlled. It thus introduces
a moment of surprise that ofen enables him to
extricate himself from a creative dead-end,
destroying a prior, unsatisfactory efort and
opening the door to a fresh start” (Dietmar Elger,
Gerhard Richter: A Life in Painting, Chicago,
2009, p. 251). The chance efect of Richter’s
confdent application of paint allows the artist to
remove his hand from the composition, creating
quasi-mechanical palimpsests of layered and
scraped down color. As Richter, however, clarifed,
“above all, it’s never blind chance: it’s a chance
that’s always planned, but also always surprising.
And I need it in order to carry on, in order to
eradicate my mistakes, to destroy what I’ve
worked out wrong, to introduce something
diferent and disruptive. I’m ofen astonished to
fnd how much better chance is than I am”
(Gerhard Richter, quoted in Hans-Ulrich Obrist, ed.,
Gerhard Richter: The Daily Practice of Painting
– Writings 1962-1993, London, 1995, p. 159).
With Abstraktes Bild the viewer is presented with
a diaphanous color palette, lyrical composition
and expansive power that in many respects
evokes the work of the great Abstract
Expressionist painter Mark Rothko. Its towering
feld of blue and green variegation vividly recalls
the tonal stacking central to Rothko’s inquiry into
the sacred spaced bestowed by color, or what

Robert Rosenblum has described as the
“abstract sublime”. While referencing such work
as Rothko’s Blue, Green and Brown, 1952,
Abstraktes Bild is nonetheless resolutely
anti-idealistic in that it denies any claims to a
Rothko-esque transcendental sacred image.
Apart from the fact that Richter’s stance on
Rothko remains ambivalent – resolutely
distancing himself in early years, but more
recently sofening his thinking towards the
notion the sublime – abstract works such as the
present one formally deny any claims to visual
supremacy. With its seemingly infnite chromatic
variations and shifing perspectives, this work
ultimately puts forward a multiplicity of
paintings. “If the ability of colour to generate this
emotional, spiritual quality is presented and at
the same time negated at all points”, as
Benjamin Buchloh indeed argued with the notion
of mise en abyme in mind, “surely its always
cancelling itself out. With so many combinations,
so many permutational relationships, there can’t
be any harmonious chromatic order, or
compositional either, because there are no
ordered relations lef either in the colour system
or the spatial system” (Benjamin Buchloh, “An
Interview with Gerhard Richter” (1986) in
Benjamin Buchloh, ed., October Files: Gerhard
Richter, Cambridge, 2009, pp. 23-24).

Mark Rothko, Untitled (Blue, Green
and Brown), 1952.
Oil on canvas. Mrs. Paul Mellon,
Virginia. © Kate Rothko Prizell and
Christopher Rothko/ARS, NY
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Claude Monet, Waterlilies, green
refection, 1914-1918.
Oil on canvas. Musee de l’Orangerie,
Paris. Photo Credit: Erich Lessing/Art
Resource, NY

While conversing with the annals of 20th century
abstraction, Richter’s abstract works ultimately
postulate themselves as a “new kind of postphotographic painterly image space” (Peter
Osborne, “Abstract Images: Sign, Image and
Aesthetic in Gerhard Richter’s Painting” October
Files: Gerhard Richter, Cambridge, 2009, p. 109).
The crucial driving force of Richter’s over fve
decade long artistic practice has indeed been
centered around the dialectic between
photography and painting. As Richter importantly
explained, “I’m not trying to imitate a photograph;
I’m trying to make one. And if I disregard the
assumption that a photograph is a piece of paper
exposed to light, then, I am practicing
photography by other means: I’m not producing
paintings of a photograph but producing
photographs. And, seen in this way, those of my
paintings that have no photographic source (the
abstracts, etc.) are also photographs” (Gerhard
Richter, quoted in Rolf Shön (1972) in: Hans Ulrich
Obrist, ed., Gerhard Richter The Daily Practice of
Painting: Writings 1962-1993, London, 1995, p. 73).
While abstracts works such as the present are
independent from any particular photographic
model, they nonetheless exhibit a quasimechanized reproducibility. Similar to the blurring
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in his early photo-painting, the blending color
with the squeegee in Abstraktes Bild gives rise
to the sensation of looking into the abyss of an
otherworldly, half-seen or remembered out of
focus image. “Richter’s abstract images are
images of this image space itself”, Peter
Osborne aptly observed, “In this respect they
are still ‘photo paintings’, but in an
ontologically deeper sense than the phrase
conveys when used as a designation for the
earlier, more particularistically ‘photo-based’
work – a sense which is compatible with a
compositional productivity, which places them
closer to the video image and the digital image
than the photographic image as such, as some
works from the mid-1990s start to register,
explicitly, in their videotic infection of the
famous blur” (Peter Osborne, “Abstract
Images: Sign, Image and Aesthetic in Gerhard
Richter’s Painting”, in October Files: Gerhard
Richter, Cambridge, 2009, p. 109). Radically
reformulating the sublime beauty of Rothkoesque chromatic abstraction through the
mechanistic squeegee technique, Abstraktes
Bild is a magisterial example of Richter’s
acclaimed post-conceptual afrmation of
painting in the face of photographic, televisual
and now digital visualities.
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Property of a Private British Collector

○

24. David Hockney

b. 1937

Three Oranges with a Vase
signed, titled and dated “Three oranges with a vase 1995
David Hockney” on the reverse
oil on canvas, in artist’s frame
41 3/4 x 29 1/2 in. (106 x 74.9 cm.)
Painted in 1995.
Estimate
$1,800,000-2,500,000
Provenance
Robert Miller Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner in 1996
Exhibited
Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans-Van Beuningen; Vienna,
Kunsthaus Wien; New York, Robert Miller Gallery, David
Hockney: Paintings and Photographs of Paintings,
October 29, 1995 - June 15, 1996, p. 31 (illustrated)
Bonn, Kunst-und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland, David Hockney: Exciting Times are
Ahead, June 1 - September 23, 2001; then traveled
to Humblebæk, Louisiana Museum of Modern Art,
David Hockney: Malerie 1960-2000, October 12, 2001 January 27, 2002, no. 65, p. 179 (illustrated)
Literature
“Fresh Paint”, The New Yorker, New York, May 27, 1996
pp. 136-137 (illustrated)
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David Hockney installation
photograph with fower
paintings and still lifes. Bread
painting & motif. Rotterdam.
August 11, 1995. Present lot is
top row, center
© David Hockney Photo
Credit: Richard Schmidt

Painted in 1995, David Hockney’s Three Oranges
with a Vase is a defnitive example of the artist’s
acclaimed series of foral still life paintings. While
fowers have always functioned as a poignant
punctuation within such iconic early paintings as
Henry Geldzahler and Christopher Scott, 1969,
or Mr. and Mrs. Clark and Percy, 1970-1971 (both
Tate, London), it was with works such as the
present one that Hockney frst began to intensely
explore the venerable tradition of still life painting
on its own - prompted, in part, by the sudden
passing of his closest and most valued confdant,
Henry Geldzahler, in 1994. During this period of
intense mourning, Hockney developed a habit
of painting intimate fower still lifes as get-well
cards for friends. Painting with a renewed sense
of observation, intensity and joie-de-vivre,
Hockney embarked upon creating paintings
composed in a classical still life format. Executed
with rich, luscious brushwork, Three Oranges with
a Vase presents the viewer with a vase of yellow
gladiolus surrounded by beautifully modulated
oranges, set upon an implied cobalt blue table
top and against a green background. The work
beautifully demonstrates Hockney’s reverence
for such modern Masters as Paul Cezanne, Henri
Matisse, and Vincent Van Gogh, as well as the
distinct sensibility for form, color and space that
he is acclaimed for.
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Claude Monet, Still Life with
Flowers and Fruit, 1869.
Oil on canvas, J. Paul Getty
Museum, Los Angeles Image:
HIP/Art Resource, NY
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Born 1937 in the north of England and gaining
critical acclaim in the 1960s, David Hockney is
considered to be one of the most infuential
artists of our time. His remarkable oeuvre, which
currently is subject of a major retrospective at
Tate Britain in London, oscillates among the
greatest avant-garde movements of the 20th
century while simultaneously defying any strict
categorization. While the subject matter of
fowers had arguably already been an interest
of Hockney’s at earlier stages of his career, they
assumed an elevated position following his visit
to the 1995 exhibition Claude Monet, 1840-1926
at the Art Institute of Chicago. “I came out of
that exhibition and it made me look everywhere
intensely. That little shadow on Michigan Avenue,
the light hitting the leaf. I thought: ‘My God, now
I’ve seen it. He’s made me see it’… I came out
absolutely thrilled’” (David Hockney, quoted in
Hockney on Art: Conversations with Paul Joyce,
New York, 1999, p. 203).
Three Oranges with a Vase is testament to
Hockney’s deep understanding of the venerable
lineage of the foral still life motif within the
pantheon of art history, while also exemplifying
his broader pre-occupation with the experience
of looking in the 1980s and 1990s. As is typical
for paintings from this period, the present work
is characterized by the colliding of fatness with
the illusion of spatial depth: while the folds in
the tablecloth, modulation of the oranges and
the cast shadows articulate Hockney’s eye for

veracity and imply three-dimensionality, the broad,
simplifed brushstrokes with which the gladiolus
and the green backdrop are rendered essentially
fatten the composition. At the same time, the
artist’s frame is joyously decorated with all over
yellow polka dots imbuing the entire object with
a sense of levity and turning an otherwise twodimensional painting into a near-three-dimensional
tableau. Evoking Henri Matisse and Paul Cezanne,
the seemingly straightforward composition of
the foral still life ultimately becomes a means
for exploring questions of color, form and space.
This question of how we see the world, and how
that world can be captured in two dimensions,
is a concern that Hockney has pursued over sixdecades of art-making to this day.
Hockney’s intense occupation with the genre
of still-life painting enabled him to focus on the
pure act of painting and the pleasure inherent
to it. As he once stated, “I think anyone who
makes pictures loves it, it is a marvelous thing
to dip a brush into paint and make marks on
anything” (David Hockney, quoted in Nikos
Stangos, ed., David Hockney by David Hockney,
London, 1976, p. 28). The breadth and depth of
Hockney’s creative endeavors all contribute to this
seemingly straightforward, but deeply personal
and revelatory, composition. Three Oranges with a
Vase is an intimate vignette of a very specifc period
in the artist’s career, one that rewards a passing
glance with immediate beauty and an extended
viewing with a wealth of emotive information.

David Hockney, Mount Fuji
and Flowers, 1971.
Acrylic on canvas, The Museum
of Modern Art, New York Image
copyright © The Metropolitan
Museum of Art. Image source:
Art Resource, NY Artwork ©
David Hockney
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25. John Chamberlain

1927-2011

Untitled
painted and chromium-plated steel
21 1/2 x 19 x 23 in. (54.6 x 48.3 x 58.4 cm.)
Executed circa 1963.
Estimate
$500,000-700,000
Provenance
Private Collection (acquired directly from the artist)
Private Collection, Islip, New York
Christie’s, New York, November 3, 1978, lot 30
Private Collection (acquired at the above sale)
Christie’s, New York, November 11, 2009, lot 135
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
Exhibited
Ann Arbor, Artrain, Michigan Collections, 1980
Bloomfeld Hills, Cranbrook Academy of Art Museum,
The Gilbert and Lila Silverman Collection, September 20
- November 1, 1981, no. 58
Literature
Julie Sylvester, John Chamberlain: A Catalogue
Raisonné of Sculpture 1954 - 1985, New York, 1986, no.
166 p. 77 (illustrated)

alternate view of present lot
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“Chance and casual freedom seem to
exceed the order within the work.
Reality seems more capricious than
any order it holds. This disparity
between reality and its order is the
most radical and important aspect
of Chamberlain’s sculpture.”
Donald Judd, 1964

Rendered in various shades of hi-f blue, Untitled
from 1963, stands as a stunning example of John
Chamberlain’s signature process of crunching
and torqueing discarded automobile parts into
elegant and harmoniously balanced sculptures.
Improvisation was essential to Chamberlain’s
implementation of automobile parts as his
preferred sculptural medium. In 1957, while
visiting his artist friend Larry Rivers, Chamberlain
ran out of art supplies, so he spontaneously
removed the fenders from Rivers’ old Ford and
ran over them with his car, reshaping the debris
into sculptural elements. Chamberlain described
himself as “basically a collagist. I put one thing
together with another thing. I sort of invented my
own art supplies.” (John Chamberlain, quoted in
Susan Davidson, John Chamberlain: Choices, New
York, 2012, p. 27)
The crumpled, scraped and rusted steel of
salvaged auto parts ofen came readymade in the
most bold and vibrant colors. Even Chamberlain’s
friend, sculptor Donald Judd, sought out the
luminosity found in metallic car parts when
he utilized Harley Davidson hi-f blue to paint
some of his earliest progression sculptures. The
present lot, Untitled, 1964 documents the blue
variations available in 1960s American cars,
accented with pre-cut holes from the original
assembly and patches of textured rust. Judd
praised Chamberlain in the 1960’s for his use and
selection of color, saying “Chamberlain is the
only sculptor really using color, the full range,
not just metallic shades; his color is as particular,
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complex and structural as any good painter’s.”
(Donald Judd, “In the Gallery,” Arts Magazine,
March 1962) Chamberlain’s use of color was never
meant to allude to or reference the automobile
materials that comprised his sculpture; his
interest lay in the active transformation of
everyday materials and the diverse ways in which
he could force the materials into twisted and
contorted arrangements divorced from their
stylish automotive origins. Chamberlain recalled
watching someone squeeze a sponge in their
hand while washing dishes, when one end of
the sponge popped out of one side of his fst it
looked like a sculpture to the artist. “Its daily life,”
he explained, “That’s where I get the idea that
everybody makes sculpture every day, whether
in the way they throw the towel over the rack or
the way they wad up the toilet paper. That’s all
very personal and very exact, and in some sense
very skillful on their part…those little things,
like blowing up a paper bag and hitting it so it
pops —take it one little step further and do it in
slow motion and explore what the resistance of

the air in the bag is, and you make something. To
me that is very interesting, if there is a body of
work demonstrating all these things that come
together, that’s useful in art history, as a record
of accumulation and development of knowledge
in this occupation.” (John Chamberlain, quoted in
Julie Sylvester, John Chamberlain, A Catalogue
Raisonné of the Sculpture 1954-1985, New York,
1986, p. 12)
The everyday compression of physical matter
and the human manipulation of discarded bits
of metal associated with speed and movement
inform Chamberlin’s innovative sculptural
practice. Accessing the traditions of Futurist and
Pop art, he reconfgures the very distinctions
between painting and sculpture. Untitled relishes
a range of pulsating blues and energetic angular
bends that bare traces of the violent impact the
sculpture has endured. For Chamberlain, each
sculpture represents an endless possibility of
forceful, creative exertion over found materials
coated in the most vibrant of hues.

Willem de Kooning, A Tree in
Naples, 1960.
Oil on canvas, The Museum of
Modern Art, New York. Digital
Image © The Museum of Modern
Art/Licensed by SCALA/Art
Resource, NY © 2017 The Willem
de Kooning Foundation/Artists
Rights Society (ARS), New York
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26. Donald Judd

1928-1994

Untitled
blue lacquer on galvanized iron
5 x 69 x 9 in. (12.7 x 175.3 x 22.9 cm.)
Executed in 1967.
Estimate
$1,200,000-1,800,000
Provenance
Leo Castelli Gallery, New York
David Allen Hanks, Chicago
The Estate of Milton Fischmann, St. Louis
Private Collection (by descent from the above)
Christie’s, New York, May 12, 2015, lot 158
Private Collection, Europe
Exhibited
Pasadena, California, Pasadena Art Museum, Don
Judd, May 11 - July 4, 1971, no. 34, p. 66, pl. 25, p. 48
(illustrated)
Literature
Dudley Del Balso, Roberta Smith and Brydon Smith,
Donald Judd: Catalogue Raisonné of Paintings, Objects
and Wood-Blocks 1960-1974, Ottawa, 1975, no. 107,
p. 153 (illustrated)
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Donald Judd at
Whitechapel Gallery, 1970.
Photo by Richard Einzig,
Brechten-Einzig Ltd. Judd,
Art © Judd Foundation/Artist
Rights Society (ARS), New
York Licensed by ARS

Untitled from 1967 stretches nearly six feet,
composed of 10 rectangular elements which
protrude at varying intervals from the wall. The
projecting elements grow progressively smaller
in length from lef to right as the corresponding
voids between these elements grow larger, giving
the composition a balanced arrangement that
is characteristic of the works from this series,
aptly titled progressions. The mathematical
underpinnings of his progressions allowed Judd,
“to use an asymmetrical arrangement, yet to have
some sort of order not involved in composition.”
(Donald Judd quoted in John Coplans, “Interview
with Don Judd,” Don Judd, exh. cat., Pasadena
Art Museum, Pasadena, 1971, p. 41) Judd’s frst
of these wall sculptures was created in 1964,
fabricated from wood and painted with a dark
red lacquer, measuring only 251/ 2 inches in length.
Later that year, Judd abandoned wood as the
support for his progressions and commissioned the
industrial manufacturers, Bernstein Brothers to
fabricate, larger, more monumental, pristine metal
sculptures, as evident in the present lot.
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Donald Judd, Untitled, 1964.
Red lacquer on wood, Collection
of Aaron I. Fleischman, Washington,
D.C. © Judd Foundation/Artist
Rights Society (ARS), New York
Licensed by ARS
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Ad Reinhard, Blue Painting, 1953.
Oil on canvas, Private Collection ©
2017 Estate of Ad Reinhardt/Artists
Rights Society (ARS), New York

In his 1965 essay “Specifc Objects,” Judd explored
the defnition of art that is neither painting nor
sculpture. Departing from his exploration into
abstract painting of the early 1960s, Judd instead
decided to pursue a distinct physical surface.
By 1961 with the creation of his famous black
painting, which holds a small, tin, baking pan
in the center (Untitled in the Collection of the
Museum of Modern Art, New York), his paintings
shifed towards the three dimensional, which
he describes “objects in their own right.” This
leap away from the tradition of painting led Judd
to create objects like Untitled, rendered in his
earliest, preferred medium of galvanized iron, the
only metal which possesses an intrinsic natural
pattern and the same material in which he would
later execute his earliest vertical stacks. Coated
in a blue lacquer, the natural grain of the iron
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in Untitled gives the surface an almost dappled
efect as the blue paint interacts with the iron’s
texture. Indeed, Judd was riveted by color theory,
himself owning multiple copies of Josef Albers’
revolutionary publication, Interaction of Color.
Seeking colors that highlighted the edges of his
work, Judd’s choice of blue lacquer draws an art
historical reference to the color and composition
of Ad Reinhardt’s Blue Paintings for the early
1950s. And yet the format of his progressions,
which hold forms that gradually increase as the
corresponding voids progressively decrease,
allowed Judd an infnite opportunity to alter
the length, frontal shape and coloration of his
progressions with diferent colors and surfaces.
Untitled is a supreme example from a series which
would come to defne Judd as the most iconic and
innovative sculptor of the 20th century.
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27. Jean-Michel Basquiat

1960-1988

Untitled
signed and dated “Jeanmichel 1986” on the reverse
charcoal, graphite and colored pencil on paper
30 x 22 1/4 in. (76.2 x 56.5 cm.)
Executed in 1986.
Estimate
$1,200,000-1,800,000
Provenance
Larry Gagosian Gallery, Los Angeles
Earl Goldberg, Los Angeles
Manny Silverman Gallery, Los Angeles
Baron Boisanté Editions, New York
Private Collection, New York

Original invoice
from Larry Gagosian
Gallery, Los Angeles,
January 15, 1986.
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Distinguished by its all-over composition, JeanMichel Basquiat’s Untitled is a unique example of
the artist’s celebrated works on paper. Executed
in 1986, Untitled exhibits many of the motifs and
techniques that established Basquiat’s prodigy
and which cumulatively contributed to his brief
but meteoric career. Basquiat has, in Untitled,
created a powerful phantasmagoria, which is
distinctly his own.
Basquiat’s distinct persona and personal history
quickly supplanted his actual creative abilities
in the critical and art-market realms, but it was
also those singular qualities that imbued the
artist with the creative energies to develop his
unique style. Basquiat’s wild and expressive
representations of his distinct world and arena
blew through the heady and minimal art of the
preceding decade. The depictions in Untitled of
“invisible” shadow fgures, assorted anatomical
representations, crawling spiders and stretched
webs, bags of money, seemingly nonsensical text,
tombstones and more were all, in their own way,
derived from and a part of the artist’s immediate
experiences. Each motif within Basquiat’s oeuvre
is like a breadcrumb lef by the artist which the
viewer can follow, ofen in many divergent and
synchronous paths, back to the artist.
By 1986, Basquiat had already established himself
as the creative voice and vision of the decade.
No longer a street-side scribe, marking Bowery
buildings with his trademark ©SAMO tag, he
had already collaborated with Andy Warhol and
his raw, visionary style was known around the

world. The pressures of his renown wore greatly
on the young artist; however, what is evident in
Untitled is that despite his personal tribulations,
his tenacity as a creator was undimmed. Indeed,
the astounding complexity of the composition of
this work testifes to his resilience and inability
to quietly or quickly relinquish his crown. By
this point, the bags of money depicted are
his, the shadow fgures no longer reside in the
background but come front and center whereas
the anatomical imagery and language (a fxation
of his since sufering an accident at a young age
and being gifed a copy of Gray’s Anatomy by
his mother) slip discretely behind the maze of
other descriptors. Two particularly interesting
motifs are the proliferation of spiders, and their
webs, as well the singular word “BLACKISH”.
Struggling with addiction throughout the later
stages of his career and life, Basquiat may be
alluding to the entrapment of his dependency
and that cliché sensation of “bugs under the
skin” sufered by addicts in withdrawal. Similarly,
his blackness, otherness, was both a source
of pride and consternation and was called into
question on occasion as his fame pushed him
towards the mainstream and his Haitian heritage
became more a party line than anything else.
Arguably the artist to embody the artistic
fulminations percolating throughout the New
York art scene of the 1980s, the development
of which is currently the focus of a major
exhibition at the Whitney Museum of American
Art, Jean-Michel Basquiat’s contribution to the
contemporary canon is impossible to understate.
His later works have ofen been denigrated as
less sincere or engaged than that of his early
production; however, one can readily see that
his powers were not so much diminished as they
were redirected. As opposed to depicting the
external, Basquiat turned inwards, examining
his own position even as his health was steadily
declining and his fame continuing to balloon.
Untitled is a testament to that will – the
minimalism of his later work abandoned for the
freneticism of his early material; the continued
exploration of his position, both psychologically
and within the context of his milieu; that he
could never, would never, stop creating up until
his untimely death at 27.

Hieronymous Bosch, The
Garden of Earthly Delights
(detail), 1490-1500.
Oil on panel, Prado, Madrid.
Bridgeman Images
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Please note this lot is sold with no reserve

28. Anselm Kiefer

b. 1945

Merkaba
titled “MERKABA” upper lef
oil, emulsion, acrylic, charcoal, plaster, wire and lead
objects on canvas
74 1/2 x 110 1/4 x 11 1/2 in. (189.2 x 280 x 29.2 cm.)
Executed in 2002.
Estimate
$600,000-900,000 •
Provenance
Galerie Thaddaeus Ropac, Salzburg
Private Collection
Christie’s, New York, May 13, 2008, lot 50
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
Exhibited
Salzburg, Galerie Thaddaeus Ropac, Anselm Kiefer:
Am Anfang, July 25 - September 13, 2003, pp. 62-63
(illustrated)

Few other artists have so successfully navigated
the difcult terrain between the possibility of
transcendence and the necessity of remembrance
as dramatically and provocatively as Anselm
Kiefer. Drifing on the muddied tides of history,
the impossibly heavy lead ship of Kiefer’s paintingcome-sculpture Merkaba, buckles against its rigid
supports as if collapsing under the grievous weight
of war’s tragic annals. Merkaba is a school of ancient
Jewish mysticism and the anonymous corpus known
as the Merkaba literature, along with the Hekhalot
literature, is a source of pre-Kabbalah, mystical
instruction and reference. This painting, realized on
an ambitious scale, is a composition of astounding
emotional efect and dramatic charge in which Kiefer
exhibits the true extent of his artistic abilities and
historical infuences. While Kiefer’s use of mystical
narrative is meant to inspire consideration into the
painting’s deeper meanings, the formal qualities
such as the swirling paint and expressive mark
making bring Cy Twombly’s work to mind.

depicted a contemporaneous version of this chariot
as understood through his post-war, Germanic lens.
Suspended from wire at the top of the canvas, the
war-ship breaks free of its oceanic constraint and
is elevated in the celestial frmament. Beneath,
the oceanic depths are neither cerulean nor
serene, but opaque, thickly layered and encrusted,
demonstrating the sea’s capacity for sudden and
violent transformation, the sublime authority of
nature. The ship foats with hardly any other object
in sight, save for a lone aircraf in the upper lef,
isolated and seemingly aimless. The only other
recognizable iconography in the composition are
the random tally marks that occupy the space
between the ship and the sea. What they represent is
impossible to say. They serve as a sort of apocalyptic
tally, perhaps a count of souls saved (or lost) in
the War, or marking the passing of time. There is a
suggestion in this work, through its hidden depths,
of the unknowable and our fundamental inability to
predict the future.

Merkaba possesses the characteristic turbid
and highly manipulated surface of Kiefer’s most
dynamic work. Heavy impasto layers of burnt
umber, smoky charcoal and black, alive with
unseen forces, surround a handmade lead warship,
perched precariously amidst the turbulent seas.
The Hebrew word merkaba literally means “a thing
to ride in” or “cart” while the hekhalot are the
divine palaces – taken together the Merkaba and
Hekhalot literature deals specifcally with ascent
to the seven heavenly palaces on the “heavenly
chariot” of the merkaba. Kiefer has, in his Merkaba,

Much of Kiefer’s art is infuenced by an exploration
of his own German national psyche, the country’s
artistic heritage, and the enduring infuence of both
World Wars. Merkaba represents an extension of
these ideas, evoking the relations and trauma of
the past, present and future in a three dimensional
piece. Kiefer’s talent lies in his ability to move
between these referential spaces, manipulating
the philosophical and political myths that occupy
Western history. Merkaba is a testament to this
talent and yet another masterful contribution of
Kiefer’s to the canon of contemporary Western art.
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29.

Wade Guyton

b. 1972

Untitled
Epson Ultrachrome inkjet on linen
26 x 17 in. (66 x 43.2 cm.)
Executed in 2005, this work is a unique variant from a
series of 5 unique variants.
Estimate
$600,000-800,000
Provenance
Artwalk Beneft Auction, New York, 2005
Private Collection (acquired at the above sale)
Christie’s, New York, March 14, 2014, lot 31
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
Exhibited
New York, Nahmad Contemporary, Les Fleurs du Mal,
March 3 - April 9, 2016, p. 49 (illustrated)

Wade Guyton’s visual lexicon of computer generated
motifs, including fery fames and typed Us, have
become artistic icons within contemporary art,
as recognizable now as Barnett Newman’s zip. In
Untitled from 2005, two overlapping Us dominate the
composition and are threated from below by scanned
fery fames, the Us, one maroon and one light blue
appear to be melting from the imposing heat. Guyton
describes this U motif in much the same manner that
Ed Ruscha pronounces his text based practice, as
seeming “sufciently abstract. . . It felt like it could
slip out of being a letter.” (Wade Guyton quoted in
Donna De Salvo, Wade Guyton OS, exh. cat., Whitney
Museum of American Art, New York, 2012, p. 204).
Guyton’s fame imagery was gleaned from Stephen
King’s science fction novel Firestarter; he collected
numerous editions of the book, one of which depicted
fames on the cover, which he scanned and printed
on a linen surface. By pulling the linen through his
Epson printer, Guyton sought to capture every error,
jam and smudge, contributing to the already unstable
surface illustrated by the image of raging fames. As
curator Scott Rothkopf explains, “We’re not really
sure what the Us are doing in the fre, apart from
serving as the hapless subjects on which Guyton can
exact his painterly experiments.” (Scott Rothkopf,
“Modern Pictures” in Color, Power & Style, exh. cat.,
Kunstverein Hamburg, 2006, p. 77)
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30. Adrian Ghenie

b. 1977

Charles Darwin as a Young Man
signed and dated “Ghenie 2014” on the reverse
oil on canvas
20 7/8 x 13 3/8 in. (53 x 34 cm.)
Painted in 2014.
Estimate
$600,000-800,000
Provenance
Pace Gallery, London
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Exhibited
London, Pace Gallery, Adrian Ghenie: Golems, June 12 July 26, 2014
56th Venice Biennale, Adrian Ghenie: Darwin’s Room,
May 9 - November 22, 2015, pp. 37-38, 79 (illustrated)

“You can’t invent a painting from scratch;
you are working with an entire tradition. . .”
Adrian Ghenie
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Francis Bacon, Self-Portrait, 1973.
Oil on canvas, Private Collection.
Photo © Crane Kalman Gallery,
London, UK/Bridgeman Images.
© The Estate of Francis Bacon. All
rights reserved./DACS, London/
Artists Rights Society (ARS),
New York 2017

Adrian Ghenie’s visually arresting Charles Darwin
as a Young Man from 2014 belongs to a select
group of portraits that range from the notorious
(Hitler, Lenin, and Stalin) to the popular (Elvis,
Laurel and Hardy) and the infuential (Darwin,
Vincent van Gogh, and Marcel Duchamp). The
most impactful of these are those which address
Darwin and van Gogh – the two historical fgures
who form the structural pillars of Ghenie’s recent
work. Ghenie defly combined his childhood
adulation of the Dutch master with the historical
implications of Darwin’s theory of biological
evolutionism to form the basis of his critically
acclaimed exhibition at the 56th Venice Biennale.
Entitled Darwin’s Room and shown in the
Romanian Pavilion as it would have appeared
in 1938, this show explored the repercussions
of Darwin’s revolutionary discoveries, following
the darker implications of “survival of the fttest”
through to some troubling conclusions. Among
the paintings of van Gogh, Hitler, and images
invoking the infamous Nazi book burnings and
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Degenerate Art Exhibition of 1937, Charles Darwin
as a Young Man formed a critical component of
this landmark show.
Painted in the artist’s trademark style, Charles
Darwin as a Young Man is a quintessential
Ghenie image. Working from an original portrait
photograph of the great scientist around the
age of 46, Ghenie has executed a work of
stunning potency, drawing on the great history
of portraiture, but doing so in a wholly new and
inventive fashion. The painting is comprised
of seemingly distinct components, almost as if
collaged – the bald pate of Darwin’s head stands
in stark contrast to the deep, expressionistic
shadow surrounding the form; while one side
of his face has been turned into an almost
Auerbach-esque swirl of paint, the other retains a
formal naturalism. The “new” fashion of Ghenie’s
painting is actually the artist’s def ability to build
of of, and combine together, the towering fgures
of art history that preceded him. From Richter’s
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squeegees, to Bacon’s whorls, Ghenie readily
acknowledges and pays homage to those from
whom he has derived his inimitable style. “You can’t
invent a painting from scratch; you are working
with an entire tradition...The pictorial language of
the 20th century, from Kurt Schwitters’s collages
to Jackson Pollock’s drip paintings, makes up a
range of possibilities that I utilise in order to create
a transhistorical fgurative painting–a painting
of the image as such, of representation” (Adrian
Ghenie, quoted in “Adrian Ghenie in Conversation
with Magda Radu,” Adrian Ghenie: Darwin’s Room,
exh. cat., Romanian Pavilion, Biennale de Venezia,
2015, p. 31)
Having grown up in Romania under the tyrannical
Communist dictatorship of Nicolae Ceaușescu,
Adrian Ghenie’s entire oeuvre is predicated on
the exploration of the breakdown between public
and private; the creative and destructive powers
of modern science; the cult of personality, and
works such as Charles Darwin as a Young Man
wonderfully encapsulate this “trans-historical”
mode that breaks down barriers even as it seeks to
illuminate them.

Maull & Polyblank,
Charles Darwin, ca. 1855.
Photograph, Image Adocphotos/Art Resource, NY
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Property from a Distinguished Private Collection,
United Kingdom

○◆

31. Ai Weiwei

b. 1957

Circle of Animals/Zodiac Heads
gilded bronze on artist’s huanghuali veneered
wood bases
Rat 29 1/2 x 13 1/8 x 21 in. (74.9 x 33.3 x 53.3 cm.)
Ox 29 3/4 x 19 1/4 x 18 3/4 in. (75.6 x 48.9 x 47.6 cm.)
Tiger 28 1/8 x 14 x 17 1/2 in. (71.4 x 35.6 x 44.5 cm.)
Rabbit 30 x 13 x 21 1/8 in. (76.2 x 33 x 53.7 cm.)
Dragon 35 7/8 x 18 1/2 x 24 3/8 in. (91 x 47 x 62 cm.)
Snake 27 3/4 x 13 1/8 x 17 in. (70.6 x 33.3 x 43.3 cm.)
Horse 29 x 12 1/2 x 20 1/2 in. (73.7 x 31.8 x 52.1 cm.)
Goat 25 1/4 x 20 7/8 x 16 1/8 in. (64 x 53 x 41 cm.)
Monkey 27 1/8 x 12 7/8 x 14 7/8 in. (69 x 33 x 38 cm.)
Rooster 34 x 13 x 19 1/8 in. (86.4 x 33 x 48.6 cm.)
Dog 25 1/4 x 14 7/8 x 21 1/8 in. (64 x 38 x 53.6 cm.)
Pig 27 1/8 x 16 1/8 x 20 7/8 in. (69 x 41 x 53 cm.)
each base 31 1/2 x 19 7/8 x 19 7/8 in. (80 x 50.5 x 50.5 cm.)
Executed in 2010, this work is number 5 from an
edition of 8 plus 4 artist’s proofs. Each Zodiac Head is
accompanied by an individual certifcate of authenticity
signed by the artist.
Estimate
$2,500,000-3,500,000
Provenance
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
Exhibited
San Diego, The Museum of Contemporary Art San
Diego; East Hampton, The LongHouse Reserve; Dallas,
The Crow Collection of Asian Art; Oxfordshire, Blenheim
Palace; Palm Springs Museum of Art; Portland Art
Museum; Phoenix Art Museum; Tucson Museum of Art;
Reno, Nevada Museum of Art; Skovvej, Arken Museum
of Modern Art, Ai Weiwei Circle of Animals/Zodiac
Heads, February 22, 2012 – June 2019 (another example
exhibited)
Montreal, Musée d’art Contemporain de Montreal, The
Zoo Exhibition, May 24 - September 3, 2012 (another
example exhibited)
Moscow, The Garage Center for Contemporary Culture,
Personal Choice, February 14 – April 6, 2014 (another
example exhibited)
Berlin, Martin-Gropius-Bau, Ai Weiwei – Evidence,
April 3 – July 7, 2014 (another example exhibited and
illustrated throughout)
Melbourne, National Gallery of Victoria, Andy Warhol |
Ai Weiwei, December 11, 2015 – April 24, 2016 (another
example exhibited)
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Ai Weiwei with the Zodiac
Heads: Gold series at his
home studio in Beijing, 2010.
Courtesy of Ai Weiwei Studio

In the present lot, Chinese contemporary artist Ai
Weiwei (b. 1957, Beijing) has replicated the twelve
zodiac animal heads, originally part of a water clock
that encircled the fountain-clock of Yuanming
Yuan or the Old Summer Palace, an imperial palace
complex outside Beijing. The zodiac symbols were
arranged around a fountain designed by European
Jesuits a century earlier for the court of the
Qianlong Emperor. Towards the end of the Opium
Wars, which pressured Chinese imperial rulers to
open up their country further to Western trade and
infuence, the palace was sacked and looted in 1860
by British and French soldiers, under the direction
of the 8th Earl of Elgin (coincidentally the son of
the man who removed the “Elgin marbles” from
Greece). The twelve original zodiac heads were
stolen. The plundering of the palace and looting
of the twelve animal heads over 150 years ago still
remains a source of contention for the Chinese
government, which has been working to repatriate
all twelve of the heads.
Over the last ten years, prominent Chinese
collectors have acquired a large number of items
at auction with signifcant cultural value and have
donated them back to Chinese public institutions,
including seven of the Chinese animal heads, which
now are located in museums in Beijing. In 2009,
controversy around these disputed objects arose
again, triggered by the news that two of the bronze
animal heads, the rabbit and rat, were to be ofered
at Christie’s as part of Yves Saint Laurent’s vast
collection sale. The ofering of the works in the sale
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was widely protested; the successful bidder was
a Chinese art dealer who engaged in the bidding
as a public disapproval of their inclusion with no
intention of paying. One year later, Ai Weiwei
began his exploration of the subject matter of
cultural restitution, executing a series of the
twelve heads in both bronze and gold gilded –
plated bronze. Aware of the tension surrounding
these historic sculptures, Ai Weiwei chose to recreate and complete the now incomplete ancient
zodiac, as fve of the original heads (dragon, dog,
snake, sheep and rooster) have never resurfaced
and are thus believed to be lost. As the artist
explains, “without twelve, it’s not a zodiac. So
the idea was frst, to complete it, and more
important, to complete it the way I think it should
be. Then that becomes solid, because I did it. The
new event of my twelve zodiac heads becomes
a new factor.” (Ai Weiwei, quoted in “My Work
is Always a Readymade,” Ai Weiwei: Circle of
Animals, London, 2011, p.52) In order to recreate
the missing heads Ai Wewei had to do creative
research into the stylistic depictions of animals
within the Ming and Qing Dynasties.
Continuing his ongoing exploration into the “fake”
or “copy” of an original, Ai Weiwei chose in the
present series to coat the twelve animal heads
in gold, even though the originals were in fact
unadorned bronze. This artistic decision elevates
the sculptures’ status as objects to be revered and
worshipped for their brilliant, gleaming surfaces.
Their original thef only further heightens the
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Old Summer Palace, A temple in
the ruins of the Old Summer Palace,
Beijing, China, circa 1860.
The Palace, formerly the residence
of emperors of the Qing Dynasty,
was destroyed by British and French
forces during the Second Opium War
in 1860. Photo by Hulton Archive/
Getty Images

mystique around these series of sculptures, so
desirable that to this day the efort continues
to locate and retrieve them. Their singular
desirability and authenticity is subverted by their
multiple reproductions and modifed redesign,
as they are executed by Ai Weiwei in an edition
of 8 plus 4 artist’s proofs. The artist explains,
“My work is always dealing with real or fake
authenticity, and what’s the value and how
the value relates to current political and social
understandings and misunderstandings. I think
[there’s] a strong humorous aspect there. So I
wanted to make a complete set [of zodiac heads],
including the seven original and the missing
fve.” By touring worldwide these complete sets
of twelve zodiac animal heads, Ai Weiwei has
shifed their original site specifcity and cultural,
imperial status towards a universal, democratized
and inclusive one, saying “I think the public
deserves the best,” he said. “Before, only a pope
or an emperor could see those kinds of things” (Ai
Weiwei quoted in Hirshhorn Presents “Ai Weiwei:
Circle of Animals/Zodiac Heads,” April 10, 2012).

Ai Weiwei has spent much of his artistic career
calling into question the importance of cultural
relics, by re-interpreting epic public works of his
artistic forbearers, many of whom belong to the
Western European tradition. Even the twelve
zodiac heads, as Ai Weiwei pointed out, are
not Chinese national treasures in terms of their
authorship, saying “It was designed by an Italian
and made by a Frenchman for a Qing dynasty
emperor, which actually is somebody who invaded
China. So if we talk about ‘national treasure,’
which nation do we talk about?” (Ai Weiwei
quoted in Hirshhorn Presents “Ai Weiwei: Circle
of Animals/Zodiac Heads,” April 10, 2012). Ai
Weiwei’s creative defacement of ancient objects,
and the calling into question of their associated
monetary and nationalist value, transforms
them into critically-minded contemporary
artworks that interrogate China’s acquisitive
repatriation of an imagined past. By amending
and forging the partially “lost” treasures of
China, the artist reveals how venerable claims to
national patrimony and artistic tradition can be
revisited and critiqued. The Circle of Animals/
Zodiac Heads: Bronze and Gold series have been
exhibited at nearly forty international venues
since the ofcial launch of this body of work in
2011, making it one of the most viewed sculpture
projects in the history of global contemporary art.

A picture taken on February 21, 2009
shows a rat head (L) and a rabbit head
(R), two imperial bronzes part of a prized
art collection assembled by Yves Saint
Laurent and his partner Pierre Berge,
shown at a three-day exhibition, before
going under the hammer by Christies on
February 23–25, 2009.
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32. Mark Grotjahn

b. 1968

Untitled (Colored Butterfy White Sides 691)
signed, titled, numbered, dedicated and dated “MARK
GROTJAHN (colored butterfy white sides) #691 FOR
SAM 2007” on the reverse of the sheet
colored pencil on paper
65 3/4 x 47 3/4 in. (167 x 121.3 cm.)
Executed in 2007.
Estimate
$1,000,000-1,500,000
Provenance
Private Collection, Los Angeles (acquired directly from
the artist in 2007)
Private Collection, Monaco
Acquired from the above by the present owner

“Grotjahn’s abstractions are, in relation to
traditional pictorial modes, a matter of having your
cake and eating it too, of experiencing vertiginous
spatial illusions only to be brought back to the level
ground of modernist fatness-only then to have the
picture plane once again yield to the probing eye.”
Robert Storr, “LA Push-Pull/Po-Mo-Stop-Go,” in Mark Grotjahn,
exh. cat., Gagosian Gallery, New York, 2009, p. 4
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A veritable rainbow seems to quiver and reel in
Mark Grotjahn’s Untitled (Colored Butterfy White
Sides 691) from 2007, converging on not one
but four independent vanishing points to incite
a dizzying, physical viewing experience. Untitled
(Colored Butterfy White Sides 691) is part of
the artist’s most acclaimed Butterfy series,
examples of which are held in the collections
of major international institutions and private
foundations. Indeed, as Michael Ned Holte states,
“The butterfy has become to Mark Grotjahn what
the target is to Kenneth Noland, the zip was to
Barnett Newman, and the color white is to Robert
Ryman...”(Michael Ned Holte, “Mark Grotjahn”,
Artforum, November 2005, p. 259).
Untitled (Colored Butterfy White Sides 691) is
particularly noteworthy for its compositional
structure. Whereas Grotjahn ofen poses the
butterfy wings foating free form within the
sheet, or radiating out from the center in an
all-over composition, here he has condensed the
composition within the central third of the sheet
leaving potently charged negative space on either
side. The force of these meticulously rendered
bands as they converge on their respective
vanishing points produces a dizzyingly physical
experience, pushing the boundaries of the
viewer’s perception. The result is a composition
humming with incredible intensity and density –
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an extruded charge of color, light, and line. The
alternating bands of color create a mesmerizing
optical illusion, an almost hallucinogenic
experience, as they appear to both approach and
recede at high-speed while the compactness of the
execution forces a skewed perspective that lends
additional authority to this already rich drawing.
A delicate balance of lines and colors, the drawing
is a superb example of Grotjahn’s experiments
with contemporary geometric abstraction. By
using his signature butterfy motif and playing
with eye-catching and vibrant color contrasts,
he updates the rules of perspective, creating a
visual dynamism reminiscent of Op Art and of
Russian Suprematism. The beauty of this drawing
lies in the transparency and logic of its forms.
Grotjahn explains that all his butterfy works
“follow a rational line of development that is easily
grasped; they communicate their process in a
relatively straightforward manner” (Mark Grotjahn,
quoted in, Flash Art, no. 252, January – February
2007). Notwithstanding their careful execution
and rationality, these works invite and embrace
imperfection. Grotjahn’s openness to chance
and overall handmade aesthetic subverts the
hard-edge precision usually associated with high
modernism’s abstract forms.
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33. Rudolf Stingel

b. 1956

Untitled
signed and dated “Stingel 2014” on the reverse
oil and enamel on canvas
82 5/8 x 66 7/8 in. (210 x 170 cm.)
Executed in 2014.
Estimate
$2,000,000-3,000,000
Provenance
The Artist
Private Collection, Los Angeles
Private Collection, Europe
Acquired from the above by the present owner
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Rudolf Stingel has spent the past three decades
exploring the boundaries of painting, pattern
and design through his experimentation with
surface and materiality. Rendered in opulent gold,
Untitled from 2014 presents a stenciled Oriental
carpet pattern, which foats upon the canvas
creating both an intangible and tactile experience.
The woven carpet depicted alludes to the richness
of both an oriental and European baroque style,
while simultaneously serving as an investigation
into the heart of his artistic process. Stingel
utilizes industrial means of production to create
wonderfully repetitive patterns, which serve to
foster a disembodied aesthetic meditation, in
which the viewer is invited to contemplate each
trace of gold paint as a part of an emerging whole.
Stingel’s fascination with the decorative
originates from his upbringing in Italy and
Vienna, where he was exposed to Baroque and
Rococo styles. Assembling patterns from these
decorative prototypes, Stingel creates largescale “paintings,” which immerse the viewer
in repetitive symmetrical patterns as would
wallpaper or carpets; yet upon close inspection,
each surface is exceptionally distinctive
with graduated tones, washes of shade, and
unpredictable splashes of texture. Lingering
between a foor carpet and a wall tapestry,
Untitled touches upon a theme Stingel has been
exploring since the early 1990s when he created
an installation of carpets that lined the walls
and foors.

Since at least as early as 2004, Stingel has
been working with gold color pigments in his
work. A contemporary alchemist, he is ofen
using one thing to create a convincing allusion
to something else. In Untitled he turns a carpet
into a shimmering object of pure golden desire.
This form of transubstantiation has long been an
important aspect of Stingel’s work—he turned
Styrofoam panels into suggestions of snow,
aluminum paint to suggest paintings of pure silver
and cast polycarbonate to create metal radiators.
We’re in on the trick, but we fall for the paintings
all the same, because they are as beautiful as they
are thoughtful.
By visually blurring the logic of spatial recognition
and visual orientation, Stingel began to explore
the relationship between painting and space
utilizing patterns that strategically possess
overlapping historical references. Untitled lies
at the intersection of lavishness and starkness,
exploring what it means to make a painting in
the margins between linear design and painterly
gesture. As critic Roberta Smith has aptly noted,
Stingel “combines a love of painting with the
postmodern suspicion of it, and ofen achieves a
near-perfect balance between the visual and the
conceptual.”(Roberta Smith, “DIY Art: Walk on It,
Write on It, Stroke It,” The New York Times,
June 29, 2007)

Andy Warhol, Suicide
(Fallen Body), 1963.
Silkscreen ink and silver
paint on linen, Private
Collection © 2017 Andy
Warhol Foundation/
ARS, NY
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34. Sigmar Polke

1941-2010

Untitled
signed and dated “Sigmar Polke 1999” lower lef
acrylic and dispersion on paper
77 3/8 x 58 1/4 in. (196.5 x 148 cm.)
Executed in 1999.
Estimate
$500,000-700,000
Provenance
Private Collection, Vienna (acquired directly from the artist)
Private Collection (acquired from the above)
Sotheby’s, London, October 14, 2011, lot 159
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner

Sigmar Polke’s ability to jump from fguration
to abstraction, and everything in between, has
defned him as a modern master of post-war
painting. His shifing picture planes generate a
mesh of layered pigments, which is on display
in Untitled. The surface of this work remains
awash with acrylic paint and Polke’s signature
medium, dispersion paint, that interrelates with
other colorants in both active and passive ways.
His art brings forth a sense of compositional
uncertainty that activates the painting surface:
at any moment, the whole pigmented structure
might slip of the page. Polke experiments with
diverse styles of abstraction within single works,
from the geometric gridding of his rasterbilds to
the expressive and incandescent puddles of inky
washes, Polke dives into the deepest corners of
investigational mark-making.

From the 1960s, his radical approach to painting
aimed to confront the consumerist culture that
materialized in post-war Germany. Riveted
by the printing mechanisms utilized by massmarketing advertisements, Polke sought
to explore a process that destabilized this
commercial imagery, questioning its validity and
the intended purpose of coercive mass media
communication. His haunting and atmospheric
washes of paint run down the surface of Untitled,
staining and smudging the raster-dots below.
The traces of Polke’s approach to artistic process
is revealed in the shifing surface of the work
itself, which stands as a recorded history of its
own transformational status. Untitled seems to
be continuously mutating, as though the viewer
is witnessing a very charged and fuid evolution.
Polke plays with imagery and allows a kind of
spontaneity in his production, as Tacita Dean
explains, “He intuited which gesture was the right
one and acted accordingly. Such knowledge is
subcutaneous and should never be brought into
the conscious realm but has to stay just beneath
its surface. Not many artists can keep it there.
Polke relied on such mechanisms as chance and
contingency, and I suspect he worked quickly and
without pause for unnecessary thought.”(Tacita
Dean, “Higher Beings Send Peas,” Alibis: Sigmar
Polke 1963-2010, The Museum of Modern Art,
New York, 2014, p. 167) Fluctuating between the
temporal and the perpetual, Untitled represents
a shifing portal of complex, layered and abstract
imagery, which has the ability to engage the
beholder at every level. The visual instability
and richness of Untitled, with its myriad of hues,
processes and patterns, as Polke claimed, has
the ability to connect “everything to everything,
establishing an endless rush of association until
they turn against one another.”

Gerhard Richter, Atem
(Breath), 1989.
Oil on canvas, Milwaukee
Museum of Art © Gerhard
Richter 2017
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35. Richard Prince

b. 1949

Going Going Going
signed, titled and dated “RPrince 1998 GOING GOING
GOING” on the overlap
acrylic, silkscreen, and crayon on canvas, in 2 parts
79 1/8 x 75 1/4 in. (201 x 191.1 cm.)
Executed in 1998.
Estimate
$400,000-600,000
Provenance
Regen Projects, Los Angeles
Acquired from the above by the present owner in 1999
Exhibited
Los Angeles, Regen Projects, Richard Prince,
December 5, 1998 - January 23, 1999

Paul Klee, Kosmische Composition
(Cosmic Composition), 1919.
Oil on cardboard, Kunstsammlung NordrheinWestfalen, Dusseldorf. Photo Credit: bpk
Bildagentur/Kunstsammlung NordrheinWestfalen/Art Resource, NY © 2017 Artists
Rights Society (ARS), New York
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Combining a sardonic wit with a sharp eye towards
both contemporary culture and satire, Richard
Prince has established himself as the preeminent
pictorial commentator of the 20th and 21st
centuries. His appropriation of found imagery,
reconstituted and realigned, served to readjust the
concept of what could be or was art in the late ’70s
and ’80s. Prince’s oeuvre consistently manifests
the artist’s particularly American aesthetic and
sense of humor coupled with a keen understanding
of the art historical precedent which he sought
to upend. His ability to confound the viewer by
distorting both the source material and his own
artistic position disallows a strictly superfcial
reading of the work.
Going Going Going is a searching composition in
two parts – the bottom canvas, painted a relatively
uniform white over which the text of the joke has
been painted, anchors the composition which
is completed by a canvas on which Prince has
depicted a wild sort of parallel universe. Caught
somewhere between Bosch-ian perversion and a
Paul Klee-like landscape scene, Going Going Going
is an exercise in Prince’s specifc compositional
genius. The joke, which reads “I was going/ I was
going going to commit suicide by drowning. But
I must not have been serious because I brought
a beach towel,” is juxtaposed with a composition
in which stick fgures exist in a perspective-less
realm, rendered in almost abstract expressionistic
like frenzy, engaging in all sorts of depravity and
inanity.
“The painted, as against the photographic, world
of Richard Prince is neither preconceived nor
harmonious, linear, stable or continuous. Instead,
it is a place of discrepancy and displacement, of
contradictions and misunderstandings (much
like reality in general). We could even speak of
the absurdity of these works, the zone where
irreconcilable elements on the pictorial surface
initiate the signifcation. Herein, the spectator is
confronted by a confusing and enigmatic frame of
reference. Indeed, Prince’s fgurative paintings are
about reconstructing reality, or fabricating parallel
realities” (Gunnar B. Kvaran, “Richard Prince,
Painter of Fiction”, in Richard Prince: Canaries in
the Coal Mine, exh. cat., Astrup Fearnley Museum
of Modern Art, Oslo, 2006, p.62).
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Property from an Important European Collection

○

36. Alexander Calder

1898-1976

Two Red Petals in the Air
incised with the artist’s monogram and date “CA 58” on
the largest black element
painted sheet metal and wire hanging mobile
40 x 54 x 20 in. (101.6 x 137.2 x 50.8 cm.)
Executed in 1958, this work is registered in the archives
of the Calder Foundation, New York under application
number A07334.
Estimate
$2,500,000-3,000,000
Provenance
Perls Galleries, New York
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Hirsh, Beverly Hills
Newspace Gallery, Los Angeles
A. Alfred Taubman (acquired from the above in October
1977)
His sale, Sotheby’s, New York, November 4, 2015, lot 3
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
Exhibited
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 1977-1979 (on loan)
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Alexander Calder in 1958.
Photo © Michel Sima/
Bridgeman Images Artwork
© 2017 Calder Foundation,
New York/Artists Rights
Society (ARS), New York

“What they may do at a given moment will be
determined by the time of day, the sun, the
temperature or the wind. The object is thus
always half way between the servility of a statue
and the independence of natural events; each
of its evolutions is the inspiration of a moment.”
(Jean-Paul Sartre, “The Mobiles of Calder,”
Alexander Calder, exh. cat., Buchholz Gallery,
New York, 1947)
Without prior knowledge one would be hard
pressed to determine that Sartre was not in
fact speaking of the purely natural realm, but
rather of his friend Alexander Calder’s wonderful
mobile sculptures. Two Red Petals in the Air from
1958 is a stunning example of Calder’s ability
to synthesize color, form, and movement in a
wholly unique and innovative fashion to create
a new type of sculpture for the modern age.
Suspended elegantly from the top-most vertical
branch, Two Red Petals in the Air could be seen
as a strictly two-dimensional object – beautifully
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colored and sculpted fat forms arranged along
a thin line, brilliantly colored planes hovering
magically in space. However, the faintest breath
of wind sets the forms in motion. First, it’s in three
dimensions; then, with motion and time, all four.
“It might be said that Calder sculpted less with
materials than with the potentiality of motion.
This potentiality occurs thanks to the principle of
stable equilibrium around which are organized the
active masses. Stable equilibrium ensures that
the articulated parts of the mobile spontaneously
return to their initial state when they are being
caused by external circumstance to move away
from it (by being blown or pushed)” (Arnauld
Pierre, Motion-Emotion: the Art of Alexander
Calder, New York, 1999, p. 8).
Relatively unique in that its title directly
references the foral realm without actually
containing any fower-shaped elements, Two
Red Petals in the Air is evocative of a stylized,
deconstructed fowering plant. Branching of
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to one side of the balanced arrangement are
two horizontally oriented elements – irregularly
shaped black planes, anchoring the composition,
as if the rest of the elements are in some sort
of jungle bromeliad and here are the anchoring
points to its host tree. The two red petals of the
title arc majestically upwards, fery little daggers
manifesting a delicate canopy above the rest of
the composition. Beneath them seem to bloom
three yellow, round buds of decreasing size, and
fnally, there rests three more yellow elements,
little triangular buds of yellow, and one shocking
blue, all of which form a wonderfully entropic coda
to the mannered and measured forms above. In
these ways, Calder achieved a particular genesis
within his art – not exactly imitative but quite
actually embodying those same elemental and
living qualities that shape the natural realm.

dissimilar from the likes of Pablo Picasso or Henri
Matisse, Calder constantly found new inspiration
and new outlets for his abilities. By the end of
his life, Matisse discovered a wonderfully simple
method of composition that was impossibly
ripe with possibility. His cutouts transformed
the bright swaths of color from his early Fauvist
period into basic abstracted forms readily
recognizable as naturally derived. Playing the
arrangement of these forms like Arp or Schwitters
did before him, Matisse found a new manner
to physically manifest his creative ingenuity as
works on paper and even then transformed into
stunning stained glass installations. Similarly,
Calder’s ability to reinterpret and reinvent an
artistic form as storied as sculpture is a testament
to his fertile and inquisitive mind as well as his
extraordinary afnity for engineering.

Inspired by the fractured planarity of the Cubists,
the pure color of de Stijl, the element of play from
the Dadaists, and the transformative nature of
the Surrealists, Alexander Calder’s contribution to
the plastic arts of the 20th century is impossible
to overstate. Attentive to the most avant-garde
aesthetics of the time, immersing himself in
the creative world of inter-war Europe, Calder
did not allow these infuences to coopt his own
aesthetic, but rather these infuences liberated
his own ingenuity. As both a painter and a
sculptor, American and global citizen, Calder’s
infuences and artistic output was as varied and
accomplished as any of the greats who inspired
him or any of the countless theoretical and
mechanical progeny to whom he gave rise. Not so

Two Red Petals in the Air encapsulates all
that made Calder’s mobiles revolutionary and
immediate. Such works as this may be evocative
of the natural, yet they exist within their own
universe of abstraction. The compositional
arrangement is as integral as the shape of
each individual element is as important as the
coloration to its understanding as an abstracted,
nearly living form in its reaction, and subjugation,
to the elements of time, space and the viewer’s
vantage point. “Calder alone found a way to
project this fascination with the movement of
forms through time and space back into the real
world as an artistic actuality,” Jed Pearl wrote in
Calder and Abstraction: From Avant-Guard to
Iconic. “This is the miracle of the mobile.”

Henri Matisse, The Wild Poppies, 1953.
Gouache and charcoal on paper, Detroit
Institute of Arts. Bridgeman Images
© 2017 Succession H. Matisse/Artists
Rights Society (ARS), New York
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37. Alexander Calder

1898-1976

Haute-couture
signed with the artist’s monogram and date “CA 76”
on the torso
painted sheet metal
46 x 29 x 21 1/4 in. (116.8 x 73.7 x 54 cm.)
Executed in 1976, this work is registered in the archives
of the Calder Foundation New York under application
number AO2197
Estimate
$800,000-1,200,000
Provenance
Estate of the Artist
Knoedler Gallery, New York
Davlyn Gallery, New York
Rona Cutler, New York
Helly Nahmad Gallery, New York
Russeck Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Exhibited
Paris, Galerie Maeght, Calder: Mobiles and Stabiles,
December 1, 1976 - January 8, 1977, no. 42, p. 20
(illustrated)
Barcelona, Galeria Maeght, Calder: Exposició Antológica
(1932–1976), April - May, 1977, p. 32 (illustrated)
Santa Fe, Gerald Peters Gallery; Dallas, Gerald Peters
Gallery, The Whimsical World of Alexander Calder,
July 25 - October 10, 2003
New York, Hammer Galleries, The Modern Muse,
November 1, 2013 - February 24, 2014, p. 79 (illustrated)
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Henri Rousseau, The Football
Players, 1908.
Oil on canvas, The Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum, New
York. Photo Credit: The Solomon
R. Guggenheim Foundation/Art
Resource, NY

Alexander Calder had already achieved
world renowned fame by the time of his 1975
exhibition, Crags and Critters, that opened at
the Galerie Maeght in Paris. This exhibition
marked the frst time that Calder showed his new
humanoid forms, marking a return to his earlier
representational work, best manifested in his
twisted wire sculptures such as the celebrated
Cirque Calder, 1926-1931, now in the permanent
collection of the Whitney Museum of American
Art, New York. Executed in 1976, the year of his
passing, Haute-couture is a jubilant member of
the family of Critters.

action of the decorated, static form. The tripartite
leg arrangement was a necessity born out of
Calder’s decision to execute these works in cut
sheet metal, an inherently unstable material.
This material ingenuity was a hallmark of Calder’s
career, and he clearly illustrates his def skill as a
sculptor in works such as Haute-couture, drawing
on his background as a mechanical engineer.
That professional training informed Calder of
the malleability and sculptural possibilities of
sheet metal, the medium that comprises the vast
majority of his mature work including his most
notable mobiles and stabiles.

Standing just shy of four feet tall, Hautecouture is a playful exploration of color, space,
and form. Like his circus performers, the work
exists as a caricature of itself – bedecked in
what can best be described as a sportsman’s
uniform with high-heels the fgure seems to
dance in place. Much like Henri Rousseau’s The
Football Players, Calder’s Haute-couture fnds
the gaiety and humor in the dress and implied

Crags and Critters transported the audience to
a magical, whimsical, and fantastical place of
Calder’s own creation. Here, an escapist universe
of color, shape, and balance was evinced by
these two new series. Haute-couture with its
jaunty posture, gleeful smile, and gaudy dress is
the culmination of a life’s work that established
Calder’s preeminence in the canon of Western art.
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38. Marc Chagall

1887-1985

La joie au cirque
signed “Marc Chagall” lower right; further signed “Marc
Chagall” on the reverse
oil and tempera on canvas
31 1/2 x 45 1/2 in. (80 x 115.6 cm.)
Painted in 1983.
The Comité Marc Chagall has confrmed the authenticity
of this work.
Estimate
$1,800,000-2,500,000
Provenance
Atelier Marc Chagall, Saint-Paul
Galerie Kornfeld, Bern, June 6, 2008, lot 20
Private Collection
Sotheby’s, London, February 3, 2009, Lot 29
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
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Rendered in bold, vibrant hues, La Joie au
cirque coalesces Marc Chagall’s iconic motifs
and stylistic features. Musicians, lovers, horses,
cows, roosters, acrobats, and a fower bouquet
serve as a visual retrospective of the artist’s
celebrated lifetime of painterly triumphs. La
Joie au cirque is an illustration of the inner
workings of Chagall’s mind poured onto the
canvas in a mirage of kaleidoscopic colors.
The circus theme for Chagall is one to which
he returned throughout his life. Unlike
Picasso, who rendered circus performers as
marginalized members of society, Chagall’s
colorful depictions of acrobats celebrate the
pageantry of theatrics of Big Top entertainers.
Joyous and lively, the circus simultaneously
represents the mysterious play of magical
deception tinged with the dangerous, physical
distortion in which the performers fnd
themselves as they swing from the rafers,
suspended in space. Chagall describes the
circus as “a timeless dancing game where tears
and smiles, the play of arms and legs take the
form of a great art. . . I have always thought
of clowns, acrobats and actors as tragically
human beings who, for me, are like characters
in certain religious paintings” (Marc Chagall,
quoted in “The Circus” in Jacob Baal-Teshuva,
ed., Chagall: A Retrospective, New York,
1995, pp. 196-198). The musicians and actors,
painted in sof blues and supple greens are
separated by color from the primary colored
rooster and the cityscape seen in the right,
upper quadrant of the composition. Worked
into this composition of a circus scene is a
bouquet of French fowers foating in mid-air,
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and sprouting from the bouquet is a single
outftted acrobat, who balances upon the tiny,
colorful blossoms. “Marc Chagall loved fowers.
. .he delighted in their aroma, in contemplating
their colors. For a long time, certainly afer he
moved for good to the South of France, there
were always fowers in his studio. In his work
bouquets of fowers held a special place. . .
Usually they created a sense of joy, but they
could also refect the melancholy of memories,
the sadness of separations, of solitude, if not
sufering and tragedy” (André Verdet in Jacob
Baal-Teshuva, ed., Chagall: A Retrospective,
New York, 1995, p. 347).
The free foating, overlapping motifs in this
painting also refer to the gravity defying feats
of the circus troupe. The farm animals—the
red rooster, red horse and bright yellow cow—
are rendered in bold, vivid colors, alluding
to Chagall’s Russian roots, the outlined roof
tops depict the Belorussian town of Vitebsk,
Chagall’s childhood home. Chagall embeds
these allusions to his past in every painted
form; they serve as introspective and nostalgic
mementos of the landscape of his childhood.
Like every pleasant and hallucinatory dream of
one’s childhood past, each element in La Joie
au cirque possesses a deep and unconscious
signifcance that slips further and further out
of reach. Time collapsed as Chagall’s mind was
fooded with romantic and distinct memories
of the past. Indeed, La Joie au cirque balances,
like an acrobat swinging between the past
and the present, between the contradictory
conditions of dreams and reality.
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39. Jean Hélion

1904-1987

Abstraction
stamped with the artist’s signature and inscribed
“Hélion p. 189” on the reverse
oil on canvas
53 x 69 in. (134.6 x 175.3 cm.)
Painted in 1939.
Estimate
$500,000-700,000
Provenance
Louis Hélion Blair, Virginia
Nicolas Hélion (acquired from the above in the 1990s)
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Literature
Jean Hélion, Carnets IV, 1939, p. 189
Jacqueline Hélion, Catalogue raisonné de l’oeuvre
peint de Jean Hélion, (http://www.helion-cat-rais.
com), no. 1373

Jean Hélion began experimenting with
abstraction in 1929, following the lead of
artists such as Piet Mondrian and the De Stijl
movement. Along with Théo van Doesburg,
Hélion founded the relatively short-lived revue
Art Concret, which later expanded and became
known as Abstraction-Création, involving the
collaboration of artists such as Jean Arp, Albert
Gleizes, Auguste Herbin and Robert Delaunay.
Collectively, this group moved away from the
rigidity that dominated the abstract aesthetic,
bending the rules by incorporating curved lines
and volumetric forms into their compositions.
As a tireless proponent of abstract art, Hélion
traveled to London where he met Henry Moore,
Barbara Hepworth and Ben Nicholson in 1934.
Between 1935 and 1939 he made extensive trips
to the United States where he was credited with
infuencing the work of Arshile Gorky, Willem
de Kooning and other Abstract Expressionist
artists through his painting and philosophical
notions of art. However, it was not New York, but
rather Rockbridge Baths, Virginia, that Hélion
found most conducive to his art, away from
the distractions and infuences of his friends
in New York or Paris. Painted in Rockbridge,
Virginia, the present work was near completion
when Hélion abruptly lef America to return
to France, due to the start of World War II in
Europe. Variously described in the artist’s own
carnets recording his work on a near daily basis,
as “fnished” and “to be completed” in the later
part of September 1939, this work and most of
his belongings in his Virginia studio were lef by
Hélion in the care of his neighbor. His son, Louis,
recovered the painting some years later and
then sold it to his half-brother, Nicolas,
in the 1990s.
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On the occasion of Hélion’s fourth New York
exhibition in 1940, the critic Meyer Schapiro
singled him out as “the outstanding abstract
painter of the younger generation of American
and European artists. Painters here follow
his work as the most advanced and masterly
of its kind” (Jean Hélion. Works 1935-1939,
exh. cat., Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris,
2004, p. 190). The current Abstraction is a
seminal example of Hélion’s mature style.
Various geometric forms push and pull against
one another, just barely modeled, existing
in this discrete realm of his creation. The
composition’s vibrant layering of forms borders
on fguration, yet the overlapping curves, bars,
and lines are ultimately non-representational.
The rhythm of the forms both in their subtle
color relationships and their contrasts of
vertical and horizontal orientation is critical to
the harmony of the composition. A dynamic
energy is generated by the play of curved and
straight edges, and there is an implication of
gravity in the way that Hélion has weighted the
arrangement towards the bottom of the canvas
even as two errant elements foat towards
the top. Vaguely reminiscent of natural forms,
one gets the sense of Hélion’s impending
renunciation of abstraction in favor of a more
representative style. Much like one of his icons
and contemporaries, Fernand Léger, Hélion
ultimately transitioned to a more realistic
style, but his abstractions of the 1930s would
continue to inform this later work. Abstraction
is the culmination of a life’s study in painting
and a pivotal work from one of the most
interesting and developmentally rich periods of
the artist’s storied career.
Phillips is grateful for the assistance of Louis
and Jacqueline Hélion in the cataloguing and
research of this work.

Fernand Leger, The Red Table, 1920.
Oil on canvas, The Art Institute of
Chicago. Photo credit: The Art Institute
of Chicago/Art Resourcy, NY. Artwork
© 2017 Artists Rights Society (ARS),
New York/ADAGP, Paris
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40. Keith Haring

1958-1990

Keith and Julia
signed, titled, inscribed and dated ““Keith + Julia”
© K. Haring Sept. 27-86 ⊕ NYC” on the overlap
oil and acrylic on canvas
36 1/4 x 48 1/4 in. (92.1 x 122.6 cm.)
Painted in 1986.
Estimate
$700,000-1,000,000
Provenance
Galerie Daniel Templon, Paris
Private Collection, Paris (acquired in 1986)
Private Collection, New York
Private Collection, Europe
Exhibited
Paris, Galerie Daniel Templon, Keith Haring, Œuvres
récentes, October 18 - November 22, 1986
Paris, Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, Passions
privées, December 1995 - March 1996, no. 10, p. 596
(illustrated)
Paris, Musée Maillol, Keith Haring: Made in France,
1999, p. 41 (illustrated)
Milan, Triennale di Milano, The Keith Haring Show,
curated by Gianni Mercurio and Julia Gruen, September
27, 2005 - January 29, 2006, no. 107, p. 34, pp. 262-263
(illustrated)
Lyon, Biennale de Lyon, Musée d’art contemporain de
Lyon, Keith Haring, February 22 - June 29, 2008, p. 34
(illustrated)
Literature
Keith Haring all-over, exh. cat., Beaux-Arts Mons and
Anciens Abattoirs, Belgium, 2009, p. 34 (illustrated)
Jennifer Landes, “Julia Gruen Finds Her Voice,” The East
Hampton Star, June 3, 2014 (illustrated)
Keith Haring: About Art, exh. cat., Palazzo Reale, Milan,
2017, p. 189 (illustrated)
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Keith and Julia is a striking and deeply intimate
self-portrait of Keith Haring with Julia Gruen,
the artist’s assistant, studio manager and
confdante during the last six years of his life. An
iconic example of Haring’s celebrated aesthetic
idiom, this work presents the two fgures with
bold, schematic outlines against a bright yellow
background across which fat organic shapes
of color hover. Executed in 1986, at the peak of
Haring’s tragically short but intensely dynamic
life and career, Keith and Julia belongs to a small
series of portrait paintings that are stylistically
distinct within Haring’s oeuvre for the complex
fragmentation with which the human fgure is
delineated. The only painting to pay tribute to
Julia Gruen, Keith and Julia notably inspired a
series of iconic yellow sculptures, entitled Julia,
in the following year. A seminal work, Keith and
Julia has since been exhibited at the 2006 Lyon
Biennial and the 2007 Milano Triennale.
A vibrant and life-afrming celebration of
humanity, Keith and Julia perfectly articulates
the artist’s radical fusing of high and low art.
It was upon moving to New York in 1978 and
meeting such contemporaries as Kenny Scharf
and Jean Michel Basquiat that Haring developed
his distinctive artistic idiom, one that built
upon his childhood interest in popular culture

cartoons and drew liberally from New York’s 1980s
street culture. Works such as the present one
demonstrate Haring’s embrace of the grafti-art
aesthetic, but also exemplify his deep engagement
with art history. As curator and art critic Demetrio
Paparoni has observed, “from Picasso he [Haring]
took a delight in painting that found expression
in the most complete liberty of form; from Leger,
the clean black line that shapes his fgures, set
against the background of Matisse’s fat slabs
of color”(Demetrio Paparoni, The Keith Haring
Show, 2005, p. 41). While the subject matter and
combination of frontal and profle perspective in
Keith and Julia recalls Pablo Picasso’s portraits
of muses, the modulation of the busts reveals
the infuence of French anti-establishment artist
Jean Dubufet. In stark contrast to the majority of
Haring’s faceless depictions of fgures, the fgures
in Keith and Julia are carefully modulated - the
fragmentation and delineation of facial features
clearly paying homage to Dubufet’s signature
L’Hourloupe style.
Haring’s distinctive visual language and political
sensibility have made him one of the most
infuential artists of the 20th century, one who
Julia Gruen has spent her life promoting. Gruen
frst encountered Haring in 1984 when New York
gallerist Tony Shafrazi hired her to be his assistant,

Pablo Picasso, Head of a Woman
(Francoise Gilot), 1952.
Oil on canvas, Private Collection
© Estate of Pablo Picasso/Artists
Rights Society (ARS), New York
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Andy Warhol, Julia Gruen and
Keith Haring, circa 1986.
© The Andy Warhol Foundation
for the Visual Arts, Inc./DACS

and soon thereafer became one of his closest
confdantes. Gruen organized many of the now
legendary events around Haring’s groundbreaking
practice, such as the Parties of Life series, sociallyengaged art projects with local school children of
New York or, notably, the opening of the infamous
Pop Shop in 1986. Entrusted with establishing
the artist’s legacy, Gruen was made the director
of the Keith Haring Foundation in 1989, a year
before Haring’s premature death from AIDS.
Gruen passionately expresses the depth of their
relationship when she says, “I had worked for him
for six years. We had become close friends, our
relationship was characterized by a deep trust
and respect for one another. This resulted in his
request that I remain in place, supervising and
managing and perpetuating his vision… He remains
a voice of his generation and ours. More admired
and validated than ever, his philosophies and
visual messages remain meaningful and continue
to exert their powerful infuence. He lived a life
that demonstrated the importance of breaking
boundaries and taking chances-of being loving,
tolerant, and extravagantly generous. Keith dared
to be passionately alive, and his life changed mine”
(Julia Gruen, The Keith Haring Show, 2005, p. 35).
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39. Jean Hélion
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2. David Hammons
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Guide for Prospective Buyers
Buying at Auction
The following pages are designed to ofer you information on how to buy at auction
at Phillips. Our staf will be happy to assist you.

Pre-Auction Viewing
Pre-auction viewings are open to the public and free of charge. Our specialists are
available to give advice and condition reports at viewings or by appointment.

Conditions of Sale
The Conditions of Sale and Authorship Warranty which appear later in this
catalogue govern the auction. Bidders are strongly encouraged to read them as
they outline the legal relationship among Phillips, the seller and the buyer and
describe the terms upon which property is bought at auction. Please be advised
that Phillips generally acts as agent for the seller.

Electrical and Mechanical Lots
All lots with electrical and/or mechanical features are sold on the basis of their
decorative value only and should not be assumed to be operative. It is essential
that, prior to any intended use, the electrical system is verifed and approved by a
qualifed electrician.

Buyer’s Premium
Phillips charges the successful bidder a commission, or buyer’s premium, on the
hammer price of each lot sold. The buyer’s premium is payable by the buyer as part
of the total purchase price at the following rates: 25% of the hammer price up to
and including $200,000, 20% of the portion of the hammer price above $200,000
up to and including $3,000,000 and 12% of the portion of the hammer price above
$3,000,000.
1 Prior to Auction
Catalogue Subscriptions
If you would like to purchase a catalogue for this auction or any other Phillips sale,
please contact us at +1 212 940 1240 or +44 20 7318 4010.
Pre-Sale Estimates
Pre-sale estimates are intended as a guide for prospective buyers. Any bid within
the high and low estimate range should, in our opinion, ofer a chance of success.
However, many lots achieve prices below or above the pre-sale estimates. Where
“Estimate on Request” appears, please contact the specialist department for
further information. It is advisable to contact us closer to the time of the auction as
estimates can be subject to revision. Pre-sale estimates do not include the buyer’s
premium or any applicable taxes.
Pre-Sale Estimates in Pounds Sterling and Euros
Although the sale is conducted in US dollars, the pre-sale estimates in the
auction catalogues may also be printed in pounds sterling and/or euros. Since the
exchange rate is that at the time of catalogue production and not at the date of
auction, you should treat estimates in pounds sterling or euros as a guide only.
Catalogue Entries
Phillips may print in the catalogue entry the history of ownership of a work of
art, as well as the exhibition history of the property and references to the work
in art publications. While we are careful in the cataloguing process, provenance,
exhibition and literature references may not be exhaustive and in some cases we
may intentionally refrain from disclosing the identity of previous owners. Please
note that all dimensions of the property set forth in the catalogue entry are
approximate.
Condition of Lots
Our catalogues include references to condition only in the descriptions of multiple
works (e.g., prints). Such references, though, do not amount to a full description of
condition. The absence of reference to the condition of a lot in the catalogue entry
does not imply that the lot is free from faults or imperfections. Solely as a
convenience to clients, Phillips may provide condition reports. In preparing such
reports, our specialists assess the condition in a manner appropriate to the
estimated value of the property and the nature of the auction in which it is included.
While condition reports are prepared honestly and carefully, our staf are not
professional restorers or trained conservators. We therefore encourage all
prospective buyers to inspect the property at the pre-sale exhibitions and
recommend, particularly in the case of any lot of signifcant value, that you retain
your own restorer or professional advisor to report to you on the property’s
condition prior to bidding. Any prospective buyer of photographs or prints should
always request a condition report because all such property is sold unframed,
unless otherwise indicated in the condition report. If a lot is sold framed, Phillips
accepts no liability for the condition of the frame. If we sell any lot unframed, we will
be pleased to refer the purchaser to a professional framer.
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Symbol Key
The following key explains the symbols you may see inside this catalogue.
O ♦ Guaranteed Property
The seller of lots designated with the symbol O has been guaranteed a minimum
price fnanced solely by Phillips. Where the guarantee is provided by a third party
or jointly by us and a third party, the property will be denoted with the symbols O ♦.
When a third party has fnanced all or part of our fnancial interest in a lot, it assumes
all or part of the risk that the lot will not be sold and will be remunerated accordingly.
The compensation will be a fxed fee, a percentage of the hammer price or the
buyer’s premium or some combination of the foregoing. The third party may bid on
the guaranteed lot during the auction. If the third party is the successful bidder, the
remuneration may be netted against the fnal purchase price. If the lot is not sold, the
third party may incur a loss. Where Phillips has guaranteed a minimum price on every
lot in the catalogue, Phillips will not designate each lot with the symbol(s) for the
guaranteed property but will state our fnancial interest at the front of the catalogue.
∆ Property in Which Phillips Has an Ownership Interest
Lots with this symbol indicate that Phillips owns the lot in whole or in part or has an
economic interest in the lot equivalent to an ownership interest.
No Reserve
•Unless
indicated by a •, all lots in this catalogue are ofered subject to a reserve.
A reserve is the confdential value established between Phillips and the seller and
below which a lot may not be sold. The reserve for each lot is generally set at a
percentage of the low estimate and will not exceed the low pre-sale estimate.
∑ Endangered Species
Lots with this symbol have been identifed at the time of cataloguing as containing
endangered or other protected species of wildlife which may be subject to
restrictions regarding export or import and which may require permits for export
as well as import. Please refer to Paragraph 4 of the Guide for Prospective Buyers
and Paragraph 11 of the Conditions of Sale.

2 Bidding in the Sale
Bidding at Auction
Bids may be executed during the auction in person by paddle, by telephone, online
or prior to the sale in writing by absentee bid. Proof of identity in the form of
government issued identifcation will be required, as will an original signature. We
may also require that you furnish us with a bank reference.
Bidding in Person
To bid in person, you will need to register for and collect a paddle before the auction
begins. New clients are encouraged to register at least 48 hours in advance of a sale
to allow sufcient time for us to process your information. All lots sold will be invoiced
to the name and address to which the paddle has been registered and invoices cannot
be transferred to other names and addresses. Please do not misplace your paddle. In
the event you lose it, inform a Phillips staf member immediately. At the end of the
auction, please return your paddle to the registration desk.
Bidding by Telephone
If you cannot attend the auction, you may bid live on the telephone with one of
our multi-lingual staf members. This service must be arranged at least 24 hours
in advance of the sale and is available for lots whose low pre-sale estimate is
at least $1,000. Telephone bids may be recorded. By bidding on the telephone,
you consent to the recording of your conversation. We suggest that you leave a
maximum bid, excluding the buyer’s premium and any applicable taxes, which we
can execute on your behalf in the event we are unable to reach you by telephone.
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Online Bidding
If you cannot attend the auction in person, you may bid online on our online
live bidding platform available on our website at www.phillips.com. The digital
saleroom is optimized to run on Google Chrome, Firefox, Opera and Internet
Explorer browsers. Clients who wish to run the platform on Safari will need to
install Adobe FlashPlayer. Follow the links to ‘Auctions’ and ‘Digital Saleroom’ and
then pre-register by clicking on ‘Register to Bid Live.’ The frst time you register
you will be required to create an account; thereafer you will only need to register
for each sale. You must pre-register at least 24 hours before the start of the
auction in order to be approved by our bid department. Please note that corporate
frewalls may cause difculties for online bidders.
Absentee Bids
If you are unable to attend the auction and cannot participate by telephone,
Phillips will be happy to execute written bids on your behalf. A bidding form can
be found at the back of this catalogue. This service is free and confdential. Bids
must be placed in the currency of the sale. Our staf will attempt to execute an
absentee bid at the lowest possible price taking into account the reserve and other
bidders. Always indicate a maximum bid, excluding the buyer’s premium and any
applicable taxes. Unlimited bids will not be accepted. Any absentee bid must be
received at least 24 hours in advance of the sale. In the event of identical bids, the
earliest bid received will take precedence.
Employee Bidding
Employees of Phillips and our afliated companies, including the auctioneer, may
bid at the auction by placing absentee bids so long as they do not know the reserve
when submitting their absentee bids and otherwise comply with our employee
bidding procedures.
Bidding Increments
Bidding generally opens below the low estimate and advances in increments of up
to 10%, subject to the auctioneer’s discretion. Absentee bids that do not conform
to the increments set below may be lowered to the next bidding increment.
$50 to $1,000
$1,000 to $2,000
$2,000 to $3,000
$3,000 to $5,000
$5,000 to $10,000
$10,000 to $20,000
$20,000 to $30,000
$30,000 to $50,000
$50,000 to $100,000
$100,000 to $200,000
above $200,000

by $50s
by $100s
by $200s
by $200s, 500, 800 (i.e., $4,200, 4,500, 4,800)
by $500s
by $1,000s
by $2,000s
by $2,000s, 5,000, 8,000
by $5,000s
by $10,000s
auctioneer’s discretion

The auctioneer may vary the increments during the course of the auction at his or
her own discretion.
3 The Auction
Conditions of Sale
As noted above, the auction is governed by the Conditions of Sale and Authorship
Warranty. All prospective bidders should read them carefully. They may be
amended by saleroom addendum or auctioneer’s announcement.

the bidding from that amount. Absentee bids on no reserve lots will, in the absence
of a higher bid, be executed at approximately 50% of the low pre-sale estimate or
at the amount of the bid if it is less than 50% of the low pre-sale estimate. If there
is no bid whatsoever on a no reserve lot, the auctioneer may deem such lot unsold.
4 Afer the Auction
Payment
Buyers are required to pay for purchases immediately following the auction
unless other arrangements are agreed with Phillips in writing in advance of the
sale. Payment must be made in US dollars either by cash, check drawn on a US
bank or wire transfer, as noted in Paragraph 6 of the Conditions of Sale. It is our
corporate policy not to make or accept single or multiple payments in cash or cash
equivalents in excess of US$10,000.
Credit Cards
As a courtesy to clients, Phillips will accept American Express, Visa and
Mastercard to pay for invoices of $50,000 or less.
Collection
It is our policy to request proof of identity on collection of a lot. A lot will be
released to the buyer or the buyer’s authorized representative when Phillips has
received full and cleared payment and we are not owed any other amount by the
buyer. Promptly afer the auction, we will transfer all lots to our warehouse located
at 29-09 37th Avenue in Long Island City, Queens, New York. All purchased lots
should be collected at this location during our regular weekday business hours. As
a courtesy to clients, we will upon request transfer purchased lots suitable for hand
carry back to our premises at 450 Park Avenue, New York, New York for collection
within 30 days following the date of the auction. We will levy removal, interest,
storage and handling charges on uncollected lots.
Loss or Damage
Buyers are reminded that Phillips accepts liability for loss or damage to lots for a
maximum of seven days following the auction.
Transport and Shipping
As a free service for buyers, Phillips will wrap purchased lots for hand carry only.
Alternatively, we will either provide packing, handling and shipping services or
coordinate with shipping agents in order to facilitate such services for property
purchased at Phillips. In the event that the property is collected in New York by
the buyer or the buyer’s designee (including any private carrier) for subsequent
transport out of state, Phillips may be required by law to collect New York sales
tax, regardless of the lot’s ultimate destination. Please refer to Paragraph 17 of the
Conditions of Sale for more information.
Export and Import Licenses
Before bidding for any property, prospective bidders are advised to make
independent inquiries as to whether a license is required to export the property
from the United States or to import it into another country. It is the buyer’s
sole responsibility to comply with all import and export laws and to obtain any
necessary licenses or permits. The denial of any required license or permit or any
delay in obtaining such documentation will not justify the cancellation of the sale
or any delay in making full payment for the lot.
Endangered Species

Interested Parties Announcement
In situations where a person allowed to bid on a lot has a direct or indirect interest in
such lot, such as the benefciary or executor of an estate selling the lot, a joint owner
of the lot or a party providing or participating in a guarantee on the lot, Phillips will
make an announcement in the saleroom that interested parties may bid on the lot.
Consecutive and Responsive Bidding; No Reserve Lots
The auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot by placing a bid on behalf of the
seller. The auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the seller up to the amount
of the reserve by placing consecutive bids or bids in response to other bidders.
If a lot is ofered without reserve, unless there are already competing absentee
bids, the auctioneer will generally open the bidding at 50% of the lot’s low presale estimate. In the absence of a bid at that level, the auctioneer will proceed
backwards at his or her discretion until a bid is recognized and will then advance
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Items made of or incorporating plant or animal material, such as coral, crocodile,
ivory, whalebone, Brazilian rosewood, rhinoceros horn or tortoiseshell, irrespective
of age, percentage or value, may require a license or certifcate prior to exportation
and additional licenses or certifcates upon importation to any foreign country.
Please note that the ability to obtain an export license or certifcate does not
ensure the ability to obtain an import license or certifcate in another country, and
vice versa. We suggest that prospective bidders check with their own government
regarding wildlife import requirements prior to placing a bid. It is the buyer’s sole
responsibility to obtain any necessary export or import licenses or certifcates
as well as any other required documentation. Please note that lots containing
potentially regulated plant or animal material are marked as a convenience to our
clients, but Phillips does not accept liability for errors or for failing to mark lots
containing protected or regulated species.
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Conditions of Sale
The Conditions of Sale and Authorship Warranty set forth below govern the
relationship between bidders and buyers, on the one hand, and Phillips and sellers,
on the other hand. All prospective buyers should read these Conditions of Sale and
Authorship Warranty carefully before bidding.
1 Introduction
Each lot in this catalogue is ofered for sale and sold subject to: (a) the Conditions
of Sale and Authorship Warranty; (b) additional notices and terms printed in
other places in this catalogue, including the Guide for Prospective Buyers, and (c)
supplements to this catalogue or other written material posted by Phillips in the
saleroom, in each case as amended by any addendum or announcement by the
auctioneer prior to the auction.
By bidding at the auction, whether in person, through an agent, by written bid,
by telephone bid or other means, bidders and buyers agree to be bound by these
Conditions of Sale, as so changed or supplemented, and Authorship Warranty.
These Conditions of Sale, as so changed or supplemented, and Authorship
Warranty contain all the terms on which Phillips and the seller contract
with the buyer.
2 Phillips as Agent
Phillips acts as an agent for the seller, unless otherwise indicated in this catalogue
or at the time of auction. On occasion, Phillips may own a lot directly, in which
case we will act in a principal capacity as a consignor, or a company afliated with
Phillips may own a lot, in which case we will act as agent for that company, or
Phillips or an afliated company may have a legal, benefcial or fnancial interest in
a lot as a secured creditor or otherwise.
3 Catalogue Descriptions and Condition of Property
Lots are sold subject to the Authorship Warranty, as described in the catalogue
(unless such description is changed or supplemented, as provided in Paragraph 1
above) and in the condition that they are in at the time of the sale on the
following basis.
(a) The knowledge of Phillips in relation to each lot is partially dependent
on information provided to us by the seller, and Phillips is not able to and
does not carry out exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Prospective buyers
acknowledge this fact and accept responsibility for carrying out inspections and
investigations to satisfy themselves as to the lots in which they may be interested.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, we shall exercise such reasonable care when
making express statements in catalogue descriptions or condition reports as
is consistent with our role as auctioneer of lots in this sale and in light of (i) the
information provided to us by the seller, (ii) scholarship and technical knowledge
and (iii) the generally accepted opinions of relevant experts, in each case at the
time any such express statement is made.
(b) Each lot ofered for sale at Phillips is available for inspection by prospective
buyers prior to the auction. Phillips accepts bids on lots on the basis that bidders
(and independent experts on their behalf, to the extent appropriate given the
nature and value of the lot and the bidder’s own expertise) have fully inspected the
lot prior to bidding and have satisfed themselves as to both the condition of the lot
and the accuracy of its description.
(c) Prospective buyers acknowledge that many lots are of an age and type which
means that they are not in perfect condition. As a courtesy to clients, Phillips may
prepare and provide condition reports to assist prospective buyers when they are
inspecting lots. Catalogue descriptions and condition reports may make reference
to particular imperfections of a lot, but bidders should note that lots may have
other faults not expressly referred to in the catalogue or condition report. All
dimensions are approximate. Illustrations are for identifcation purposes only and
cannot be used as precise indications of size or to convey full information as to the
actual condition of lots.
(d) Information provided to prospective buyers in respect of any lot, including
any pre-sale estimate, whether written or oral, and information in any catalogue,
condition or other report, commentary or valuation, is not a representation of
fact but rather a statement of opinion held by Phillips. Any pre-sale estimate may
not be relied on as a prediction of the selling price or value of the lot and may be
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revised from time to time by Phillips in our absolute discretion. Neither Phillips nor
any of our afliated companies shall be liable for any diference between the presale estimates for any lot and the actual price achieved at auction or upon resale.
4 Bidding at Auction
(a) Phillips has absolute discretion to refuse admission to the auction or
participation in the sale. All bidders must register for a paddle prior to bidding,
supplying such information and references as required by Phillips.
(b) As a convenience to bidders who cannot attend the auction in person, Phillips
may, if so instructed by the bidder, execute written absentee bids on a bidder’s
behalf. Absentee bidders are required to submit bids on the Absentee Bid Form,
a copy of which is printed in this catalogue or otherwise available from Phillips.
Bids must be placed in the currency of the sale. The bidder must clearly indicate
the maximum amount he or she intends to bid, excluding the buyer’s premium
and any applicable sales or use taxes. The auctioneer will not accept an instruction
to execute an absentee bid which does not indicate such maximum bid. Our staf
will attempt to execute an absentee bid at the lowest possible price taking into
account the reserve and other bidders. Any absentee bid must be received at
least 24 hours in advance of the sale. In the event of identical bids, the earliest bid
received will take precedence.
(c) Telephone bidders are required to submit bids on the Telephone Bid Form,
a copy of which is printed in this catalogue or otherwise available from Phillips.
Telephone bidding is available for lots whose low pre-sale estimate is at least
$1,000. Phillips reserves the right to require written confrmation of a successful
bid from a telephone bidder by fax or otherwise immediately afer such bid is
accepted by the auctioneer. Telephone bids may be recorded and, by bidding on
the telephone, a bidder consents to the recording of the conversation.
(d) Bidders may participate in an auction by bidding online through Phillips’s online
live bidding platform available on our website at www.phillips.com. To bid online,
bidders must register online at least 24 hours before the start of the auction.
Online bidding is subject to approval by Phillips’s bid department in our sole
discretion. As noted in Paragraph 3 above, Phillips encourages online bidders to
inspect prior to the auction any lot(s) on which they may bid, and condition reports
are available upon request. Bidding in a live auction can progress quickly. To
ensure that online bidders are not placed at a disadvantage when bidding against
bidders in the room or on the telephone, the procedure for placing bids through
Phillips’s online bidding platform is a one-step process. By clicking the bid button
on the computer screen, a bidder submits a bid. Online bidders acknowledge and
agree that bids so submitted are fnal and may not under any circumstances be
amended or retracted. During a live auction, when bids other than online bids are
placed, they will be displayed on the online bidder’s computer screen as ‘foor’
bids. ‘Floor’ bids include bids made by the auctioneer to protect the reserve. In
the event that an online bid and a ‘foor’ or ‘phone’ bid are identical, the ‘foor’ bid
may take precedence at the auctioneer’s discretion. The next bidding increment
is shown for the convenience of online bidders in the bid button. The bidding
increment available to online bidders may vary from the next bid actually taken by
the auctioneer, as the auctioneer may deviate from Phillips’s standard increments
at any time at his or her discretion, but an online bidder may only place a bid in a
whole bidding increment. Phillips’s bidding increments are published in the Guide
for Prospective Buyers.
(e) When making a bid, whether in person, by absentee bid, on the telephone or
online, a bidder accepts personal liability to pay the purchase price, as described
more fully in Paragraph 6 (a) below, plus all other applicable charges unless it has
been explicitly agreed in writing with Phillips before the commencement of the
auction that the bidder is acting as agent on behalf of an identifed third party
acceptable to Phillips and that we will only look to the principal for such payment.
(f) By participating in the auction, whether in person, by absentee bid, on the
telephone or online, each prospective buyer represents and warrants that any
bids placed by such person, or on such person’s behalf, are not the product of any
collusive or other anti-competitive agreement and are otherwise consistent with
federal and state antitrust law.
(g) Arranging absentee, telephone and online bids is a free service provided by
Phillips to prospective buyers. While we undertake to exercise reasonable care in
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undertaking such activity, we cannot accept liability for failure to execute such
bids except where such failure is caused by our willful misconduct.
(h) Employees of Phillips and our afliated companies, including the auctioneer,
may bid at the auction by placing absentee bids so long as they do not know
the reserve when submitting their absentee bids and otherwise comply with our
employee bidding procedures.
5 Conduct of the Auction
(a) Unless otherwise indicated by the symbol •, each lot is ofered subject to a reserve,
which is the confdential minimum selling price agreed by Phillips with the seller. The
reserve will not exceed the low pre-sale estimate at the time of the auction.
(b) The auctioneer has discretion at any time to refuse any bid, withdraw any lot,
re-ofer a lot for sale (including afer the fall of the hammer) if he or she believes
there may be error or dispute and take such other action as he or she deems
reasonably appropriate. Phillips shall have no liability whatsoever for any such
action taken by the auctioneer. If any dispute arises afer the sale, our sale record
is conclusive. The auctioneer may accept bids made by a company afliated with
Phillips provided that the bidder does not know the reserve placed on the lot.
(c) The auctioneer will commence and advance the bidding at levels and in
increments he or she considers appropriate. In order to protect the reserve on
any lot, the auctioneer may place one or more bids on behalf of the seller up to
the reserve without indicating he or she is doing so, either by placing consecutive
bids or bids in response to other bidders. If a lot is ofered without reserve, unless
there are already competing absentee bids, the auctioneer will generally open the
bidding at 50% of the lot’s low pre-sale estimate. In the absence of a bid at that
level, the auctioneer will proceed backwards at his or her discretion until a bid is
recognized and will then advance the bidding from that amount. Absentee bids on
no reserve lots will, in the absence of a higher bid, be executed at approximately
50% of the low pre-sale estimate or at the amount of the bid if it is less than 50%
of the low pre-sale estimate. If there is no bid whatsoever on a no reserve lot, the
auctioneer may deem such lot unsold.
(d) The sale will be conducted in US dollars and payment is due in US dollars. For
the beneft of international clients, pre-sale estimates in the auction catalogue
may be shown in pounds sterling and/or euros and, if so, will refect approximate
exchange rates. Accordingly, estimates in pounds sterling or euros should be
treated only as a guide. If a currency converter is operated during the sale, it is
done so as a courtesy to bidders, but Phillips accepts no responsibility for any
errors in currency conversion calculation.
(e) Subject to the auctioneer’s reasonable discretion, the highest bidder accepted
by the auctioneer will be the buyer and the striking of the hammer marks the
acceptance of the highest bid and the conclusion of a contract for sale between
the seller and the buyer. Risk and responsibility for the lot passes to the buyer as
set forth in Paragraph 7 below.
(f) If a lot is not sold, the auctioneer will announce that it has been “passed,”
“withdrawn,” “returned to owner” or “bought-in.”
(g) Any post-auction sale of lots ofered at auction shall incorporate these
Conditions of Sale and Authorship Warranty as if sold in the auction.
6 Purchase Price and Payment
(a) The buyer agrees to pay us, in addition to the hammer price of the lot, the
buyer’s premium and any applicable sales tax (the “Purchase Price”). The buyer’s
premium is 25% of the hammer price up to and including $200,000, 20% of the
portion of the hammer price above $200,000 up to and including $3,000,000 and
12% of the portion of the hammer price above $3,000,000. Phillips reserves the
right to pay from our compensation an introductory commission to one or more
third parties for assisting in the sale of property ofered and sold at auction.
(b) Sales tax, use tax and excise and other taxes are payable in accordance with
applicable law. All prices, fees, charges and expenses set out in these Conditions of
Sale are quoted exclusive of applicable taxes. Phillips will only accept valid resale
certifcates from US dealers as proof of exemption from sales tax. All foreign
buyers should contact the Client Accounting Department about tax matters.
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(c) Unless otherwise agreed, a buyer is required to pay for a purchased lot immediately
following the auction regardless of any intention to obtain an export or import license
or other permit for such lot. Payments must be made by the invoiced party in US
dollars either by cash, check drawn on a US bank or wire transfer, as follows:
(i) Phillips will accept payment in cash provided that the total amount paid in
cash or cash equivalents does not exceed US$10,000. Buyers paying in cash
should do so in person at our Client Accounting Desk at 450 Park Avenue during
regular weekday business hours.
(ii) Personal checks and banker’s drafs are accepted if drawn on a US bank and
the buyer provides to us acceptable government issued identifcation. Checks
and banker’s drafs should be made payable to “Phillips.” If payment is sent
by mail, please send the check or banker’s draf to the attention of the Client
Accounting Department at 450 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022 and make sure
that the sale and lot number is written on the check. Checks or banker’s drafs
drawn by third parties will not be accepted.
(iii) Payment by wire transfer may be sent directly to Phillips. Bank transfer details:
Citibank
322 West 23rd Street, New York, NY 10011
SWIFT Code: CITIUS33
ABA Routing: 021 000 089
For the account of Phillips
Account no.: 58347736
Please reference the relevant sale and lot number.
(d) As a courtesy to clients, Phillips will accept American Express, Visa and
Mastercard to pay for invoices of $50,000 or less.
(e) Title in a purchased lot will not pass until Phillips has received the Purchase
Price for that lot in cleared funds. Phillips is not obliged to release a lot to the
buyer until title in the lot has passed and appropriate identifcation has been
provided, and any earlier release does not afect the passing of title or the buyer’s
unconditional obligation to pay the Purchase Price.
7 Collection of Property
(a) Phillips will not release a lot to the buyer until we have received payment of its
Purchase Price in full in cleared funds, the buyer has paid all outstanding amounts
due to Phillips or any of our afliated companies, including any charges payable
pursuant to Paragraph 8 (a) below, and the buyer has satisfed such other terms
as we in our sole discretion shall require, including completing any anti-money
laundering or anti-terrorism fnancing checks. As soon as a buyer has satisfed all
of the foregoing conditions, he or she should contact our Shipping Department at
+1 212 940 1372 or +1 212 940 1373 to arrange for collection of purchased property.
(b) The buyer must arrange for collection of a purchased lot within seven days of
the date of the auction. Promptly afer the auction, we will transfer all lots to our
warehouse located at 29-09 37th Avenue in Long Island City, Queens, New York.
All purchased lots should be collected at this location during our regular weekday
business hours. As a courtesy to clients, Phillips will upon request transfer on a biweekly basis purchased lots suitable for hand-carry back to our premises at 450 Park
Avenue, New York, New York for collection within 30 days following the date of
the auction. Purchased lots are at the buyer’s risk, including the responsibility for
insurance, from the earlier to occur of (i) the date of collection or (ii) seven days
afer the auction. Until risk passes, Phillips will compensate the buyer for any loss or
damage to a purchased lot up to a maximum of the Purchase Price paid, subject to
our usual exclusions for loss or damage to property.
(c) As a courtesy to clients, Phillips will, without charge, wrap purchased lots for
hand-carry only. We will, at the buyer’s expense, either provide packing, handling,
insurance and shipping services or coordinate with shipping agents instructed by
the buyer in order to facilitate such services for property bought at Phillips. Any such
instruction, whether or not made at our recommendation, is entirely at the buyer’s risk
and responsibility, and we will not be liable for acts or omissions of third party packers or
shippers. Third party shippers should contact us by telephone at +1 212 940 1376 or by fax
at +1 212 924 6477 at least 24 hours in advance of collection in order to schedule pickup.
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(d) Phillips will require presentation of government issued identifcation prior to
release of a lot to the buyer or the buyer’s authorized representative.
8 Failure to Collect Purchases
(a) If the buyer pays the Purchase Price but fails to collect a purchased lot within 30
days of the auction, the buyer will incur a late collection fee of $10 per day for each
uncollected lot. Additional charges may apply to oversized lots. We will not release
purchased lots to the buyer until all such charges have been paid in full.
(b) If a purchased lot is paid for but not collected within six months of the auction,
the buyer authorizes Phillips, upon notice, to arrange a resale of the item by
auction or private sale, with estimates and a reserve set at Phillips’s reasonable
discretion. The proceeds of such sale will be applied to pay for storage charges
and any other outstanding costs and expenses owed by the buyer to Phillips or our
afliated companies and the remainder will be forfeited unless collected by the
buyer within two years of the original auction.
9 Remedies for Non-Payment
(a) Without prejudice to any rights the seller may have, if the buyer without prior
agreement fails to make payment of the Purchase Price for a lot in cleared funds
within seven days of the auction, Phillips may in our sole discretion exercise one or
more of the following remedies: (i) store the lot at Phillips’s premises or elsewhere
at the buyer’s sole risk and expense at the same rates as set forth in Paragraph
8 (a) above; (ii) cancel the sale of the lot, retaining any partial payment of the
Purchase Price as liquidated damages; (iii) reject future bids from the buyer or
render such bids subject to payment of a deposit; (iv) charge interest at 12% per
annum from the date payment became due until the date the Purchase Price is
received in cleared funds; (v) subject to notifcation of the buyer, exercise a lien
over any of the buyer’s property which is in the possession of Phillips and instruct
our afliated companies to exercise a lien over any of the buyer’s property which is
in their possession and, in each case, no earlier than 30 days from the date of such
notice, arrange the sale of such property and apply the proceeds to the amount
owed to Phillips or any of our afliated companies afer the deduction from sale
proceeds of our standard vendor’s commission and all sale-related expenses; (vi)
resell the lot by auction or private sale, with estimates and a reserve set at Phillips
reasonable discretion, it being understood that in the event such resale is for less
than the original hammer price and buyer’s premium for that lot, the buyer will
remain liable for the shortfall together with all costs incurred in such resale; (vii)
commence legal proceedings to recover the hammer price and buyer’s premium
for that lot, together with interest and the costs of such proceedings; (viii) set
of the outstanding amount remaining unpaid by the buyer against any amounts
which we or any of our afliated companies may owe the buyer in any other
transactions; (ix) release the name and address of the buyer to the seller to enable
the seller to commence legal proceedings to recover the amounts due and legal
costs or (x) take such other action as we deem necessary or appropriate.
(b) As security to us for full payment by the buyer of all outstanding amounts due
to Phillips and our afliated companies, Phillips retains, and the buyer grants
to us, a security interest in each lot purchased at auction by the buyer and in
any other property or money of the buyer in, or coming into, our possession or
the possession of one of our afliated companies. We may apply such money or
deal with such property as the Uniform Commercial Code or other applicable law
permits a secured creditor to do. In the event that we exercise a lien over property
in our possession because the buyer is in default to one of our afliated companies,
we will so notify the buyer. Our security interest in any individual lot will terminate
upon actual delivery of the lot to the buyer or the buyer’s agent.
(c) In the event the buyer is in default of payment to any of our afliated
companies, the buyer also irrevocably authorizes Phillips to pledge the buyer’s
property in our possession by actual or constructive delivery to our afliated
company as security for the payment of any outstanding amount due. Phillips will
notify the buyer if the buyer’s property has been delivered to an afliated company
by way of pledge.
10 Rescission by Phillips
Phillips shall have the right, but not the obligation, to rescind a sale without notice
to the buyer if we reasonably believe that there is a material breach of the seller’s
representations and warranties or the Authorship Warranty or an adverse claim
is made by a third party. Upon notice of Phillips’s election to rescind the sale, the
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buyer will promptly return the lot to Phillips, and we will then refund the Purchase
Price paid to us. As described more fully in Paragraph 13 below, the refund shall
constitute the sole remedy and recourse of the buyer against Phillips and the seller
with respect to such rescinded sale.
11 Export, Import and Endangered Species Licenses and Permits
Before bidding for any property, prospective buyers are advised to make their
own inquiries as to whether a license is required to export a lot from the US or
to import it into another country. Prospective buyers are advised that some
countries prohibit the import of property made of or incorporating plant or animal
material, such as coral, crocodile, ivory, whalebone, Brazilian rosewood, rhinoceros
horn or tortoiseshell, irrespective of age, percentage or value. Accordingly, prior
to bidding, prospective buyers considering export of purchased lots should
familiarize themselves with relevant export and import regulations of the
countries concerned. It is solely the buyer’s responsibility to comply with these
laws and to obtain any necessary export, import and endangered species licenses
or permits. Failure to obtain a license or permit or delay in so doing will not justify
the cancellation of the sale or any delay in making full payment for the lot. As a
courtesy to clients, Phillips has marked in the catalogue lots containing potentially
regulated plant or animal material, but we do not accept liability for errors or for
failing to mark lots containing protected or regulated species.
12 Data Protection
(a) In connection with the supply of auction and related services, or as required
by law, Phillips may ask clients to provide personal data. Phillips may take and
retain a copy of government-issued identifcation such as a passport or driver’s
license. We will use your personal data (i) to provide auction and related services;
(ii) to enforce these Conditions of Sale; (iii) to carry out identity and credit checks;
(iv) to implement and improve the management and operations of our business
and (v) for other purposes set out in our Privacy Policy published on the Phillips
website at www.phillips.com (the ‘Privacy Policy’) and available on request by
emailing dataprotection@phillips.com. By agreeing to these Conditions of Sale,
you consent to our use of your personal data, including sensitive personal data, in
accordance with the Privacy Policy. The personal data we may collect and process
is listed, and sensitive personal data is defned, in our Privacy Policy. Phillips may
also, from time to time, send you promotional and marketing materials about us
and our services. If you would prefer not to receive such information, please email
us at dataprotection@phillips.com. Please also email us at this address to receive
information about your personal data or to advise us if the personal data we hold
about you is inaccurate or out of date.
(b) In order to provide our services, we may disclose your personal data to third
parties, including professional advisors, shippers and credit agencies. We will
disclose, share with and transfer your personal data to Phillips’s afliated persons
(natural or legal) for administration, sale and auction related purposes. You
expressly consent to such transfer of your personal data. We will not sell, rent or
otherwise transfer any of your personal data to third parties except as otherwise
expressly provided in this Paragraph 12.
(c) Phillips’s premises may be subject to video surveillance and recording.
Telephone calls (e.g., telephone bidding) may also be recorded. We may process
that information in accordance with our Privacy Policy.
13 Limitation of Liability
(a) Subject to subparagraph (e) below, the total liability of Phillips, our afliated
companies and the seller to the buyer in connection with the sale of a lot shall be
limited to the Purchase Price actually paid by the buyer for the lot.
(b) Except as otherwise provided in this Paragraph 13, none of Phillips, any of our
afliated companies or the seller (i) is liable for any errors or omissions, whether
orally or in writing, in information provided to prospective buyers by Phillips or any
of our afliated companies or (ii) accepts responsibility to any bidder in respect
of acts or omissions, whether negligent or otherwise, by Phillips or any of our
afliated companies in connection with the conduct of the auction or for any other
matter relating to the sale of any lot.
(c) All warranties other than the Authorship Warranty, express or implied,
including any warranty of satisfactory quality and ftness for purpose, are
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specifcally excluded by Phillips, our afliated companies and the seller to the
fullest extent permitted by law.
(d) Subject to subparagraph (e) below, none of Phillips, any of our afliated
companies or the seller shall be liable to the buyer for any loss or damage beyond
the refund of the Purchase Price referred to in subparagraph (a) above, whether
such loss or damage is characterized as direct, indirect, special, incidental or
consequential, or for the payment of interest on the Purchase Price to the fullest
extent permitted by law.
(e) No provision in these Conditions of Sale shall be deemed to exclude or limit the
liability of Phillips or any of our afliated companies to the buyer in respect of any
fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation made by any of us or in respect of death or
personal injury caused by our negligent acts or omissions.
14 Copyright
The copyright in all images, illustrations and written materials produced by or
for Phillips relating to a lot, including the contents of this catalogue, is and shall
remain at all times the property of Phillips and such images and materials may not
be used by the buyer or any other party without our prior written consent. Phillips
and the seller make no representations or warranties that the buyer of a lot will
acquire any copyright or other reproduction rights in it.
15 General
(a) These Conditions of Sale, as changed or supplemented as provided in
Paragraph 1 above, and Authorship Warranty set out the entire agreement
between the parties with respect to the transactions contemplated herein and
supersede all prior and contemporaneous written, oral or implied understandings,
representations and agreements.
(b) Notices to Phillips shall be in writing and addressed to the department in
charge of the sale, quoting the reference number specifed at the beginning of the
sale catalogue. Notices to clients shall be addressed to the last address notifed by
them in writing to Phillips.
(c) These Conditions of Sale are not assignable by any buyer without our
prior written consent but are binding on the buyer’s successors, assigns and
representatives.
(d) Should any provision of these Conditions of Sale be held void, invalid or
unenforceable for any reason, the remaining provisions shall remain in full force
and efect. No failure by any party to exercise, nor any delay in exercising, any right
or remedy under these Conditions of Sale shall act as a waiver or release thereof in
whole or in part.
16 Law and Jurisdiction
(a) The rights and obligations of the parties with respect to these Conditions of
Sale and Authorship Warranty, the conduct of the auction and any matters related
to any of the foregoing shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with
laws of the State of New York, excluding its conficts of law rules.
(b) Phillips, all bidders and all sellers agree to the exclusive jurisdiction of the (i)
state courts of the State of New York located in New York City and (ii) the federal
courts for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York to settle all disputes
arising in connection with all aspects of all matters or transactions to which these
Conditions of Sale and Authorship Warranty relate or apply.
(c) All bidders and sellers irrevocably consent to service of process or any other
documents in connection with proceedings in any court by facsimile transmission,
personal service, delivery by mail or in any other manner permitted by New York
law or the law of the place of service, at the last address of the bidder or seller
known to Phillips.

(b) If the point of delivery or transfer of possession for any purchased lot to the
buyer or the buyer’s designee (including any private carrier) occurs in New York,
then the sale is subject to New York sales tax at the existing rate of 8.875%.
(c) If the buyer arranges shipping for any purchased lot in New York by a common
carrier (such as the United States Postal Service, United Parcel Service, or FedEx)
that does not operate under a private agreement or contract with negotiated
terms to be delivered to an out of state destination, then the sale is not subject to
New York sales tax.

Authorship Warranty
Phillips warrants the authorship of property in this auction catalogue described in
headings in bold or CAPITALIZED type for a period of fve years from date of sale
by Phillips, subject to the exclusions and limitations set forth below.
(a) Phillips gives this Authorship Warranty only to the original buyer of record
(i.e., the registered successful bidder) of any lot. This Authorship Warranty does
not extend to (i) subsequent owners of the property, including purchasers or
recipients by way of gif from the original buyer, heirs, successors, benefciaries
and assigns; (ii) property where the description in the catalogue states that there
is a confict of opinion on the authorship of the property; (iii) property where our
attribution of authorship was on the date of sale consistent with the generally
accepted opinions of specialists, scholars or other experts; (iv) property whose
description or dating is proved inaccurate by means of scientifc methods or tests
not generally accepted for use at the time of the publication of the catalogue or
which were at such time deemed unreasonably expensive or impractical to use or
likely in our reasonable opinion to have caused damage or loss in value to the lot or
(v) property where there has been no material loss in value from the value of the
lot had it been as described in the heading of the catalogue entry.
(b) In any claim for breach of the Authorship Warranty, Phillips reserves the right,
as a condition to rescinding any sale under this warranty, to require the buyer
to provide to us at the buyer’s expense the written opinions of two recognized
experts approved in advance by Phillips. We shall not be bound by any expert
report produced by the buyer and reserve the right to consult our own experts at
our expense. If Phillips agrees to rescind a sale under the Authorship Warranty,
we shall refund to the buyer the reasonable costs charged by the experts
commissioned by the buyer and approved in advance by us.
(c) Subject to the exclusions set forth in subparagraph (a) above, the buyer may
bring a claim for breach of the Authorship Warranty provided that (i) he or she has
notifed Phillips in writing within three months of receiving any information which
causes the buyer to question the authorship of the lot, specifying the auction in
which the property was included, the lot number in the auction catalogue and
the reasons why the authorship of the lot is being questioned and (ii) the buyer
returns the lot to Phillips to the saleroom in which it was purchased in the same
condition as at the time of its auction and is able to transfer good and marketable
title in the lot free from any third party claim arising afer the date of the auction.
Phillips has discretion to waive any of the foregoing requirements set forth in this
subparagraph (c) or subparagraph (b) above.
(d) The buyer understands and agrees that the exclusive remedy for any breach of
the Authorship Warranty shall be rescission of the sale and refund of the original
Purchase Price paid. This remedy shall constitute the sole remedy and recourse
of the buyer against Phillips, any of our afliated companies and the seller and is
in lieu of any other remedy available as a matter of law or equity. This means that
none of Phillips, any of our afliated companies or the seller shall be liable for loss
or damage beyond the remedy expressly provided in this Authorship Warranty,
whether such loss or damage is characterized as direct, indirect, special, incidental
or consequential, or for the payment of interest on the original Purchase Price.

17 Sales Tax
(a) Unless the buyer has delivered a valid certifcate evidencing exemption from
tax, the buyer shall pay applicable New York, California, Colorado, Florida or
Washington sales tax on any lot picked up or delivered anywhere in the states of
New York, California, Colorado, Florida or Washington.
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Richard Prince
Untitled (Cowboys)
signed, numbered and dated 'R Prince 1/2 1992'
on reverse of sheet
ektacolor print
50.7 x 61 cm (20 x 24 in.)
Executed in 1992, this work is number 1 from an
edition of 2
© Richard Prince

20th Century.
Contemporary.
Now.
20th Century & Contemporary Art
Evening & Day Auctions
London, 29 & 30 June 2017
Viewing 21 – 30 June 2017
30 Berkeley Square W1J 6EX
Enquiries
contemporaryartlondon@phillips.com
+44 207 901 7904

phillips.com
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Sale Information
Sale begins at 5pm

Auction & Viewing Location
450 Park Avenue New York 10022
Auction
Thursday, 18 May 2017, 5pm
Admission to this sale is by ticket only.
Please call +1 212 940 1236 or email
tickets@phillips.com
Viewing
4 – 18 May
Monday – Saturday 10am – 6pm
Sunday 12pm – 6pm
Sale Designation
When sending in written bids or making
enquiries please refer to this sale as NY010317 or
20th Century & Contemporary Art Evening Sale.
Absentee and Telephone Bids
tel +1 212 940 1228
fax +1 212 924 1749
bidsnewyork@phillips.com

20th Century & Contemporary Art Department
Head of Sale
Kate Bryan +1 212 940 1267
kbryan@phillips.com
Associate Specialists
Katherine Lukacher +1 212 940 1215
klukacher@phillips.com
Samuel Mansour +1 212 940 1219
smansour@phillips.com
Administrator
Paula Campolieto +1 212 940 1255
pcampolieto@phillips.com
Property Manager
Ryan Falkowitz +1 212 940 1376
rfalkowitz@phillips.com
Photography
Kent Pell
Matt Kroenig
Jean Bourbon
Marta Zagozdzon
Auction License
2013224
Auctioneers
Hugues Joffre - 2028495
August Uribe - 0926461
Sarah Krueger - 1460468
Henry Highley - 2008889
Catalogues
Emma Miller Gelberg +1 212 940 1240
catalogues@phillips.com
$35/€25/£22 at the gallery
Client Accounting
Sylvia Leitao +1 212 940 1231
Michael Carretta +1 212 940 1232
Buyer Accounts
Dawniel Perry +1 212 940 1371
Seller Accounts
Carolina Swan +1 212 940 1253
Client Services
450 Park Avenue +1 212 940 1200
Shipping
Steve Orridge +1 212 940 1370
Ruth Ballester +1 212 940 1320
Oscar Samingoen +1 212 940 1373
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Outside wrap
Roy Lichtenstein, Woman: Sunlight, Moonlight, 1996, lot 6
© Roy Lichtenstein Foundation
Willem de Kooning, Untitled II, 1980, lot 13 (detail) © 2017
The Willem de Kooning Foundation/Artists Rights Society
(ARS), New York
Gerhard Richter, Abstraktes Bild (811-1), 1994, lot 23 (detail)
© 2017 Gerhard Richter
Inside wrap
Marlene Dumas, Colorfelds, 1997, lot 10 © 2017 Marlene Dumas
Rudolf Stingel, Untitled, 2014, lot 33 (detail) © 2017 Rudolf Stingel
Nicole Eisenman, Winter Solstice 2012 Dinner Party, 2009, lot 1
© Nicole Eisenman
Front cover
Peter Doig, Rosedale, 1991, lot 9 (detail) © Peter Doig. All Rights
Reserved, DACS 2017
Inside front cover
Willem de Kooning, Untitled II, 1980, lot 13 (detail) © 2017
The Willem de Kooning Foundation/Artists Rights Society
(ARS), New York
Damien Hirst, The Void, 2000, lot 8 (detail) © Damien Hirst and
Science Ltd. All rights reserved/DACS, London/ARS, NY 2017
Roy Lichtenstein, Woman: Sunlight, Moonlight, 1996, lot 6 (detail)
© Roy Lichtenstein Foundation
Lee Krasner, Gold or Silver, 1954, lot 14 (detail) © 2017 PollockKrasner Foundation/Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York
Agnes Martin, Untitled #1, 1985, lot 20 (detail) © 2017 Estate of
Agnes Martin/Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York
Ai Weiwei, Circle of Animals/Zodiac Heads, 2010, lot 31 (detail)
© 2017 Ai Weiwei
Frontispiece
Marlene Dumas, Colorfelds, 1997, lot 10 (detail) © 2017
Marlene Dumas
Inside back cover
Jean Hélion, Abstraction, 1939, lot 39 (detail) © 2017 Artists Rights
Society (ARS), New York/ADAGP, Paris
David Hammons, African-American Flag, 1990, lot 2 © 2017
David Hammons
Nicole Eisenman, Winter Solstice 2012 Dinner Party, 2009,
lot 1 (detail) © Nicole Eisenman
Richard Prince, Going Going Going, 1998, lot 35 (detail)
© Richard Prince
Opposite index
Marc Chagall, La joie au cirque, 1983, lot 38 (detail) © 2017 Artists
Rights Society (ARS), New York/ADAGP, Paris
Back cover
Gerhard Richter, Abstraktes Bild (811-1), 1994, lot 23 © 2017
Gerhard Richter
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© 2017 The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc. / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York

Warhol
in China.
Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong
Auction 28 May 2017, 6pm
Phillips is proud to present a unique
selection of photographs by Andy Warhol
to be ofered in Hong Kong this Spring.

Andy Warhol
The Great Wall of China, 1982–1987
four stitched gelatin silver prints
54.6 x 69.9 cm. (21 1/ 2 x 27 1/ 2 in.)
Estimate HK$ 600,000-900,000
US$ 76,900–115,000

Enquiries
Charlotte Raybaud
craybaud@phillips.com
+852 2318 2026

phillips.com
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450 Park Avenue New York 10022
phillips.com +1 212 940 1200
bidsnewyork@phillips.com
Please return this form by fax to +1 212 924 1749 or email it to bidsnewyork@phillips.com at least
24 hours before the sale. Please read carefully the information in the right column and note that it
is important that you indicate whether you are applying as an individual or on behalf of a company.
Please select the type of bid you wish to make with this form (please select one):
Paddle Number

In-person
Absentee Bidding
Telephone Bidding

• Company purchases: If you are buying under a business
entity we require a copy of government-issued identification
(such as a resale certificate, corporate bank information
or the certificate of incorporation) to verify the status of
the company.
• Conditions of Sale: All bids are placed and executed, and all
lots are sold and purchased, subject to the Conditions of Sale
printed in the catalogue. Please read them carefully before
placing a bid. Your attention is drawn to Paragraph 4 of the
Conditions of Sale.

Please indicate in what capacity you will be bidding (please select one):

As a private individual
On behalf of a company

• If you cannot attend the sale, we can execute bids
confidentially on your behalf.

Sale Title
Title

• Private purchases: Proof of identity in the form of
government-issued identification will be required.

Sale Number
First Name

Sale Date

Surname
Account Number

Company (if applicable)
Address

• Phillips charges the successful bidder a commission, or buyer’s
premium, on the hammer price of each lot sold. The buyer’s
premium is payable by the buyer as part of the total purchase
price at the following rates: 25% of the hammer price up to and
including $200,000, 20% of the portion of the hammer price
above $200,000 up to and including $3,000,000 and 12% of
the portion of the hammer price above $3,000,000 on each
lot sold.

• “Buy” or unlimited bids will not be accepted. Alternative bids
can be placed by using the word “OR” between lot numbers.

City

• For absentee bids, indicate your maximum limit for each lot,
excluding the buyer’s premium and any applicable sales or
use tax. Your bid will be executed at the lowest price taking
into account the reserve and other bidders. On no reserve
lots, in the absence of other bids, your bid will be executed
at approximately 50% of the low pre-sale estimate or at the
amount specified, if less than 50% of the low estimate.

State/Country

Zip Code
Phone

Mobile

Email

Fax

• If you write an amount, it shall be treated as an absentee bid if
we cannot reach you.

Phone (for Phone Bidding only)

• Your bid must be submitted in the currency of the sale and will
be rounded down to the nearest amount consistent with the
auctioneer’s bidding increments.

Phone number to call at the time of sale (for Phone Bidding only)
1.

2.

• If we receive identical bids, the first bid received will take
precedence.

Please complete the following section for telephone and absentee bids only
Lot Number

Brief Description

In Consecutive Order

US $ Limit*
Absentee Bids Only

• Arranging absentee and telephone bids is a free service
provided by us to prospective buyers. While we will exercise
reasonable care in undertaking such activity, we cannot
accept liability for errors relating to execution of your bids
except in cases of willful misconduct. Agreement to bid by
telephone must be confirmed by you promptly in writing or by
fax. Telephone bid lines may be recorded.
• Please submit your bids to the Bid Department by fax at
+1 212 924 1749 or scan and email to bidsnewyork@phillips.
com at least 24 hours before the sale. You will receive
confirmation by email within one business day. To reach the
Bid Department by phone please call +1 212 940 1228.
• Absent prior payment arrangements, please provide a bank
reference. Payment can be made by cash (up to $10,000),
credit card (up to $50,000), money order, wire transfer, bank
check or personal check with identification.
• Lots cannot be collected until payment has cleared and all
charges have been paid.
• By signing this Bid Form, you consent to our use of your
personal data, including sensitive personal data, in accordance
with Phillips’s Privacy Policy published on our website at www.
phillips.com or available on request by emailing
dataprotection@phillips.com. We may send you materials about
us and our services or other information which we think you may
fnd interesting. If you would prefer not to receive such
information, please email us at dataprotection@phillips.com.

* Excluding Buyer’s Premium and sales or use taxes

Signature

Date

• Phillips’s premises may be subject to video surveillance and
recording. Telephone calls (e.g., telephone bidding) may also be
recorded. We may process that information in accordance with
our Privacy Policy.

By signing this form, you accept the Conditions of Sale of Phillips as stated in our catalogues and on our website.
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31.
38. Lalla
MarcEssaydi
Chagall
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